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Resumen
El objetivo de esta tesis es desarrollar un sistema que mejore la etapa
de percepcio´n de veh´ıculos terrestres no tripulados (UGVs) heteroge´-
neos, consiguiendo con ello una navegacio´n robusta en te´rminos de
seguridad y ahorro energe´tico en diferentes entornos reales, tanto in-
teriores como exteriores. La percepcio´n debe tratar con obsta´culos
esta´ticos y dina´micos empleando sensores heteroge´neos, tales como,
odometr´ıa, sensor de distancia la´ser (LIDAR), unidad de medida iner-
cial (IMU) y sistema de posicionamiento global (GPS), para obtener
la informacio´n del entorno con la precisio´n ma´s alta, permitiendo
mejorar las etapas de planificacio´n y evitacio´n de obsta´culos.
Para conseguir este objetivo, se propone una etapa de mapeado
de obsta´culos dina´micos (DOMap) que contiene la informacio´n de los
obsta´culos esta´ticos y dina´micos. La propuesta se basa en una exten-
sio´n del filtro de ocupacio´n bayesiana (BOF) incluyendo velocidades
no discretizadas. La deteccio´n de velocidades se obtiene con Flujo
O´ptico sobre una rejilla de medidas LIDAR discretizadas. Adema´s,
se gestionan las oclusiones entre obsta´culos y se an˜ade una etapa de
seguimiento multi-hipo´tesis, mejorando la robustez de la propuesta
(iDOMap).
La propuesta ha sido probada en entornos simulados y reales con
diferentes plataformas robo´ticas, incluyendo plataformas comerciales
y la plataforma (PROPINA) desarrollada en esta tesis para mejorar la
colaboracio´n entre equipos de humanos y robots dentro del proyecto
ABSYNTHE. Finalmente, se han propuesto me´todos para calibrar la
posicio´n del LIDAR y mejorar la odometr´ıa con una IMU.
Palabras clave: DATMO, Mapeado de obsta´culos dina´mi-
cos, BOF

Abstract
The goal of this thesis is to develop a system that improves the per-
ception stage of heterogeneous Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs)
in order to achieve a robust navigation in terms of safety and energy
saving in several real indoor and outdoor environments. The per-
ception must deal with static and dynamic obstacles using heteroge-
neous sensors, such as, the odometry, LIght Detection And Ranging
(LIDAR), Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and Global Positioning
System (GPS), in order to collect the surrounding information with
the highest precision, allowing to improve the planning and obstacle
avoidance stages.
To achieve this objective, a Dynamic Obstacles Mapping approach
(DOMap) is proposed to obtain the local map with static and dy-
namic obstacles information. The proposal is based on the Bayesian
Occupancy Filter (BOF), extended in order to not assuming dis-
cretized velocities. The velocities detection has been obtained using
Optical Flow over a discretized grid of LIDAR measurements. In
addition, the occlusions between obstacles had been handled and a
multi-hypothesis tracking stage has been added, improving the ro-
bustness of the proposal. Therefore, the obtained map has infor-
mation about occupancy and velocities of the surrounding obstacles
(iDOMap).
The proposal has been tested in simulated and real scenarios with
different robotic platforms, including commercials ones and the devel-
oped PROPINA platfom to improve collaboration between humans
and robots teams within ABSYNTHE project. Finally, LIDAR pose
calibration and an improved odometry with IMU methods have been
proposed.
KeyWords: DATMO, Dynamic Obstacles Mapping, BOF
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Autonomous robots or vehicles have nowadays become popular for
applications such as surveillance and passengers transport. In both
cases, the safety and efficiency of these systems are depending on
the ability of the autonomous navigation system to deal with un-
predictable dynamic changes in the environment. Robots are ubiqui-
tous in science, industry, and security. Their consideration employing
mathematical and computational techniques has generally been un-
feasible until recently, not only because of lack of analytical tools, but
also because of the need to deploy large numbers of sensing, comput-
ing, communication, and actuation devices. Due to these devices
have become less expensive and more available, robots have been
considered and deployed in an ever larger number of situations.
The robot sales in 2015 increased to the highest level ever
recorded, by 15% to 253,748 units, shown in Figure 1.1. Industry
was the main buyer of robot in 2015, increasing 33% compared to
2014. In detail, electronic industry increased 41%, the metal industry
39%, the plastics, rubber and chemical industry 16%. On the other
hand, in 2015 the automotive industry only increased in a moder-
ate way compared to the last five years. Furthermore, the forecast
of the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) until 2019 is that
the industrial robot’s worldwide sales increase 13% per year, reach-
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Figure 1.1: Industrial Robot’s Worldwide Sales.
ing about 413,000 units in 2019. That means, from 2016 to 2019 1.4
million new industrial robots will be installed (Figure 1.1)
So far, service robots for personal and domestic use are mainly
in the areas of domestic (household) robots, which include vac-
uum and floor cleaning [iRobot, 2002, iRobot, 2007], lawn-mowing
robots [Husqvarna, 2008], and entertainment and leisure robots [Sony,
1999], including toy robots, hobby systems, education and research
(LEGO R© Mindstorms R© [Lego, 1998]). But now, the services robot
are becoming a booming segment of the global robotics industry with
a 20% grow rate every year (Figure 1.2), taking into account the two
main segments of the service robot:
• Professional service Robot: in 2015 increased 25% the
sales, reaching 41060 units, compared to 2014. The forecast
for this segment in the period 2016-2019 is that increase to
about 333200 units.
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• Personal service robot: in 2015, about 5.4 million of this
robots were sold, increasing 16 % compared to 2014. The fore-
cast for this segment in the period 2016-2019 is that it will
increase to about 42 million units.
Figure 1.2: Service Robot’s Worldwide Sales.
Figure 1.3: Autonomous Industrial and Services Robots.
Mobile robots can be used for a number of different applications
as mentioned before. However, independently of the application,
they always have to navigate in their environment. Localization and
mapping are the essence of successful navigation in mobile platform
technology. They are commonly related to cartography, combining
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science, technique and computation to build a trajectory map that
reality can be modelled in ways that communicate spatial information
effectively. Although, both problems are deeply interconnected, they
can be formulated independently. Robot localization is the problem
of estimating the robot’s coordinates relative to a map of its environ-
ment using its sensor data [Fox et al., 2000]. Nevertheless, Robotic
mapping addresses the problem of acquiring spatial models of physi-
cal environments relative to the robot location [Thrun, 2002].
Mobile robots need sensors and actuators in order to accomplish
navigation tasks. Sensors are used to obtain information about its
surroundings and actuators for locomotion and manipulation tasks.
Moreover, they must be able to process all the sensor’s information to
command the actuators typically by means of on-board computers.
The generic robot system diagram is shown in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Robot system diagram.
The great progress on service robotics and computing software in
the last decades has increased the demand for autonomous navigation
and guidance applications. Navigation and guidance are defined as
the processes of determining and controlling the position of a vehicle
or the so-called localization and mapping problems. These problems
address the questions ”Where am I?” and ”What does the world look
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like?” which are key task for every mobile robot. The localization
stage can be greatly improved by using Global Positioning System
(GPS) or its enhanced version: Differential Global Positioning Sys-
tem (DGPS) [Enge and Misra, 1999]. This provides a global reference
for vehicle with the accuracy of a few centimetres in the case of DGPS.
However, when a GPS receiver works in an urban environments with
high buildings or underground tunnels, the signal can suffer multi-
path fading or even Line-Of-Sight (LOS) blockage which renders this
sensor inoperative. However, GPS is generally not suitable to estab-
lish indoor navigation systems, since microwaves will be attenuated
and scattered by roofs, walls and other objects.
The autonomous navigation systems have been studied exten-
sively in the literature [Montemerlo et al., 2008] [Thrun et al., 2006].
Such systems should be able to perform perception, localization, plan-
ning and actuation stages in a correct way. To perceive the state of
the environment the on-board sensors are used. The localization
stage is usually based on a fusion of sensory information and a priori
map [Schleicher et al., 2010] [Hentschel et al., 2008] to determine the
location of the vehicle within the global frame. Such maps are usually
obtained in a semi-autonomous way [Thrun et al., 1998] or using Si-
multaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) techniques [Newman
et al., 2006] [Schleicher et al., 2010] [Bekris et al., 2006] to reduce
the uncertainty of localization and mapping processes by doing both
at the same time. Once the vehicle’s location has been determined,
the sequence of actions necessary to reach the goal can be computed
within the planning stage. The resulting plan is usually a mesh of
connected way points that has to satisfy various constraints such as:
holonomic constraints, safety, traffic rules, energy efficiency, etc. Fi-
nally, the actuation stage is responsible for executing the plan.
In addition to localization and planning, a robust autonomous
mobile platform requires an obstacle avoidance system. Such system
ensures that a vehicle navigates safely around the obstacles while try-
ing to reach its global goal. Obstacle avoidance can be divided into
global and local approaches. While the former approach assumes
a complete model of the environment, such as the potential field
methods, local methods require only partial observability of the envi-
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ronment at the cost of guaranteeing only local optimality. However,
computational cost is much lower for local methods and they can be
often implemented in the form of reactive controllers. These reactive
methods take control of the robot when an obstacle is detected to
prevent collision. They use the nearest portion of the environment
modelled using the current sensor observation. Some representative
examples are Vector Field Histogram + (VFH+) [Ulrich and Boren-
stein, 1998], Nearness Diagram (ND) [Minguez and Montano, 2004],
Curvature-Velocity Method (CVM) [Fox et al., 1997], its improved
version, Lane-Curvature Method (LCM) [Ko and Simmons, 1998] and
the Beam-Curvature Method (BCM) [Ferna´ndez et al., 2004].
(a) Service robot in a hospital. (b) Security robot in a car park.
Figure 1.5: Robots in dynamic environments.
One of the major drawbacks of the reactive methods is that they
do not take into account the dynamic changes of the environment
and assume that all obstacles are static. Therefore, they can not
predict their motion. This is, however, an unrealistic assumption
especially when the vehicle deals with a high uncertainty over the
position, shape and velocity of the obstacles and it is still a chal-
lenge for real world applications [Coue´ et al., 2006] [Fulgenzi et al.,
2007]. It is especially important when a service robot is applied to
cluttered or crowed environment, such as a hospital (Fig. 1.5(a)) or
the surveillance of a car park (1.5(b)).
Furthermore, this is important in terms of safety and energy sav-
ing when an autonomous vehicle is moving in the real word, because
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knowing the dynamic changes around the vehicle, the algorithms can
calculate the optimal path to achieve the goal saving energy and in
the most safety way. To reach these objectives there are different
stages to improve:
• Perception: the representation and modelling of the environ-
ment using the information from different sensors.
• Localization: the obtaining the position of the robot in the
environment.
• Planning: the computation the paths or routes to follow to
achieve the goal.
• Control: the execution of the commands needed to follow the
paths in a proper way.
In the last years, one of the most important breakthroughs in au-
tonomous navigation for mobility robots has been Boss (Figure 1.6)
which is an autonomous vehicle created by Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity’s Tartan Racing Team [Tartan Racing, 2007]. Boss won the 2007
DARPA Urban Challenge [Urmson et al., 2008], a prize competition
for driverless vehicles in a urban scenario dealing with other vehicles
and following the traffic rules. To navigate, Boss used twelve lasers,
cameras and radars to obtain information of the environment, sup-
plementing the position sensing GPS system. A three-layer planning
system combines mission, behavioural, and motion planning to drive
in urban environments. The mission planning layer considers which
street to take to achieve a mission goal. The behavioural layer de-
termines when to change lanes and precedence at intersections and
performs error recovery manoeuvres. The motion planning layer se-
lects actions to avoid obstacles while making progress toward local
goals.
In that challenge the environment is fixed and controlled in some
way, because the path is almost always delimited by curb of the road,
the traffic signals give information about the environment, where is
the robot and the theoretical behaviour of the vehicles around the
robot. For that reasons there are some advantages respect to the
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general cases where the autonomous robot has to deal with a irregu-
lar, unpredictable and dynamic environment.
Figure 1.6: Boss: Autonomous vehicle.
1.2 Scope
This thesis is placed within several projects. The first of them, is
the Plataforma RObotica Para la INvestigAcio´n (PROPINA) project,
that is the developed of our own robotic platform, from scratch to end
in a real hardware platform, based on the experience of the RobeSafe
Research Group with commercial robotic platforms, with the objec-
tives of reducing its cost and improving their weaknesses. The second
one, is the ROBOtic Guide for SHOP (RoboShop) project, to create
a complete robot navigation system, that can be used as shop as-
sistance or a robotic guide in a museum or in a mall, outfitting the
PROPINA platform with more sensors to measure the environment,
such as LIght Detection And Ranging (LIDAR), Inertial Measure-
ment Unit (IMU), depth camera, RGB camera and a touch screen as
a Human-Machine Interface (HMI). The third one is the Abstraction,
Synthesis and Integration of Information for Human-Robot Teams
(ABSYNTHE) project [Alonso et al., 2012] which main aims are the
development of concepts, tools, and approaches for the collabora-
tive production and application of high-level semantic descriptions of
computational objects with a view to facilitate the joint intelligent
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processing and exploitation of knowledge by mixed teams of human
and robots. This project needs to deal with the following problems
and issues:
• Qualitative Object Description
Effective collaboration between team members requires the abil-
ity to quickly exchange, at various levels of abstraction, salient
characteristics of the data representing complex conceptual
structures.
• Cooperative robotics
The interaction of robots with their surroundings requires the
acquisition and representation of objects contained within their
immediate neighbourhood. As is also the case with humans in-
teracting with their environment, this representation requires
the mapping of perceptual information (e.g., images, radar
returns) into symbols describing environmental features (e.g.,
walls, tables, obstacles) through a cognitive process known as
anchoring.
• Autonomous navigation in complex environments
Autonomous robots cannot currently emulate the ability of hu-
mans to navigate through a wide variety of environments. To
attain a similar level of proficiency and ability to adapt to new
situations it is necessary to develop high-level knowledge ca-
pable of being employed to rapidly produce tactics applicable
to new navigational challenges (e.g., adapt 3D traversing tech-
niques to new environments).
• Integration of high-level sensor information
In collaborative architectures such as those of human-robot
teams, perceptual information is typically collected by a variety
of distributed, multi-modal, sensors of different characteristics
that produce evidential data at multiple levels of resolution.
The development of techniques mapping between these diverse
descriptions and integrating (fusing) information as a function
of its expected usage is a major need.
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This thesis is focused on this last two problems. To achieve an
autonomous navigation while the robots are in the same scenario that
humans or other vehicles, whether indoor or outdoor it is mandatory
to detect them in the best way and with the most accurate and rich
information, as their positions, movements, directions and velocities.
Additionally, this accurate and rich information is not only useful
for the robot, also it is very interesting for the people in the same
scenario in order to improve their knowledge of the environment.
1.3 Proposal
From 2004, members of RobeSafe Research Group1 at the Depart-
ment of Electronics have been working in the problem of autonomous
navigation [Ocan˜a et al., 2004] [Lo´pez, 2004] [Ocan˜a, 2005]. Several
important results were achieved in this area, more precisely in in-
door environments with WiFi, a robot navigation system based on
signal strength and ultrasounds was developed [Ocan˜a et al., 2005]
or a robot navigation system based on Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP) and using vision and proximity sen-
sors [Lo´pez, 2004].
RobeSafe Research Group has focused its efforts on some impor-
tant aspects in order to develop robot navigation systems. Robe-
Safe Research Group is interested in developing non-invasive systems,
which means to use the environment infrastructure without adding
extra devices or technologies. Finally, developing solutions for the
real world always is a premise for RobeSafe Research Group.
The aim of this thesis is to develop a system to improve the per-
ception stage of heterogeneous robots in order to achieve a robust
navigation in terms of safety and energy saving in multiples real sce-
narios, such as indoor and outdoor environments. The perception
must deal with static and dynamic obstacles using heterogeneous sen-
sors, such as the odometry, LIDAR, IMU and GPS in order to collect
the surrounding information with the highest precision in real-time,
allowing improvements to the planning and obstacle avoidance algo-
rithms.
1www.robesafe.com
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1.4 Document structure
After the introduction in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 contains a brief review
of the most significant research on Detection and Tracking of Moving
Obstacles (DATMO).
In Chapter 3 some of the commercial robotic platforms, commonly
used in research, have been analysed. Also, the robotic platform
developed in this thesis has been explained.
Chapter 4 presents the Dynamic Obstacles Mapping Proposal. Re-
sults for experiments under simulated and real conditions are pre-
sented and discussed.
Chapter 5 presents the final application results of applying the
best algorithms of previous chapters.
Finally, Chapter 6 contains the conclusions and main contribu-
tions of this work, and future research lines that may spring from
it.

Chapter 2
State of the Art
Before planning stage can be performed, the robot needs to know
the environment where it moves. For that reason the perception and
mapping stages must be performed previously. This chapter presents
and introduces the state of the art in perception and mapping based
on on-board sensors and a brief survey of the state of the art in
DATMO is introduced. The aim of what follows is to provide an
overview of the most remarkable methods at each field specially in
indoor environments, and those that are related to the contents of the
following sections of this thesis. On those sections, related methods to
the presented proposal will be explained in more detail. This chapter
closes with a discussion on the most adequate methods to be studied
for the intended application of this work, and the specific aims of this
thesis.
2.1 Perception and Mapping
On-board sensors are used to perceive the state of the environment
and provide information to the mapping stage, that are usually in-
cluded in the robot platforms. Then, the local and global planning
stages can be perform. This system has to deal with the problem of
estimating the robot’s surrounding by the information from the sen-
sors and sometimes, using a map of its environment. The on-board
sensors commonly used in robotics are:
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• Odometers: allow to count the revolutions of the robot
wheels, is the most common sensors used in the relative po-
sitioning.
• Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU): composed by ac-
celerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers. Is usually added
to the robotic platforms in order to perform a Inertial Naviga-
tion System (INS) to improve the odometry.
• Range sensors: from different technologies, such as infrared,
sonar or LIDAR that provides distance measurements in order
to collect information about the surrounding environment.
The sensors and actuators help navigation tasks, however, both
of them have to deal with several issues [Thrun, 2002]. Sensors are
subject to errors, often referred to as measurement noise, and strict
range limitations. Even, the robot motion is influenced by errors
too. Hence, the controls alone are insufficient to determine a robot’s
pose (location and orientation) relative to its environment. For that
reason, there are some challenges to overcome:
• Measurement noise: modelling problems, are usually rela-
tively easy to solve if the noise in different measurements is
statistically independent. Unfortunately, in robotics, the mea-
surement errors are statistically dependent. This is because
errors in control accumulate over time, and they affect the way
future sensor measurements are interpreted.
• High dimensionality of the maps: a detailed two-
dimensional floor plan, which is an equally common representa-
tion of robotic maps, often requires thousands of characteristics.
But a detailed 3D visual map of a building may easily require
millions of characteristics.
• Data association problem: determining if sensor measure-
ments taken at different points in time correspond to the same
physical object in the world.
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• Changing environments: some changes may be relatively
slow, such as the structural changes in buildings. Others are
faster, such as the change of door status or the location of
furniture items. Unfortunately, there are almost no mapping
algorithms that can learn meaningful maps of dynamic envi-
ronments. Instead, the predominant paradigm relies on a static
world assumption, in which the robot is the only time-variant
quantity (and everything else that moves is just noise). Con-
sequently, most techniques are only applied in relatively short
time windows, during which the respective environments are
static.
The majority of researchers in the literature use a probabilistic
framework to deal with those issues. They all employ probabilistic
models of the robot and its environment, and they all rely on prob-
abilistic inference. The fact that robot localization and mapping are
characterized by uncertainty and sensor noise is the reason for the
popularity of probabilistic techniques. Probabilistic algorithms ap-
proach the problem by explicitly modelling different sources of noise
and their effects on the measurements.
2.1.1 Perception
The most common methods of position estimation are absolute and
relative positioning, usually working together. In the case of rela-
tive positioning [Borenstein and Koren, 1987], usually is based on
dead-reckoning, estimating the current position by determining the
offset from the initial position, computed by counting the revolu-
tions of the robot wheels [Krantz, 1996]. This method is inexpensive,
easy and real-time possible. On the other hand, the dead-reckoning
has the disadvantage of error accumulation over the time [Zhou and
Chirikjian, 2003]. That errors will become so large that the robot’s
internal position estimate may be unacceptably wrong after a 10m of
travel [Gourley and Trivedi, 1994]. There are two kinds of errors:
• Non-systematic: Consequence of the slipping and skidding pro-
duced in the turns of the robot or by the irregular ground, like
cracks or bumps.
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• Systematic errors: These errors are particularly damaging, be-
cause they are accumulated constantly and they are due to the
irregularity of the robot mechanic, like the unequal wheel diam-
eters or the uncertainty about the distance between the contact
points of the wheels and the floor because those wheels contact
the floor not in one point [Borenstein, 1994].
LIDAR scanners and range sensors are widely used in mobile
robotics applications such as obstacle detection and avoidance [Chang
et al., 2008] [Zeng and Weng, 2007] [Choi et al., 2007], object track-
ing [Kogut et al., 2007], map building [Ueda et al., 2006], feature ex-
traction [Nguyen et al., 2005] [Borges and Aldon, 2004] [Premebida
and Nunes, 2005] and self-localization [Sohn and Kim, 2005] [Linge-
mann et al., 2005].
A 2D LIDAR scanner provides distances and angles to the sur-
rounding objects by scanning the environment in a plane, usually
parallel to the ground. This technique is not enough to detect ob-
stacles like stairs, a land irregularity or floor level variations. These
kinds of problems are overcome with the 3D LIDAR scanners. With
these sensors, all features are directly extracted in 3 dimensions. In
the other hand, their price is much more expensive than the first
ones. Another solution for these problems is a combination of a 2D
LIDAR and a pan-tilt unit but, on the contrary, this system requires
to spend more time to obtain the measures, due to the pan-tilt unit
has to be moved. [Iocchi and Pellegrini, 2007].
2.1.2 Mapping
In order to perform the local navigation or global path planning a
representation of the environment (mapping) is needed. That map
can be local (represents the surroundings of the robot, most suitable
for local navigation) or global (the environment in where the robot
moves). Those maps can be built based on another map, based on
measures from the on-board sensors, based on expert knowledge, etc.
Mapping is performed with the robot’s on-board sensors. Com-
monly used sensors are: sonar sensors, LIDAR sensors, cameras,
depth cameras, infrared sensors, etc. For local mapping purposes,
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the principal information needed is to know where there free space
is and where the obstacles surrounding the robot are. For indoor
mobile robots, it is assumed that any detection in the same height of
the robot is an obstacle. For that reason the most used sensors are
range only sensors (sonar, infrared, LIDAR), situated parallel to the
floor. Nevertheless, for outdoor mobile robots and for some complex
robots or environments, 3D information is needed. That information
can be obtained from 3D-LIDAR [Montemerlo et al., 2009], moving
2D-LIDAR [Nuchter et al., 2003], stereo cameras [Saez and Escolano,
2004], etc.
Usually, indoor mobile robots moves in a 2D world. These 2D rep-
resentations of the environment can be classified into topological and
metric representations [Thrun, 1998]. Topological maps represents
characteristic points in the environment and the relations between
them. These maps tend to be simple, close to the human interpre-
tation of the environment and they are very useful for top level task
or path planning but are not useful for local navigation. In the other
hand, metric maps represent a continuous space discretized in a way
that can be used by a robot. Figure 2.1 shows the same map (Fig-
ure 2.1(a)) represented in both ways: metric map (Figure 2.1(b))
divides the continuous map in cells of the same size and topological
map (Figure 2.1(c)) represents each room and the transition between
them.
(a) Original Map (b) Metric Map (c) Topological Map
Figure 2.1: Mapping: Metric and Topological.
Building a metric map from continuous information needs a dis-
cretization. One effective way to perform that discretization in 2D
environments is the cell decomposition method. This method divides
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the environment in cells that are connect with the adjacent ones and
allows to represent if each cell is occupied (not traversable by the
robot) or free (traversable by the robot). Even a probabilistic occu-
pancy level can be represented in a way that the loss of information
caused by the discretization, or the inexactitudes of the sensors mea-
sures can be filtered [Coue´ et al., 2006]. [Latombe, 1991] exposes some
methods for cells discretization:
• Approximate cell decomposition: the environment is di-
vided in cells of the same size and shape (see in Figure 2.2(b)).
• Adaptive cell decomposition: the environment is divided in
cells of different size. One particular case of adaptive decom-
position is the quadtree [Samet, 1988]. The method divides an
environment into quadtrees begins with one cell that represents
the whole map. If that cell is partially occupied, it is divided
into four ones. That division is repeated on each cell until the
resolution limit is reached or there are not partially occupied
cells in the environment. That representation allows to have
the same information as approximate cell decomposition using
less memory (see in Figure 2.2(c)).
• Exact cell decomposition: the cells does not have a prede-
fined size or shape and are determined based on the environ-
ment. The union between cells represent the free space in the
map (see in Figure 2.2(d)).
Figure 2.2 shows the three previous explained methods for cell
discretization applied to the same map (Figure 2.2(a)).
The grid cell representation can be extended to full 3D maps,
where the representation is based on VOLumetric piXEL (VOXEL)
[Foley et al., 1990] instead of grid cells. Also each grid can contain
more information apart from the occupancy value, allowing fusing
topological and metric maps by mean of adding information, for ex-
ample, about features on the environment that lies inside each cell.
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(a) Map (b) Approximate Grid
(c) Adaptive Grid (d) Exact Grid
Figure 2.2: Cells Discretization Techniques.
2.2 Detection and Tracking Moving Ob-
stacles
In order to achieve a safe navigation in a partial or completely un-
known environment, also including possible dynamic objects, the
mapping methods shown in Section 2.1.2 are not enough. They only
take into account the occupancy, not dealing with dynamic obsta-
cles. For that reason, the robot has to manage a representation of
the world that be achievable, that include information to predict the
future of the environment, continuously update and with a reliabil-
ity level. There are different approaches that can deal with dynamic
obstacles, called DATMO methods:
• The first kind of methods are based of the assumption acknowl-
edge of all objects around the robot, learning their tracks and
velocities on an off-line process. These methods are only ap-
plicable in structural and constant environments, such as the
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industrial ones. For that reason, they are out of the aim of this
thesis.
• The second kind of approaches try to estimate the position and
velocity of the objects in an on-line process. Usually in two
steps: data association phase and a multi target tracking algo-
rithm. These methods do not take into account the unknown
space and can suffer problems in a crowded environment. These
methods are Objects Based DATMO (Section 2.2.1) and can be
divided in Model-free and Model-based approaches, described in
Sections 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.1.2 respectively.
• The third alternative to these classic object framework are the
methods that maintain a probabilistic knowledge of the envi-
ronment in a dynamic occupancy grid domain, including the
actual occupation and the estimation of the cell’s velocities.
These methods are the Grid Based DATMO approaches, de-
scribed in Section 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Objects based DATMO approaches
The DATMO problem has been under research in the last decades.
DATMO is the process of observe the states of objects surrounding
in a dynamic environment with the exteroceptive sensors, assuming
an accurate pose estimate available, to obtain the position and the
trajectories of the dynamic objects. Usually, the objects based ap-
proaches try to track different objects independently, keeping them
in a list. This is a multi-objects or multi-target tracking problem,
whose main difficulty is the data association problem. This problem
rely on the knowledge of:
• Whether new measurement from sensors correspond to an ex-
isting object
• When an object should be: created as new object, maintained
or deleted.
Many works focus on the multi-objects tracking problem assuming
that the measurements are uniquely from moving objects. Although,
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static objects or spurious measurements exists in most of the real ap-
plications. The sensors widely used in this area are the range sensors
(sonar or LIDAR), or cameras. Although, the LIDAR is usually the
main sensor due to its high accuracy and resolution to detect objects.
Some illustrative examples are shown in Figure 2.3.
(a) [Vu and Aycard, 2009] (b) [Nashashibi and Bargeton, 2008]
Figure 2.3: DATMO examples: LIDAR based object detection.
Previously to the data association stage, is necessary segment
the data. The simplest way is the clustering, based on the range
discontinuities of the data. Others approaches trying to search some
features in the data, such a lines or “L” shapes. The clusters has to
be assigned to the target, taking into account that multiple clusters
can come from the same target.
The data association stage can be computed with simple methods,
such as Nearest Neighbor Rule (NNR), assigning each data cluster to
the closest target, widely used at high enough update rates to assume
the assignment unambiguous. One step forward are some variations
of these methods, as Global Nearest Neighbor (GNN), that ensures
that each cluster is associated to one target. This method is appro-
priate in recognition based approach, where each cluster represents
the whole object. In the case that the ambiguity should be high,
there are other commonly used methods:
• Multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) by [Reid, 1979]: this al-
gorithm can handle measurements that came from a varying
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number of targets, maintaining multiple association hypotheses
between clusters of measurements and targets. The number of
possible hypotheses increases each time step due to new pos-
sible hypotheses are created from initializing new target from
each new measurement in addition to the previously existing
hypotheses. Each hypothesis obtain a score summing the track
existence scores of all target within it. For that reason the com-
binatorial increase, being necessary techniques to reduce them,
such as tracks clustering or pruning.
• Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter (JPDAF) by [Fort-
mann et al., 1983]: This algorithm only maintain one asso-
ciation hypothesis, similar to GNN, avoiding the problem of
the increasing combinatorial. The association is not hard as in
GNN, is a soft assignment based on the probability of each mea-
surement being associated to each target. For target k the mea-
surement update is taking into account all possible assignments
the probability of data clusters (Equation 2.1). The probability
that the measurement m are from target k be denoted by βmk:
p(Zt|Skt ) = η
Mt∑
m=1
βmkp(Z
m
t |Skt ) (2.1)
where K is the number of targets, Mt the data clusters
(Z1t , ..., Z
Mt
t ) and η is a normalization constant. There are some
variants and extensions of JPDAF. ( [Cox, 1993]) The variants
that are used in DATMO approaches rely on parametric belief
representations.
The target tracking stage in DATMO is performance using pri-
marily Kalman Filters (KFs). As the belief is usually non-Gaussian,
is necessary use of its variants, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF). These parametric filters are
computational cost efficient, but it can’t represent complex beliefs
when arise due to the data ambiguities. In contrast, there are non-
parametric filters, such as Particle Filter (PF) or Histogram Filter
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(HF), that represent the belief by a set of particles, that can rep-
resent an arbitrary belief. Nevertheless, the computational cost is
exponential in the dimensionality of the state and usually the base of
the exponent is large.
Other approaches use multiple model-based moving object track-
ing. Due to the lack of a priori information, the on-line mode learning
is a hard task. For that reason, the motion mode of moving objects
usually is approximately composed of several motion models such
as, constant velocity model, constant acceleration model and turn-
ing model. In this way, the mode learning problem is simplified to
a multi-model selection problem. Even so, due to the time variant
of the model of the moving obstacles, it is necessary a suboptimal
approach with merge or reduce the number of the mode history hy-
potheses to avoid the exponentially increasing of them. Interactive
Multiple Model (IMM) filter [Blom and Bar-Shalom, 1988] is widely
uses in that case. This approach compute the state estimate at time
k under each possible current model using a suitable mixing of the
previous model-conditioned estimate as the initial condition at each
filter, as shown the IMM diagram in Figure 2.4.
Interaction / Mixing
Filter 1 Filter 2
Model Probability update
Observation
Estimation
Figure 2.4: IMM filter diagram.
On the other hand, the DATMO problem can be addressed as a
batch problem over a fixed time window. It could be solved using
different approaches based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
[Andrieu et al., 2003]. These methods start with a desired probability
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distribution, then produce samples of them by constructing a Markov
chain with an equilibrium distribution equal to de desired distribu-
tion. The resulting state of the chain can be used as a sample from
the desired distribution once the methods walk the chain a enough
steps. To construct the Markov chain is usually easy, while obtain
the number of steps needed can be difficult.
2.2.1.1 DATMO Model-based approaches
These methods know the class of the objects to be detected a priori.
With this information, each object is detected based on a paramet-
ric model (of its shape) to track it separately. These methods have
the restriction to detect only the specific objects described in the
parametric model.
Some of these methods are focus on people detection, for example,
in work [Arras et al., 2008], authors train a boosting classifier to
detect legs separately with KF and constant velocity models, then,
they group the legs of each person to track them with a MHT. Other
authors, [Schulz et al., 2001] only detect the legs of people on the
2D range scanner and, to robust the tracking, apply the JPDAF.
[Topp and Christensen, 2005] extends the previous work detecting
the people whose legs are not directly visible.
Others works, instead of detecting people, focus on detect and
tracking vehicles, such as [Vu and Aycard, 2009] that represents the
vehicles with a box model. The data association and tracking of the
dynamic obstacles were implemented with GNN and KF. Also, the
authors, present an algorithm that optimize the box models over the
best trajectories of the vehicles in a sliding window of laser scans
to solve detection and tracking simultaneously using a Data-driven
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (DDMCMC) algorithm. The authors
improve the odometry with a fast incremental scan matching. The
system was tested with Navlab dataset [Wang et al., 2004].
Another example of model-based vehicle detection and tracking
is the work by [Zhao and Thorpe, 1998], authors proposed an IMM
filter with three different motion models to determinate all of possible
motions of the vehicles that are tracked. On the other hand, the work
by [Granstro¨m, 2012] does not focus on people or vehicles, they use
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a Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) filter to detect and track
rectangular and elliptical targets. [Chavez-Garcia and Aycard, 2015]
classifies the objects in four class of interest: pedestrian, bike, car or
truck, using Adaboost by [Friedman et al., 2000] (a boosting-based
learning algorithm). In addition, they use an IMM with constant
velocity, acceleration and turning models to track the objects and a
pruned MHT to perform the data association.
2.2.1.2 DATMO Model-free approaches
These methods do not impose restrictions in obstacle’s type or shape
and the semantic information about the object is not needed. On the
other hand, these methods only detect the current moving obstacles,
not the potentially dynamic object that will move in the future.
Some of these methods, included in the systems that participate
in the DARPA Urban Challenge [Leonard et al., 2008] [Mertz et al.,
2013], works as follow: first, they segment different measurements
from several lasers with a basic region-growing algorithm in segments
to extract geometric features of the objects (corners and line ends of
the “L” shapes); second, with these features, they compose a list of
possible objects and, finally, they extract the objects that have a
significant speed, tracking them with a KF with constants turn rate
and acceleration and a fixed process noise. The output velocity has
a delay that varies between 1.1 and 3.5s.
Others methods are based on estimating a static map of the envi-
ronment at the same time that detect the moving obstacles using the
knowledge of occupancy probabilities to compute the likely moving
objects. In [Wang et al., 2003], the authors represent data in grid-
maps computing an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm, then a
MHT algorithm is used for data association and an IMM algorithm for
tracking. The approach was tested in crowded urban environments
at high speeds. Though, the method proposed by the authors need to
include a prior digital map, not available everywhere. This work was
extended by [Montesano et al., 2005], estimating the robot pose at
the same time that difference the dynamics and statics objects with
an extended Iterative Dual Correspondence (IDC) algorithm and in-
tegrating the identification of dynamics objects within the estimation
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process. Also, a NNR is used for data association. Other similar work
is the Toyota’s tracking system [Miyasaka et al., 2009] that combine
SLAM with the tracking of moving obstacles.
In [Vu et al., 2011], the authors improve the odometry with a
fast incremental scan matching and the occupancy map that use is
based on the grid framework by [Elfes, 1989]. The dynamic obstacles
are detected taking into account their inconsistencies with the grid
map. Finally, a MHT with an adaptative IMM are used for the data
association and tracking stages.
Using map differences between the occupancy map of the static
obstacles, they can detect moving obstacles and then identify the
objects with an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [Biswas
et al., 2002].
In the work by [Yang and Wang, 2011] authors use a variant of
RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC), to estimate the robot pose
and the moving obstacles and a decision tree based on spatiotempo-
ral consistency tests to manage the track merging and splits. [Ha¨hnel
et al., 2003b] propose a EM algorithm to determine whether a laser
point is static or dynamic solving a set of hidden indicator variables
of each laser point. The same authors [Ha¨hnel et al., 2003a], pre-
sented a probabilistic technique to create maps that contain people.
To track people, the algorithm implemented is a Sample-based Joint
Probabilistic Data Association Filters (SJPDAF) using the laser mea-
surements. To identify the moving people and the static obstacles,
the authors use an occupancy probability maps.
Other approach is to focus on the detection part, solving the data
association and moving object detection problems using a joint Con-
ditional Random Field (CRF) framework, as in the works [Tipaldi
and Ramos, 2009], [van de Ven et al., 2010]. In [Wang et al., 2015],
the authors deal with the data association in two levels: a coarse level
predicting the boundary points of the objects computing an Euclidean
Minimum Spanning Tree (EMST)-Efficient Graph-Based Image Seg-
mentation (EGBIS) clustering algorithm, then compute an ICP, and
present a variant of Joint Compatibility Branch and Bound (JCBB)
in the fine level.
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2.2.2 Grid Based DATMO
These methods represents the environment as an occupancy grid,
where each cell is tracked at a sub-object level, instead of segment
the environment into objects to track them. These approaches avoid
the object concept, also the problem of multi-object detection and
tracking, sometimes very difficult to solve. Other advantage of these
methods is that the sensor’s data fusion from different sensors can
be compute at the raw data level using occupancy grid maps, where
the data association is not needed, unlike in the previous DATMO
approaches.
One the most popular approaches an the base of several works is
the Bayesian Occupancy Filter (BOF) by [Coue´ et al., 2006]. The
BOF evaluate the environment occupancy regardless the kind of the
object. The occupancy of the cells are computed as an probabilistic
formulation initially proposed by [Elfes, 1989], dealing with uncer-
tainty due to the noise or the inaccurate sensors through the Bayes
theorem.
On the other hand, there are others approaches that are based
on the Evidence Theory, also called Dempster-Shafer theory [Demp-
ster, 1967] taking into account the inconsistencies between consecu-
tive grids as evidences of conflict. This method has the advantage of
modelling a cell in three states: free, occupied or not observed yet.
Although, a few works [Kurdej et al., 2012] [Moras et al., 2014] are
based on these method, due to tuning the parameters needed is usu-
ally a challenging task. For that reason this thesis is focus on the
methods based on BOF.
The BOF is described as a representation of the space in a cells
grid. Each cell describes a portion of the environment and includes
different kinds of information about this part of the space, such as,
occupancy, velocities, riskiness, etc. This representation has several
advantages:
• To be a generalist representation allows to fuse the information
from different sensors and using in indoors and outdoors.
• The use of prediction and estimation stages taking into account
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the previous occupancy history, helps to overcome some occlu-
sions.
• The probabilistic framework based on Bayes theorem handles
the uncertainty and the noise in the sensor’s measures, increas-
ing the robustness.
• As the cells are independent, this allows to parallelize processes,
increasing the performance.
The work by [Saval-Calvo et al., 2017] defined the five layers of
the BOF corresponding to the five main parts, from the bottom layer
closer to the raw data sensor to the top one, where the high-level
algorithms are implemented, shown in Table 2.1
Table 2.1: Levels of BOF.
Level Task
5th High-level Applications
4th Clustering
3rd BOF core
2nd Grid estimation
1st Pre-process
The definition of BOF following the description in [Fulgenzi, 2009]
is as follow: the 2D Euclidean space is divided in a finite number of
cells, each represents a position in the plane. The state of the sys-
tem O(t) at time t is the list of the states of all the cells of the grid:
Occ, when the cell is occupied or Emp if the correspondent space
is free. Given a probabilistic sensor model P (z(t)|o(t)) where z(t)
is the current observation, the grid is updated following the Bayes’
rule. Under the hypothesis that each cell of the grid is independent
from its neighbour cell, each cell state estimation is updated inde-
pendently [Elfes, 1989]. To handle dynamic obstacles, each cell of
the BOF maintains not only an estimation of its occupation proba-
bility,but also a discretized representation of the probabilistic distri-
bution function (PDF) over velocities. A minimum and maximum
velocity value is considered for eventual objects in the space, and the
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PDF is approximated by a finite histogram over regularly distributed
velocity values vn with n ∈ 1...N . The discretization step is chosen
according to spatial and time discretization: given q the size of a cell
and τ the time step, only integer velocities in terms of q
τ
are taken
into consideration. This choice is necessary in order to perform fast
and rigorous prediction and updating steps.
The variables used to formalize the BOF probability estimation
are as follows:
• C is an index that identifies each 2D cell of the grid.
• A is an index that identifies each possible antecedent of the cell
c over all the cells in the 2D grid.
• Zt ∈ Z where Zt is the random variable of the sensor measure-
ment relative to the cell c.
• v ∈ V = v1, ..., vn where v is the random variable of the veloc-
ities for the cell c and its possible values are discretized into n
cases.
• O,O−1 ∈ O ≡ occ, emp where O represents the random vari-
able of the state of c being either occupied or empty. O−1 rep-
resents the random variable of the state of an antecedent cell of
c through the possible motion through c. For a given velocity
vk = (vx, vy) and a given time step δt, it is possible to define an
antecedent for c = (x, y) as c−k = (x− vxδt, y − vyδt).
The decomposition of the joint distribution of the relevant vari-
ables according to Bayes’ rule and dependency assumptions as state
[Tay et al., 2008b] is given by Equation 2.2:
P (C,A, Z,O,O−1, V ) =
P (A)P (V |A)P (C|V,A)P (O−1|A)P (O|O1)P (Z|O, V, C) (2.2)
The parametric form and semantics of each component of the joint
decomposition are as follow:
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• P (A) is the distribution over all the possible antecedents of the
cell c. It is chosen to be uniform because the cell is consid-
ered reachable from all the antecedents with equal probability.
Consequently, given k antecedents, each one has a probability
P (A) = 1
k
.
• P (V |A) is the distribution over all the {v1, ..., vn} possible ve-
locities of a certain antecedent of the cell c; its parametric form
is a histogram.
• P (C|V,A) is a distribution that explains whether c is reachable
from [A = a] with the velocity [V = v ∈ {v1, ..., vn}]. In discrete
spaces, this distribution is considered a Dirac with value equal
to 1 if and only if cx = ax+vxδt and cy = ay+vyδt, which follows
a dynamic model of constant velocity. This Dirac distribution
is used in the BOF by [Coue´ et al., 2006], nevertheless, other
general distribution approaches could be used.
• P (O−1|A) is the distribution over the occupancy of the an-
tecedents. It gives the probability of the possible previous step
of the current cell. Given the antecedents, this probability ex-
plains probability that the previous occupancy is reliable with
the current antecedents.
• P (O|O−1) is the conditional distribution over the occupancy of
the current cell, which depends on the occupancy state of the
previous cell. It is defined as a transition matrix:
T =
[
1− ε ε
ε 1− ε
]
which allows the system to use the null acceleration hypothesis
as an approximation; in this matrix, ε is a parameter represent-
ing the probability that the object in c does not follow the null
acceleration model.
• P (Z|O, V, C) is the conditional distribution over the sensor
measurement values. It depends on the state of the cell, the
velocity of the cell and obviously the position of the cell.
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The Joint probability P (O, V |Z,C) can be decompose into ob-
servation and prediction probabilities, estimating in this way the oc-
cupancy and velocity probabilities of each cell, following the predic-
tion/estimation diagram shown in Figure 2.5:
Figure 2.5: BOF stages: prediction and estimation [Tay et al.,
2008a].
The authors discretized the possible velocities. In order to im-
plement the probability distribution, is possible to do it in form of
histograms, as shown in Figure 2.6:
Figure 2.6: BOF Grid representation [Ne`gre et al., 2014].
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2.2.2.1 Variants and improvements of the BOF approach
Taking into account the BOF layers described by [Saval-Calvo et al.,
2017], several authors had propose improvements or variants in the
different layers. The first layer is refer to the processing the data
from the sensors before compute the grid. Usually, the sensors used
in occupancy grids are range (LIDAR or sonars) sensors, sometimes
also cameras. As these sensors do not provide the measures in a grid
space, it is necessary processing this data.
Linear Opinion Pool (LOP) techniques are commonly used to
treat the data. In this way, it is possible to avoid that the non-
reliable data affect to the global result, having a sensor model and
a weighting term. The authors in [Adarve et al., 2012] use LOP
to multi-sensor fusion, such as LIDAR and stereo cameras. Other
authors, [Baig et al., 2014] fusing multiple layers from laser scanner
using LOP.
In the second layer (Grid-estimation): The authors in [Chen
et al., 2006] use the difference on the occupancy between time steps
to compute the velocity, keeping the computation of the object de-
tection and tracking in the occupancy grid. In [Tay et al., 2008a],
the authors introduced velocity information reducing noise in estima-
tions, improving the predictability and reducing the computational
cost. While [Coue´ et al., 2006] represents the velocity in two dimen-
sions (Vx, Vy), corresponding to the two possibles directions, increas-
ing the dimensions of BOF to 4D BOF, [Chen et al., 2006] introduce
a histogram of velocities in the cell (2D Histogram BOF ). The 4D
BOF have the advantage that represent objects that overlap others
and the 2D Histogram BOF has a less computational cost.
Other variant introduced by [Yguel et al., 2006] is taking into
account a non-constant velocity. Especially important in urban or
indoor scenarios where the objects do not have constant velocities.
To afford this, the cells are updated at different frequencies, based
on their velocities. Additionally, the authors handled the aliasing
problem, due to depending on the objects orientation, the number of
cells occupied by them are different.
The authors in [Baig et al., 2014] added a motion detection stage
to recognize the moving obstacles, based on keeping update a Free and
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Occupied count Arrays, that means the number of times that each
cell has been free or occupied. With that counts and an heuristic,
the system is able to identify the moving part in the environment.
Variants on the core of the BOF method (third layer) has been
introduced by several authors, reducing the computational cost using
a prior knowledge of the environment or representing the dynamism
of the cells using particle filters. The authors in [Gindele et al., 2009]
proposed a Bayesian Occupancy grid Filter for dynamic environments
Using prior Map knowledge (BOFUM) that predicts the more precise
cells movements taking into account a prior knowledge about the cell
environment. The object motion is usually dependent on the its
localization, restricting his movements based on behaviours patterns.
For example, in urban scenarios, it is more probably that the cars
follow the lanes than cross them perpendicularly, neither they drive
on the sidewalk. On the other hand, the movements of pedestrians
are not so restricted. The authors apply a reachability matrix that
contains the changing probability of the cells based on the area. They
defined three possibles areas (lane, sidewalk and unknown) with a cost
function to compute the probability of one cell being the antecedent
of another based on three assumptions:
• The area changing is unlikely.
• If an object is moving off the lane and the antecedent cell are
in others areas, is highly probably to be a pedestrian.
• The vehicles usually moving on the lane and the moving out
the lane or lane change probabilities are low.
Others authors use BOFUM, in [Brechtel et al., 2010] the authors
accelerate the convergence of the BOF using a prior map knowledge.
Also, in this work including uncertainty in the motion model and a
importance sampling (IS ) recursively to approximate BOFUM calcu-
lations, it is similar to the PF in a discrete cell framework. With this
approach, the authors improve the time performance of the system at
least 40 times. Other improvement added is the property of the cells
that can move in object groups, defined as Bayesian Occupancy Fil-
ter Using Groups (BOFUG) allows to infer object classes only from
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the occupancy measurement. On the other hand, the disadvantages
of the systems based on BOFUM is that the required maps are not
always available and the aliasing problem is not resolved.
Another variant is to use PFs to obtain the occupancy and veloc-
ity of the cells. In [Danescu et al., 2011] the authors define an algo-
rithm to compute the environment dynamics with a variable number
of particles per cell depending on its occupancy. The sensors used is
stereo vision and the approach is based on three stages: first, the pre-
diction, reallocating the particles taking into account the speed and
ego-motion of the vehicle; second, processing the measurement in-
corporating the measured data to weight the particles and re-sample
them, and finally, estimation of the occupancy and velocity. The mov-
ing particles represent the environment without discretization in its
positions, correcting in this way some aliasing problems. They com-
pared the results with the Lucas-Kanade Optical Flow. This method
has been later named as Sequential Monte Carlo Bayesian Occupancy
Filter (SMC-BOF). Based on this approach, authors in [Nuss et al.,
2013] proposed a data fusion between laser and radar.
Based on the same idea of using PF and to increase the perfor-
mance, the authors in [Ne`gre et al., 2014] introduced the Hybrid Sam-
pling Bayesian Occupancy Filter (HSBOF) to avoid the high number
of particles unnecessary used in the case of static cells. The authors
do not use particles in the static cells neither in the free areas, mixing
static occupancy based on the original BOF and dynamic occupancy
modelled with a moving particles with the same PF principle. The
particles in the dynamics cells are composed of a velocity vector and
an exact position, to avoid aliasing. Also, each particle has a weight
associated to represent the distribution of the speed in the cell.
As it is shown in Figure 2.7, each cell can be decomposed in three
sections: static occupied, dynamic and free.
This approach has velocity detection problems in the case of linear
geometry objects, such as the highway median strip, that are detected
as dynamic.
Although in the BOF framework the object concept do not exist,
in some applications the representation of object or track is necessary.
In this case, some authors propose add a level of clustering above the
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Figure 2.7: HSBOF Grid representation [Ne`gre et al., 2014].
BOF in order to extract the objects. These variants are located in
the fourth layer (Clustering) of Table 2.1.
The work by [Mekhnacha et al., 2008] proposes clustering the cells
of the BOF in objects. The input of the tracker is the occupancy and
velocity grids of the BOF. The first approach that they test is a layer
with a JPDAF above the BOF layer, but the hypothesis number
that the JPDAF generates increases rapidly. In order to decrease the
computational cost, they proposed the Fast Clustering-Tracking Al-
gorithm (FCTA). The tracker creates a grid with the same size of the
BOF grid that contain the corresponding identifier between each cell
and the cluster to which belongs. The algorithm is divided in three
modules; clustering, a eight-neighbour approach with a occupancy
and velocity thresholds for classify the cells in groups; re-clustering
and merging, that handle the ambiguity in association and a track
module based on a KF. They test the system with two pedestrian
and a car using a SICK LIDAR, and can manage the occlusions be-
tween the pedestrians.
Finally, in the fifth layer (High-level Applications) of Table 2.1
are located the works that use the data output of the BOF as in-
put of their system. In this way, the authors take advantages of
the robustness on the occupancy computation and the capacity of
handled the data fusion from different sensors. Some of these works
are [Vu et al., 2011], explained in 2.2.1.2 and [Vu and Aycard, 2009]
explained in 2.2.1.1. Based on HSBOF, the work by [Yuan et al.,
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2015] combines the information of the LIDAR used for occupancy
state updating only and the RADAR measurements that are afford-
able for likelihood evaluation. This approach leads more accurate
dynamic estimates and therefore guide the particles flow in a correct
and accurate manner. The authors detect the dynamic obstacles in
a driving scenario and their movement, but they do not show the
numerical velocity of them. The pedestrians are not well detected
due to the move-stop-move behaviour.
2.3 Discussion
In the previous sections a survey of the DATMO approaches has been
introduced. This section presents a comparison and a discussion of
the most important works on this area.
DATMO is a rapidly developing field, especially in autonomous
vehicles. It is still a very open problem, due to a DATMO fully
autonomous system that can rival the human capabilities in all the
cases is not yet available. However, it’s not easy to compare the
methods in a quantitative way due to a lack of numeric results or
difficulty of a direct comparison using a common dataset. For that
reason and in order to show a general view of the performance of the
different methods, the comparison has been divided in two tables:
• Table 2.2 shows a comparison of some of the Objects Based
algorithms referred in section 2.2.1. In this case, the comparison
is based on some parameters, such as the sensors used, the data
association and tracking methods, the object model used, and
the different dynamics objects that can handled.
• Table 2.3 shows a comparison of some of the Grid Based meth-
ods referred in section 2.2.2. Is not easy to compare the dif-
ferent variants and improvements based on BOF approach due
to their different focuses and the lack of similar experiment
and numeric results. For that reason, the comparison is based
on performance parameters, such as computational cost (mem-
ory usage and speed), possibility of parallelization in dedicated
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hardware, estimation of the velocity of the cell, the aliasing ro-
bustness due to the grid discretization, the simplicity of the free
space representation, the ratio between the occupancy probabil-
ity accuracy and the unexpected noise that appears in the free
cells, the prior knowledge needed of the map and the capability
to manage dynamic obstacles.
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Table 2.2: Object Based DATMO Methods comparison
Object Based DATMO Methods
Author
DATMO Method Dynamic objects
Sensors Environment 2D / 3D DATMO Contribution
Data
Association
Tracking Model Kind
[Wang et al., 2003] MHT IMM Free People, cars, bikes, buses Laser, odometry Outdoor 2D Pioneer of DATMO
[Ha¨hnel et al., 2003a] SJPDAF Free People
2D SICK Laser Indoor 2D Reduce spurious objects with
a more robust algorithmTilting 3D Laser, 2D Laser Outdoor 3D
[Montesano et al., 2005] NNR EKF Free People, doors
SICK 2D Laser,
odometry
Indoor 2D
Differentiated
static & dynamic
objects in
estimation problem
[Vu and Aycard, 2009]
DDMCMC Based
People, cars,
bikes, buses
2D Laser
Outdoor 2D
DDMCMC
GNN KF Based
Objects that
can cause
collisions in traffic
2D laser, odometry,
2 short range radars
–
[Vu et al., 2011] MHT IMM Free People, cars
2D laser, odometry,
2 short range radars
Outdoor 2D –
[Wang et al., 2015]
EMST-EGBIS, ICP +
Variant of JCBB
EKF Free
People, bikes,
cars, buses,
trucks
SICK LDMRS, odometry Outdoor 2D
Variant of JCBB
and EMST-EGBIS
clustering algortihm
[Chavez-Garcia and Aycard, 2015] pruned MHT IMM Based
People, bikes,
cars, trucks
LIDAR, Sonar, cameras Outdoor
Enhanced representation
(kinetic+appearance)
at the detection level
2
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Table 2.3: Grid Based DATMO Methods comparison
Grid Based DATMO Methods
Method - Author
Computational
Cost
Parallelization
Possibility
Velocity
estimation
Aliasing
robustness
Representation
free space
Accuracy / noise
ratio
Prior knowledge
needed
Handling
Dynamic obstacles
DATMO Contribution
4D BOF
[Coue´ et al., 2006]
Very High High Medium Low Simple Low No Medium
Pioneer of Grid
Based DATMO
BOFUM
[Gindele et al., 2009]
High Medium High Medium Simple Medium Yes High
Introduced Map
restrictions to reduce
computational cost
BOFUG
[Brechtel et al., 2010]
Medium Medium High Medium Simple Medium Yes High
Added the cells property
that can move in object groups
SMC-BOF
[Danescu et al., 2011]
Medium Low High High Complex High No High
Introduced the PF
to the cells
HSBOF
[Ne`gre et al., 2014]
Low Medium High High Simple High No High
Mixed the static part
of BOF with the dynamic part
based on PF
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Several conclusions can be drawn from the analysis carried out in
previous sections and the information in Tables 2.2 and 2.3:
• Objects Based Methods do not take into account the unknown
space. Also can suffer problems in a crowded environment,
due to some of the data association methods, such as MHT
and JPDAF suffer a rapidly combinatorial increase (combina-
torial explosion of hypothesis). Other disadvantage is that these
methods do not take into account the participants of unusual
appearance, such as unusual vehicles (construction equipment
or cars with caravans...), people wearing fully loose clothes
or costumes, people pushing objects (baby carriage, shopping
cart...) or small participants (kids, pets...). One advantage of
these approaches is that usually provides more accurate veloc-
ity estimation of the objects (previous known objects or trained
models).
• Since DATMO systems are used to obstacle avoidance or as
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), both of them
require a very quick response. Taking into account the high
dimension of the data provided from the sensors (LIDAR, stereo
cameras...) it is necessary to reduce this dimension while system
performance is not endangered. In this way, the Grid Based
Methods address this issue.
• Grid Based methods allow to estimate each velocity cell, instead
of having to model the dynamic environment. However, the cell
size has to be small enough to be able to detect slow velocities,
due to the velocities are computed when an object change from
one cell to neighbour one, increasing the computational cost.
Some approaches, such as, BOFUM and BOFUG accelerate the
convergence of the BOF, but the required maps are not always
available. Taking into account the sensor observation history,
the system is more robust in changing environments. Then,
temporary objects, occlusions and detection problems can be
handled. In the case that represent the environment of a mov-
ing subject (Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV), car...) has to
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deal with the relative velocity between the objects and the sub-
ject. This implies to maintain a distribution in the velocities
at least twice wider than the maximal motion speed. Thus,
the size of the data structure can be huge, limiting the applica-
tions of these approaches. These methods are especially useful
to fuse measurements from different sensors. Also are useful
for identifying wide variety of objects with different shapes or
appearance without previous knowledge of them.
• Some approaches of both cases (Objects and Grid based), only
take into account de edge of the monitored area to create the
new objects to track. This is dangerous in indoor environments,
due to the moving objects can be appear suddenly behind doors
or other static objects that are not in the edges of the local map.
2.4 Objectives
After the review of the state of the art, and considering the discussion
presented in the introduction, the objectives of this thesis are as
follows:
• To develop a system that improves the perception stage of the
robot in order to achieve a robust navigation in terms of safety
and energy saving. The perception must deal with static and
dynamic obstacles using a LIDAR, in order to collect the sur-
rounding information, and a self velocity estimator with a GPS
(in outdoors) or an improved odometry with an IMU (in in-
doors).
• Provide flexibility to the system for using it on commercial and
developed robotic platform with heterogeneous sensors.
• The system should provide information about the occupancy
and velocities of static and dynamic obstacles in the surround-
ings of the robot. This information should be useful to improve
the performance of the planning and obstacle avoidance algo-
rithms.
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• To improve the developed system using probabilistic based
methods in terms of occupancy and velocities of the obstacles,
improving the robustness of the system from noise provided by
measurement in the sensors.
• To test the system in indoor and outdoor environments, both
simulated and real scenarios should be available.
Chapter 3
Platforms
In this chapter, the Robotics Middleware chosen and the hardware
robotic platforms used in this thesis will be introduced. It is impor-
tant to decide which platforms should be used at each scenario, for
that reason, in the next sections the hardware platforms will be anal-
ysed to show their strengths and weakness. From the robotic com-
mercial platforms to the robotic platform developed in the RobeSafe
Research Group will be presented. Finally the different platforms will
be compared in order to decide which is the most adequate platform
for different environments described in ABSYNTHE project, (Section
1.2) and where the experiments of this thesis will be performed.
3.1 Robotics Middleware
In order to develop research and applications in robotics field, Several
Robotics Middlewares have been released in the last years, such as
Carnegie Mellon Robot Navigation Toolkit (CARMEN) 1, Microsoft
Robotics Development Studio (MRDS) 2, MissionLab 3, Advanced
Robot Interface for Applications (ARIA) 4, The Player Project 5 and
1carmen.sourceforge.net
2www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29081
3www.cc.gatech.edu/ai/robot-lab/research/MissionLab
4robots.mobilerobots.com/wiki/ARIA
5www.playerstage.sourceforge.net
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Robot Operating System (ROS) 6. There are many other projects, but
these are ones of the most representative. Only some of them have
been maintained and in the last years, furthermore ROS has out-
performed the other existing Robotics Middlewares (See Figure 3.1).
Main characteristics of this platform are:
• It is Open-Source, so can be used in academy without increasing
the cost of the project.
• It works with a large variety of operating systems, increasing
its compatibility with other projects.
• It can be coded in several high-level languages.
• It includes a big, maintained and increasing repository of algo-
rithms.
• It works with 2D and 3D simulators.
• It is compatible with a huge variety of commercial and research-
ing robotic platforms. It is compatible with all the platforms
and sensors that we are going to use in this thesis.
For these reasons among many others, ROS is nowadays the stan-
dard Robotics Middleware, as shown in Figure 3.1, that indicates the
ranking of the most visited websites, where the Ros.org website has
the rank 20000 among all websites in the world. Consequently, and
due to fulfill requirements of this thesis, it is the platform that is going
to use to test the proposals. Once a Robotics Middleware has been
chosen, we are going to explain in detail how it works and highlights
its strengths and weakness.
ROS [Quigley et al., 2009] was firstly released in 2007 by a group
of researchers of Willow Garage, including some that had worked
in the development of the Player Project. The philosophy of ROS
is to develop a Robotics Middleware that can work peer-to-peer, are
multi-lingual, thin, free and Open-Source oriented.
6www.ros.org
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Figure 3.1: Ros.org website in the ranking most visited websites.
ROS is released in distributions, similar to the Ubuntu philoso-
phy. Its first non-alpha distribution (ROS Box Turtle) was released
in 2010. The first distributions were released without periodicity, but
since 9th distribution (ROS Jade Turtle, 2015) were released annually
in may. The odd numbered years releases are considered ROS nor-
mal and will be supported for two years. The even numbered years
releases are Long Time Support (LTS) releases and will be supported
for five years.
ROS can be installed in several operating systems, such as, Linux,
Mac, Android and Arduino. The main installation support is for
Ubuntu distributions of Linux and each LTS release of ROS has full
support for one LTS distribution of Ubuntu.
As the project is Open-Source and it is the most popular Robotics
Middleware nowadays, a huge repository of algorithms (from drivers
to work with robots to visual computation ones) is hosted in the
ROS webpage. That repository is also divided between the several
distributions. Each distribution has changes in some core libraries
making not fully compatible with previous developed algorithms, so
that algorithms need to be maintained. Some common algorithms
(for example, laser grid mapping ones) are maintained by Open Source
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Robotics Foundation, Inc. (OSRF) foundation and released with each
version but, so many others, are not maintained by the community.
ROS can work with robot and sensors teams. A core node syn-
chronizes the whole system but the computation of each algorithm
can be executed in several machines connected to it. This character-
istic is especially important for this thesis.
In order to work with ROS some concepts and elements must be
defined:
• Nodes: each individual program that is running in the system.
• roscore: a special node that must be always present in the
system. That node is in charge of the synchronization of the
whole system and contains the pre-requisites of a ROS-based
system.
• Package: a collection of programs to perform one task (for
example, the navigation package contains programs for local
navigation and global path planning).
• Topic: a bus used by nodes to transmit data. These topics
can be transmitted without a direct connection between nodes,
meaning the production and consumption of data are decou-
pled. A topic can have various subscribers.
• Message: it is the information unit that can be shared between
nodes using a topic. In ROS so many usual kind of information
are defined (laser range information, image, odometry, etc.).
Custom messages can be defined too. Each message (with few
exceptions) has its timestamps (when the message is generated)
and its frame. That is the part of the system (among the in-
structions to access each type of message) that standardize the
communication tasks.
• Frame: Is the explicitly reference to a coordinate system in
the environment, that is contained at each message, in order to
increment the scalability and compatibility of the system.
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• Transform (tf): a special topic and message type that es-
tablish the relationship between the coordinate frames of the
whole system. It is needed that these relations are always sent
even if the relationship does not vary with time.
• Services: an asynchronous communication between nodes of
type “answer/call”.
Apart from the software repository, ROS includes a variety of use-
ful software tools, such as RViz for data visualization, RQT Tools
for system introspection and reconfiguration, RosBag for data log-
ging and replay among so many others.
ROS is not linked to a particular simulator and has support for
many of them, including Open-Source software like Stage or Simple
Two Dimensional Robot Simulator (STDR), and proprietary ones
like Webots and VRep among many others. However, the 3D simula-
tor Gazebo, maintained by the same foundation that maintains ROS
becomes one of the widest used simulator.
Gazebo is a 3D simulator that includes rigid body physics (in-
cluding friction and dynamics) and it can work with several robots
at the same time. Gazebo is a parallel project to ROS (it started in
2002 within the Player Project) but each ROS distribution has offi-
cial support for one distribution of Gazebo. This simulator can also
work without ROS.
It is clear that ROS has many strengths, even more when it is
compared with other Robotics Middlewares. However we are going
to highlight some of its flaws that can be conflictive when a robotics
project is developed in that platform:
• Each distribution is not fully compatible with the algorithms
released for the previous ones. In that way, many submissions
in the repository are not compatible with actual versions or
they need maintenance.
• As the repository is collaborative, sometimes the testing and
the information is not good enough or incomplete.
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• A roscore node has to always be running in the system. As ROS
support multi-robot and distributed systems, the communica-
tion with the master node it is crucial. If that communication
fails or is not reliable enough, the whole system will fail. For
that reason some Multi-Master approaches has been made, in
a way that each robot or device is running its own instance
of ROS and communicate with the others by TCP/IP or UDP
services.
• The necessity of including the timestamp and frame of each
message, and the relationship between all the coordinate sys-
tems (tf), even when that relationships does not vary in time,
increases the bandwidth needed for that transmission. On the
other hand, if that information were not included, a deep knowl-
edge of the whole system would be needed to work with the
information.
• Each sent message can be read by any topic. So, for distributed
networks, security measures should be implemented.
3.2 Commercial Robotic Platforms
There are some manufacturers that provide robotic platforms that
can be used in research, such as Robotnik 7, SoftBank Robotics 8
(previously known as Aldebaran), Boston Dynamics 9, Clearpath
Robotics 10, Robotis 11, Omron Adept MobileRobots 12 (previously
knowns as MobileRobots and ActivMedia Robotics) and some others.
In the last years, many companies have started to develop and sell
robots for industrial and research applications. Ones of the widely
used platforms for researching area are the robots by Omron Adept
MobileRobots, such the well known Pioneer family, from its little
7www.robotnik.es
8www.ald.softbankrobotics.com
9www.bostondynamics.com
10www.clearpathrobotics.com
11en.robotis.com
12www.mobilerobots.com
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version AmigoBot to the big brothers, Seekur and Seekur Jr. The
RobeSafe Research Group has some of these robots to develop and
test the projects (shown in Figure 3.2 ), from the AmigoBot to the
Seekur Jr. In this thesis, the Pioneer 3-DX, 3-AT and Seekur Jr.
have been checked in the Test Beds, due to they are the platforms
that accomplish the system requirements.
Figure 3.2: RobeSafe Research Group’s Robots.
3.2.1 Pioneer Robots
Pioneer is a family of mobile robots, both two-wheel and four-wheel
drive, from the first Pioneer 1 and Pioneer AT, followed by the second
versions, Pioneer 2-DX, -DXe, -DXf, -CE, -AT, -DX8, -AT8/AT8
Plus, to the newest Pioneer 3-DX and -AT mobile robots. These
small research and development platforms share a common architec-
ture and core software with all other MobileRobots platforms, includ-
ing AmigoBot, PeopleBot V1, Performance PeopleBot and PowerBot.
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3.2.1.1 Pioneer 3-DX and Pioneer 3-AT
The Pioneer 3-DX and Pioneer 3-AT (shown in Figure 3.3(a) and
Figure 3.3(b) respectively) are durable, differential drive robots for
academic and researching purposes The Pioneer’s versatility, reliabil-
ity and durability have made them the most popular differential drive
mobile robots in academic and researching for years. Unlike hobby
and kit robots, Pioneer is ready to use, and will last through years of
tough classroom and laboratory use.
(a) Pioneer 3-DX (b) Pioneer 3-AT
(c) Pioneer 3-DX: dimensions in mm. (d) Pioneer 3-AT: dimensions in mm.
Figure 3.3: Pioneer 3 Robots.
The Pioneer 3-DX can achieve a maximum linear velocity of
1.2m/s and a maximum angular velocity of 300◦/s with a payload of
17Kg. In the case of the Pioneer 3-AT achieve 0.7m/s and 140◦/s
respectively with a payload of 12Kg. The sensors included in both
cases are a 500 Cycles Per Revolution (CPR) encoders and 8 sonars
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in the front part. The rest of the characteristics will be shown in
Section 3.4 in order to compare the different platforms used in this
thesis.
3.2.2 Seekur Jr
The Seekur Jr., shown in Figure 3.4, is an outdoor robot platform,
also can operate in indoors with big open areas. Similar to the Pio-
neer 3-AT models, this platform is four wheel skid-steer differential
drive all terrain, though with a tires of 40.6 cm and it is much stronger
that the Pioneer, carrying a much larger payload (50 Kg) and is bet-
ter protected against inclement weather.
(a) Seekur Jr (b) Seekur Jr: dimensions in mm
Figure 3.4: Seekur Jr: platform and dimensions.
This platform can achieve a 1.2m/s linear speed and a turn rate
of 100◦/s. The body is made completely by sturdy aluminium. The
robot include a segmented bumper array in the front and the back
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and four emergency stop switches for safety. Also, an IMU is in-
cluded in order to improve the odometry in the turns.The rest of the
characteristics will be shown in Section 3.4 in order to compare the
different platforms used in this thesis.
3.3 Developed Robotic Platforms
In order improve some of the characteristics of commercial platforms,
as will be shown in the Section 3.4, and reduce its cost, a robotic
platform has been developed from scratch. In that way, PROPINA
(The name is the Spanish acronym for “robotic research platform”)
has been developed in the RobeSafe Research Group, mainly in this
thesis and in the thesis of Eduardo Molinos [Molinos, 2017]. In the
next sections the details of the platform will be explained and finally
a comparison between the comercial platforms and the developed one
has been shown in Section 3.4.
3.3.1 PROPINA Platform
The platform has been developed as a robotic research platform to
develop high-level applications using the Robotics Middleware ROS.
It is a differential drive platform, designed to work indoors, and it is
equipped with odometry and range (ultrasonic and infrared) sensors.
In addition, a 3D model in Gazebo simulator has been designed to
can be used as prior designing the actual application.
The embedded cards run ROS modules to control the motors and
to perceive the information from sensors. In this way the perception
is completely transparent to the remote control station. The modular
design has been chosen to increase the functionality and autonomy.
PROPINA platform is equipped with these onboard sensors: 16
sonar sensors in a ring around the robot, 5 infrared sensors pointed to
the ground in the front and the back of the robot to detect depressions
of the terrain and optic encoders of 1000 CPR in the wheels. The
logo and the preliminary design is shown in Figure 3.5. In the next
sections the main components and characteristics of the platform will
be explained.
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(a) PROPINA design (b) PROPINA logo
Figure 3.5: PROPINA: design and logo.
3.3.1.1 PROPINA: Mechanical and structural design
Taking into account the previous experience using the commercial
platforms, the objectives of the mechanical and structural design are:
• Modular and versatile design: Allowing add sensors or
control modules. For that reason, the regular, symmetric and
easy shapes has been selected. These shapes reduce the costs,
make easier the manufacture and promote the modularity. Alu-
minium has been used on the chassis and fibreglass in the cover
to lighten the platform. Additionally, the cover on the top of
the platform facilitates the placement of additional sensors and
structures.
• Differential drive: This traction system improves the ma-
noeuvrability and agility of the platform. Rigid rubber wheels
have been selected, similar to those used in scooters, due to
several improvements that introduce to the platform:
1. Have a good grip.
2. Increase the payload of the platform.
3. Improve the odometry, compared to pneumatic wheels due
to the diameter of that wheels do not change depending on
the temperature, neither the carried load, neither the pres-
sure. Also, the narrow wheels selected make the robot’s
turns more precise, due to less contact area with the floor,
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the distance between wheels keep more constant than the
robots with wider tires.
• Safety: Any movable part of the robot should not be acces-
sible to improve the safety. For that reason, the wheels must
locate inside the structure, not allowing that the people around
the robot can touch the wheels, or the wheels can trip over
the some parts of the environment. Furthermore, the rounded
shapes prevent it from getting stuck, consequently, improving
the safety of the environment and the platform.
• Robust: The platform have been made for research, that’s
means, the design have to support an exhaustive use in different
environments and scenarios.
• Stability: Due the possibility of the addition of modules on
the top of the platform, increasing the height, the design have
to consider this. The design maximizes the space between the
wheels in order to increase the stability. In addition, a caster
wheel has been places in the back part of the base. Additionally,
the main weight of the robot, as are the batteries and the motors
should be symmetrically located on the base to keep the mass
centre near to the centre of the platform.
Based on these objectives, a base module and a sonar ring mod-
ule have been develop, both of them with cylinder shapes, shown in
Figure 3.6.
3.3.1.2 PROPINA: Electronic design
The first step in the electronic design is to chose the actuators. In
this case, permanent magnet DC motor with a gearbox has been
chosen due its high torque. PM10-0033 by Parvalux 13 (shown in
Figure 3.7(a)) has been chosen for this propose, with a speed of 195
rpm, and 2.5Nm of torque. The coupling from the motor to the
wheels is made by a flexible beam couplings (shown in Figure 3.7(b))
13www.parvalux.com
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Figure 3.6: PROPINA platform.
to prevent that the torsions and impacts in the wheels damage the
motor’s gearbox.
(a) PM10 Motor and gearbox. (b) Motor-wheel flexible
coupling
Figure 3.7: PROPINA: Motor and flexible coupling to the wheel.
The second step is to decide the board that will control the mo-
tors and adapts the information from the sensors. The motors are
controlled by an Arduino Mega 14 board connected through a Pololu
VNH5019 15 driver board. This driver board is a Dual H bridge for
14www.arduino.cc/en/Main/arduinoBoardMega
15www.pololu.com
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DC motors connected to the Arduino Mega as it is shown in Fig-
ure 3.8. A software driver has been developed to run in the Arduino
Mega board. This program reads the sensors and commands the ac-
tuators at the same time that send and receive all the data in a ROS
format thought the ROSserial libraries for Arduino, allowing to con-
trol the robotic platform using a remote ROS client. The maximum
linear and turn velocities had been limited by software to 1m/s and
100◦/s for safety.
Figure 3.8: PROPINA: Motor’s Driver and Arduino boards.
The third step in the electronic design is to choose the appropriate
sensors. The platform includes the following sensors:
• Encoder sensors:
The selection of a proper encoder is crucial, due to this sensor
is needed to achieve a good odometry. Odometry is the base
of the localization and it is essential to achieve a good motor
control stage. For both reason, a high-resolution and optical
(high immunity to interference) encoder has been chosen. For
this thesis, the RI38 optical encoder by Hengstler 16 (shown in
Figure 3.9), with an 1000 CPR, that is twice more resolution
than the Pioneer’s encoders. It has been the best election in
terms of price, size and characteristics.
16www.hengstler.de/en
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Figure 3.9: PROPINA: Wheel encoder RI38.
• Infrared range sensors:
To keep the integrity of the robot, is crucial to detect the ramps
or gaps in the floor, and evaluate if the platform can overcome
them or should avoid them. For that purpose, a total of five
infrared range sensors pointed to the floor has been chosen,
three of them are located in the front of the base and two in
the back. With the sensors in that location, the robot knows in
every moment the distance from the base to the floor in front
and in the back of the wheels. The sensor chosen is the SHARP
GP2Y0A41SK0F 17 (shown in Figure 3.10) due to the extended
use in robotics and the low price.
Figure 3.10: PROPINA: Infrared Sensor.
This sensor has a range of 40 cm and a transference function as
shown in Figure 3.11. The five sensors has been connected to
17www.sharp-world.com
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the analog inputs (A0-A4) of the Arduino Mega board. To mini-
mize the use of the micro-controller of the Arduino Mega board,
the Raw Voltage data from the sensors is send to the main PC,
instead of computing the distance in the Arduino Mega. In the
main PC the distance measured by the infrared sensor is com-
puted following this assumption: a fifth order polynomial ap-
proximation of the transference function, given by Equation 3.1
as shown in Figure 3.11.
dGP2Y = −0.076·V 5in+0.78·V 4in−3.2·V 3in+6.76·V 2in−7.8·Vin+4.84
(3.1)
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Figure 3.11: Infrared Sensor: Transference function (blue) and the
third order polynomial approximation (red).
• Sonar range sensors:
To detect the environment around the robot is needed to include
some range sensors. For that reason, a sonar module has been
designed to include 16 sensor LV-MaxSonar-EZ2 (MB1010) by
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Maxbotics 18, shown in Figure 3.12, selected due to its low price
and very small size.
Figure 3.12: PROPINA: Sonar Range Sensor.
This sensors have a range of 6.45m, are powered from 2.5V to
5.5V, work at 42kHz and provide output measurements up to
20Hz. It is possible to read the output in three different ways:
analog, serial and Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM). In this ver-
sion of PROPINA platform, only eight of the sixteen sonar has
been implemented, connecting these eight sensors to the analog
inputs (A0−A7) of Arduino Mega board. The sensors form two
groups of four each, as the manufacturer recommended, and the
simultaneous transmissions are between the sensor most sepa-
rated to minimize cross-talk. This configuration is possible us-
ing the trigger input of the sensors. To filter the noisy measures
form the sonar, a median filter in a 1,5 s window has been im-
plemented. It is possible to enlarge the platform until sixteen
sonars, due to can be placed all of them in the ring sonar struc-
ture, allowing his reading using the analog inputs of the second
Arduino Mega board that the platform have.
3.3.1.3 PROPINA: Control system
The control system of the platform is formed by the motors and en-
coders of the wheels that are connected to the Arduino Mega board, as
mentioned in the section 3.3.1.1. The motors are connected through
a Pololu VNH5019 driver board and the encoders channels are read
18www.maxbotix.com
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using 4 digital inputs of the Arduino Mega. The complete control
system is shown in Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13: PROPINA: Control System diagram.
The description of each control block of the system is as follow:
• The encoders reading:
The encoders channels, CHA and CHB, has been connected to
4 digital inputs of the Arduino Mega board. As all the signal’s
edges from the encoders generate interruptions, then the reso-
lution of the encoders increases by 4, due to they are reading in
quadrature. The counters assigned to the encoders are read and
reset every 10ms to obtain the angular velocities of the wheels
(ω1r, ω2r).
• Motor control:
The control of the motors are performed by periodic interrup-
tions every 10 ms. The interruptions should generate the PWM
signal to obtain the wheels velocities (ω1r, ω2r) that follows the
reference computed in the forward kinematics block (ω1d, ω2d),
not influenced by the charge load.
In order to adjust the Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
controlled parameters, an experimental identification of the
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plant has been perform registering several measures in open-
loop. First, different codes (from -255 to 255) has been sent to
generate the PWM signal to the motor, then the wheel velocity
has been registered. Second, with these measures is possible to
identify the model, including the dead zone of the motor. Third,
a Simulink 19 diagram has been created in order to adjust the
PID parameters, shown in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: Simulink diagram.
The system input is the wheel velocity reference in rpm, then it
is converted to encoders counts, using N ·T/60, where N is the
CPR of the encoder and T the sampling period. In this way,
it is possible compare directly the real wheel from the reading
encoders block with the velocity reference. The PID parameters
has been tuning experimentally in order to obtain an acceptable
damping response and a setting time less than 100 ms. Finally,
in the fine adjustment, the derivative part has been removed
and a anti-windup block has been added in the integral part of
the control.
• Forward kinematics:
The inputs of the forward kinematics block are the reference
velocities (linear velocity Vd and angular velocity Ωd). Then,
the block computes the angular wheels velocities (ω1d, ω2d)
19mathworks.com/products/simulink.html
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following the differential drive robot equations (Equation 3.2),
where r is the wheel radius and L the space between wheels.
ω1d(rpm)) =
60
2pir
(Vd +
LΩd
2
)
ω2d(rpm)) =
60
2pir
(Vd − LΩd
2
)
(3.2)
• Inverse kinematics:
The inverse kinematics block is able to obtain the linear and
angular velocities of the robot (Vr, Ωr) from the wheel’s angu-
lar velocities that came from the encoders reading block. The
equations to obtain the robot velocities (Equations 3.3) are the
inverse equations shown previously (Equations 3.2).
Vr(m/s) =
ω1r(rpm) + ω2r(rpm)
2
· 2pir
60
Ωr(rad/s) =
ω1r(rpm)− ω2r(rpm)
L
· 2pir
60
(3.3)
• Odometry:
To obtain the odometry and update the robot pose (Xr, Yr, θr)
the increment of the encoder counts during the sampling time
are used (∆1,∆2). These encoder counts are converted to dis-
tance using the following equations 3.4:
d1r(m) = ∆1 · 2pir
4N
d2r(m) = ∆2 · 2pir
4N
(3.4)
where N is the CPR of the encoder (1000 in our case). From
these equations it is possible to integer the robot pose at each
sampling step (k) following Equations 3.5:
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x(k) = x(k − 1) + d1 + d2
2
· cos θ(k − 1)
y(k) = y(k − 1) + d1 + d2
2
· sin θ(k − 1)
θ(k) = θ(k − 1) + arctan
(
d1− d2
L
) (3.5)
• ROS interface:
At last, the ROS interface block is in charge of receiving the
velocities references from external computer, in ROS format,
and to send the results of the odometry block, allowing to read
the odometry directly in the external computer using ROS. In
order to increase the rate of the odometry reading, is necessary
to decrease the computation load in the Arduino Mega. For
that reason, the ROS interface only sends the encoders count
difference between time steps and the time step to the main
PC. In this way, the platform can provide the odometry up to
100Hz.
3.3.1.4 Modelling PROPINA in Gazebo simulator
Simulators in robotics are crucial due to allow testing the designing
previously to the final application. In this way, It is possible test
different sensors, configurations and environments, saving cost and
time. For that reason, a simulation model of the developed platform
is necessary, to complete the project, and it has been developed by
Eduardo Molinos in his thesis [Molinos, 2017].
Gazebo is a 3D multi-robot simulator. This simulator is able to
deal with several robotic platforms, sensors, objects and scenarios.
Gazebo simulates rigid-bodies physics, including dynamics, interac-
tions between several objects and realistic behaviour of the sensors.
The model in Gazebo (shown in Figure 3.15) has been built simplify-
ing the model created in SolidWorks and it has the components fol-
lowing the diagram of the PROPINA model in Gazebo (Figure 3.16).
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Figure 3.15: Gazebo model of PROPINA.
Figure 3.16: Gazebo diagram of PROPINA.
3.3.2 RoboShop Platform
In order to increase the usability of our previous developed platform,
an extension of the PROPINA platform have been develop through
RoboShop project. In this project, a complete robot navigation sys-
tem, that can be used as a shop assistance or a robotic guide in
a museum or in a mall has been developed. This project uses the
robotic platform PROPINA, explained in Section 3.3.1, as base.
The RoboShop diagram of the whole system is shown in Fig-
ure 3.17. This diagram shows the relationships and connections be-
tween the PROPINA platform (top left) and the added hardware
(bottom left). The right part of the diagram shows how the robot
interact with the users through the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
(bottom) and how it can shares information (top) with cloud services
(data bases, central system...).
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Figure 3.17: Diagram of RoboShop project.
To develop the project, it is necessary to outfit the PROPINA
platform with more sensors to measure the environment, such as LI-
DAR, depth camera, RGB camera, and an IMU to improve the odom-
etry. Additionally, connectivity is necessary to allows read possible
beacons in the environment (Bluetooth of Radio Frequency IDenti-
fication (RFID)) and WiFi to allow the platform send or received
information from a central system. Also an HMI based on a touch
screen has been added (see Figure 3.18). The details of the design and
the elements added to the PROPINA platform are shown as follow:
• Hokuyo URG-04LX LIDAR that can be used parallel or pitched
to the ground to obtain measures in 3D. Adding a LIDAR to
the platform, improves the perception stage due to increase the
number, the accuracy and the max distance of the measures,
compared to sonar sensors.
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Figure 3.18: RoboShop platform.
• Depth camera Asus Xtion Pro that can provide 3D information
much richer information than the LIDAR. However, the mea-
sures are more noisy and in a limited range of distance and field
of view.
• A camera pointed to the ceiling to obtain measures that are
independent of the change in environment.
• Touch Screen that includes speakers, as HMI, mounted on an
structure to increase the height, providing an comfortable in-
teraction between the robot and the user.
• Colibri IMU attached to the center of rotation to improve the
odometry.
• An embedded PC that executes the navigation systems (per-
ception, planning and control stages). Also this PC provides
WiFi and Bluetooth connections to the platform.
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• Connectivity: the PC provides WiFi and Bluetooth connections
to the platform. Also a RFID reader has been added. In this
way, the platform can read beacons located in the environment
and share information with other systems
3.3.2.1 Modelling RoboShop in Gazebo simulator
In order to simulate the RoboShop platform in Gazebo, an structure
and the sensors explained in section 3.3.2 has been added to the
PROPINA simulated platform in [Molinos, 2017].
Figure 3.19 shows the simulated model in Gazebo, based on the
model explain si Section 3.3.1.4 , adding the elements introduced
before.
Figure 3.19: Gazebo model of RoboShop.
The diagram of the RoboShop model that contains the added
components and the PROPINA components are shown in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: Gazebo diagram of RoboShop.
3.4 Robotic Platforms Comparison
In order to compare the commercial platforms with the developed
one, Table 3.1 shows the main characteristics of them. Some of the
remarkable characteristics are the referring to terrain that can be
traversable by the platform. Max Trav. Step, is the highest step that
the robot can overcome. Max Trav. Gap, is the longest gap in the
ground that the robot can traverse. The Max Trav. Grade is the
maximum ramp that the platform can ascend. In the Section 3.4 will
be compared them it in detail.
Once that the different commercial and developed robotic plat-
forms has been introduced, is necessary to compare them to test the
performance of each one. The platforms compared are the three that
can be used in indoors, Pioneer 3-AT, Pioneer 3-DX and our own
platform, PROPINA. The characteristics of the Seekur Jr. platform
are shown in Table 3.1 to introduced all the platforms in the same
way, but is out of the comparison due to is a big outdoors robot.
Once the characteristics have been described in the previous sections
and in Table 3.1, the PROPINA platform has some advantages over
the commercial platforms:
• The payload is a 20% higher, then the range of application is
wider.
• The top part of the platform (black cover) has different screw
holes, this next to the symmetric of the platform, allowing to
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Table 3.1: Pioneer 3-DX, 3-AT and PROPINA comparison
P3-DX P3-AT Seekur Jr PROPINA
Drive Differential Skid Steering Skid Steering Differential
Tires
19 cm
Foam-filled
rubber
22,2 cm
Reenforced
Pneumatic
40,64cm
(16”)
Pneumatic
17,5 cm
Rigid rubber
Turn Radius 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm 0 cm
Swing Radius 26.7 cm 34 cm 52 cm 33 cm
Max Lin.
Speed
1.2 m/s 0.7 m/s 1.2 m/s
1 m/s
(lim. by software)
Max Ang.
Speed
300 ◦/s 140 ◦/s 100 ◦/s
100 ◦/s
(lim. by software)
Max Trav.
Step
2.5 cm 10 cm 12 cm 2 cm
Max Trav.
Gap
5cm 15 cm ∼ 20cm 3 cm
Max Trav.
Grade
25% 35% 75 % 25%
Traversable
Terrain
Indoor,
wheelchair
accesible
Asphalt,
flooring,
sand and dirt.
All terrain
Indoor,
wheelchair
accesible
Dimensions
381 mm width
455 mm length
237 mm height
467 mm width
508 mm length
277 mm height
835 mm width
1198 mm length
494 mm height
560 mm diameter
245 mm height
Robot
Weight
9 Kg 12 Kg 77 Kg 19 Kg
Payload 17 Kg
5 Kg (Asphalt)
12 Kg (Tile)
50 Kg 20Kg
Autonomy
8-10 hours
(3 batteries,
no accessories)
2-4 hours
(3 batteries,
no accessories)
3-5 hours
(no accessories)
4-6 hours
(2 batteries)
Encoders 500 CPR 500 CPR 1024 CPR 1000 CPR
Sensors
Included
8 Frontal
Sonar
8 Frontal
Sonar
segmented
bumper array,
IMU
16 Sonar Ring,
5 IR (floor)
Approx.
Price
∼ 4800e ∼ 8900e ∼ 28000e ∼ 3000e
attach easily and in any direction, any kind of sensor, structure
or HMI without having to drill the robot, on the contrary that
in the Pioneer robots.
• Cheaper platform, almost the half price that the Pioneer 3-DX
and the third part of Pioneer 3-AT.
• Incorporates infrared sensors point to the floor, to avoid the
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stairs or steps higher than the platform could overcome.
• It is safer, due to the wheels are located inside the structure,
not allowing that the people around the robot can touch the
wheels, preventing possible damages, neither the wheels to trip
over some parts of the environment. Additionally, the rounded
shapes prevent it from tripping with the corners or getting
stuck.
The last part to compare, is the odometry performance. To eval-
uate this parameter, the University of Michigan Benchmark (UMB-
mark) [Borenstein et al., 1996] has been used. UMBmark, is a Bidi-
rectional Square Path experiment, with a length of 4x4 m square
path, as shown in Figure 3.21, that has to perform five runs each
in clock-wise (cw) and counter-clockwise (ccw) directions, defined as
follows:
Figure 3.21: UMBmark path.
1. At the beginning of the run, measure the absolute position (and,
optionally, orientation) of the vehicle and initialize the onboard
odometric starting position to that position.
2. Run the vehicle through a 4x4 m square path in cw direction,
making sure to:
• Stop after each 4 m straight leg.
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• Make a total of four 90◦ turns on the spot.
• Run the vehicle slowly to avoid slippage.
3. Upon return to the starting area, measure the absolute posi-
tion (and, optionally, orientation) of the vehicle, using a fix
reference, such as walls.
4. Compare the absolute position to the robot’s calculated posi-
tion, based on odometry. The result is a set of return position
errors caused by odometry and denoted εx, εy, εθ:
εx = xabs − xcalc
εy = yabs − ycalc
εθ = θabs − θcalc
(3.6)
Where, εx, εy, εθ are the position and orientation errors due to
odometry. xabs, yabs, θabs are the absolute position and orienta-
tion of the robot. xcalc, ycalc, θcalc are the position and orienta-
tion of the robot as computed from odometry.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for four more times.
6. Repeat steps 1-5 in ccw direction.
It the experiment a path of 3 x 3m , instead 4 x 4m, have been
used due to the lack of precision in some platforms. In addition, only
4 runs could be perform, due to the odometry errors present in some
platform, forcing to stop the experiment due to the deviation from
the ideal path, leaving the free space, in the fourth run.
After conducting the UMBmark experiment, the authors suggest
to consider the center of gravity of each cluster of position and ori-
entation errors due to odometry, obtained by Equation 3.6, as rep-
resentative for the odometry errors in cw and ccw directions. These
centres of gravity are given by Equation 3.7:
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xc.g.,cw/ccw =
1
n
n∑
i=1
εxi,cw/ccw
xc.g.,cw/ccw =
1
n
n∑
i=1
εxi,cw/ccw
(3.7)
where n = 4 is the number of runs at each. The absolute offsets
of the two centres of gravity are defined by Equation 3.8:
rc.g.,cw =
√
(xc.g.,cw)2 + (yc.g.,cw)2
rc.g.,ccw =
√
(xc.g.,ccw)2 + (yc.g.,ccw)2
(3.8)
Finally, the authors define the larger value among rc.g.,cw and
rc.g.,ccw as the measure of odometric accuracy for systematic errors:
εmax,syst = max(rc.g.,cw, rc.g.,ccw) (3.9)
This thesis focus on real applications and such as authors suggest,
the average of the centres of gravity must not use to take into account
the largest possible odometry error, that means the worst scenario. In
addition, the final orientation (εθ) is not explicitly consider to obtain
εmax,syst, because the systematic orientation errors are implied by the
final position errors.
Figure 3.22 shows the results of UMBmark performed by a Pio-
neer 3-DX, Pioneer 3-AT and RoboShop platforms, where the stars
are the odometry errors at each run, the circles are the clusters of
the odometry errors and the crosses are the centre of gravity of each
cluster. These benchmark has been performed with the RoboShop
platform, to avoid having to disassemble the additional hardware.
This should be taken into account because the weight of the entire
platform increases and the mass center rises, which can worsen the
results.
Table 3.2 shows the measure of odometric accuracy for systematic
errors of each platform, where the better performance of the devel-
oped platform RoboShop are shown.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of platform’s odometry based on
UMBmark.
Table 3.2: UMBMark: Odometric accuracy for systematic errors
Pioneer 3-DX Pioneer 3-AT RoboShop
εmax,syst 0.8466 2.0875 0.5656
After testing the odometer of the platform through the UMB-
mark, that means in small travel distance, other approach to compare
the platforms odometry is in a long travel loop. This experiment has
been performed in an indoor environment around the second floor of
the Polytechnic School of University of Alcala´. The path travelled is
a square of 70 m x 70 m approximately, with a travel distance around
260 m. First, the robots start in a initial position marker. Second,
performs the square remotely controlled and close the loop until the
initial position marker. Finally, the difference between the real finish
pose and the initial position marker has been manually measured to
take into account in the comparative results shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Large Travel Odometry Errors.
Pioneer 3-DX Pioneer 3-AT RoboShop
εx (m) -9.2670 -153.5110 21.4878
εy (m) 47.7770 165.4110 17.2825
εθ (
◦) 159.0000 -264.0000 -33.3389
Euclidean dist.
Error (m)
48.6674 225.6688 27.5756
Figure 3.23 shows the path performed based on the odometry
info from the different platforms. The red line shows the Pioneer 3-
AT path, where is possible to identify that the turns measured by the
odometry is less than the real robots turns. On the other hand, in the
case of the Pioneer 3-DX odometry (green line), the turns measured
by the odometry is bigger than the real robots turns. Finally, the
magenta line represent the path performed by RoboShop, which is
closer to the real square path, proving the better performance of the
developed platform.
The improvement on the odometry performance of the developed
platform is due to several factors:
• The better odometer sensors chosen (1000 CPR, instead of 500
CPR of the Pioneer).
• The higher updating frequency of the odometry (25 Hz in Ro-
boShop compared to the 10 Hz in Pioneer Robots)
• The narrow rigid rubber wheels chosen that have a good grip,
prevents the slipping effect, its diameter not depend on the car-
rier load neither the pressure. Also, the narrow wheels keep the
distance between wheels more constant, especially important in
the turns.
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Figure 3.23: Large Travel Odometry Comparative
3.5 Conclusions and contributions
In this chapter, the Robotics Middleware (ROS) has been introduced.
Also, some of the commercial robotic platforms commonly used in re-
search have been analysed and compared with our developed platform
PROPINA in Section 3.4 in order to decide which platform is suitable
for each different scenario. Based on their characteristics; Seekur Jr
is an outdoor platforms with all terrain capabilities, Pioneer 3-AT
is able to work in indoor (similar to Pioneer 3-DX ) and outdoors,
although it is necessary to improve its odometry as shown in Section
3.4. This odometry improvement will be shown in the next chap-
ter. Several improvements have been introduced in the developed
platform RoboShop, that is suitable for indoors, such as the more ac-
curate odometry, higher payload and safer design taking into account
that the robotic platforms should share scenario with humans.

Chapter 4
Dynamic Obstacles
Mapping Proposal
Modelling the environment is an important skill for mobile robots,
even more in changing and dynamic environments. For that reason,
and according to the system requirements, it is important to choose
the correct hardware and software platforms. The robotic platforms
have been explained in the Chapter 3. In the next sections, the
algorithms used to deal with the static and dynamic obstacles in the
environment, using heterogeneous sensors in the different platforms
will be shown.
The remaining of the chapter is organised as follows: First, we
will describe an odometry improvement approach proposed to deal
with the dead reckoning errors (Section 4.1). Next, in Section 4.2 a
laser pose calibration approach will be presented. An application of
the previous Section is shown in Section 4.3. Then, Section 4.4 will
show our DATMO approach, and its improved version in Section 4.5.
Finally, in Section 4.6 a discussion about the results will be provided.
4.1 Odometry improvement
One of the first problem in mobile robots, is answer to the question,
”Where am I?”, as was introduced in the Section 1.1 that corresponds
to the Localization stage. In indoors with UGV this problem is usu-
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ally achieve based on dead-reckoning. This technique is based on
the knowledge of the starting point and the continuous estimation
of bearing and speed. These parameters can be estimated from the
odometry. Although our developed platform has a better odometry
than commercial platforms, due to the accumulative errors that suffer
this approach (Section 2.1.1), it is necessary to improve the odome-
try. For that reason, an IMU has been added to the robotic platform
in order to perform an INS, as has been presented in our work [Pintor
et al., 2016].
The IMU device behaves as an Attitude and Heading Reference
Systems (AHRS) reference and orientation system, consisting of a set
of Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) sensors: accelerometers,
gyroscopes and magnetometers. The INS has accumulative errors
too, due to the bias deviation of the gyroscopes and accelerometers
of the IMU. For that reason, some IMU also include magnetometers
to fuse the information with the gyroscopes in order to compensate
their bias. The IMU usually provides the position and orientation
through an EKF to filter the data. Also offers the possibility of
using the quaternions, of great relevance both by its simplicity in
handling the necessary kinematic equations in the INS, as well as the
disappearance of the gimbal-lock effect produced by the gyroscopes.
It is important to remark that the magnetometers are affected
by nearby magnetic objects or magnetic fields produced by electric
devices, such as engines, that provides disturbances in the earth’s
magnetic field. These elements, such as metallic doors, elevators,
metallic structures, are very common in indoors environments. For
that reason, regarding the methods used to calculate orientation, it
has been considered important to establish a difference between mag-
netometers and inertial sensors. On the one hand are the results
obtained from the IMU, in which the magnetometers are involved,
and on the other hand, the results of using only the filtered inertial
sensors. This will allow to conclude which of the two methods is the
most appropriate.
In addition, it is necessary to calibrate the IMU parameters in-
trinsically (determination of biases of gyroscopes and accelerometers,
compensation of ferromagnetic errors, etc.) and extrinsically (more
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suitable position to install the IMU).
To compare the performance of this proposal, two IMUs will be
used over the Pioneer 3-AT, due to it has one of the worst odometry,
as it has been shown in Section 3.4.
• One designed for general purpose: Trivisio Colibri.
• Another specific for use in mobile devices: Invensense
MPU6500 (Accelerometer and Gyroscope) and a Yamaha
YAS537 Magnetometer.
The proposed system is shown in Figure 4.1. First, the IMU is
calibrated, in order to compensate the errors of the magnetometers
and bias of gyroscopes. Once the different sensors have been cali-
brated, it is necessary to filter the orientation to obtain an improved
version of the IMU orientation. Finally, these data are fused with the
robot’s odometry using an EKF, thus obtaining an improved version
of odometry.
Odometry Accelerometers Gyroscopes Magnetometers
Filtered orientation
Fusion
Improved Odometry
Calibration
Inertial Sensors
Figure 4.1: Odometry improvement diagram.
4.1.1 IMU Calibration
As mentioned before, inertial navigation suffers the accumulation of
errors, so it is important to have an error model to know how it
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evolves over time and correct it. The calibration errors belong to the
deterministic part. This term collectively refers to errors inherent in
scale factors, alignments and linearity of inertial sensors that tend
to produce bias errors that are only observed when the sensor is
measuring. Such errors lead to the accumulation of additional drift in
the integrated signal, whose magnitude is proportional to velocity. In
general, it is possible to measure and correct these errors [Woodman,
2007].
There are different methods of calibration: absolute, by compar-
ison, by reciprocity or by inclination for static measurements. Stan-
dard methods, usually use gravity as reference for accelerometers and
the projection of the speed of earth’s rotation with respect to the ver-
tical of a given latitude in the gyroscopes. This type of calibration
allows us to calculate the scale factor and bias but it is not possible
to estimate the misaligned axes.
Some IMU devices apply internal corrections to calibration errors,
the measurements are corrected internally by the sensor firmware by
applying a KF. The use of these calibrated measures ensures greater
accuracy. In our case, with a general purpose IMU, the accelerometers
and gyroscopes are calibrated from factory, that is, the misalignment
matrices and bias are fixed taking into account the imperfections of
the hardware design. The calibrated data correspond to the following
formula:
acal = Ra ∗ ka ∗ (a− ba) (4.1)
where Ra is the misalignment matrix, ka is the alignment com-
pensation and ba is the bias. In the gyroscope case, is similar:
ωcal = Rg ∗ kg ∗ (ω − bg −Kga ∗ a) (4.2)
where Rg is the misalignment matrix, kg is the alignment com-
pensation and bg is the bias. Kga is the influence of gravity on gy-
roscopes. Since this influence is assumed to be null, both equations
(4.1 and 4.2) have the same format.
The only sensor that is advisable to calibrate before each use, is
the magnetometer, since it depends on the environment. The cal-
ibration method consists on rotating the IMU around each of its
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axes and it is recommended that there are no ferromagnetic objects
near the calibration site so as not to influence the measure. At the
end, the parameters Rm (magnetometer misalignment matrix), km
(alignment compensation) and bm (magnetometer bias) are modified
in Equation 4.3. Calibration solves problems caused by ferromagnetic
materials existing in the surrounding environment.
Hcal = Rm ∗ km ∗ (H − bm) (4.3)
It is also necessary to perform an extrinsic calibration of the IMU,
determining the most suitable position where to install it on the
robot. It is convenient to place the device in the centre of rota-
tion of the robot. In this way, the disturbances introduced by the
centripetal and centrifugal accelerations that would be measured if
it were displaced with respect to this turning centre are avoided. In
addition, it is necessary to locate it as close as possible to the mass
centre in order to avoid the noise introduced by the oscillations of the
structure that supports the IMU. But in that position there is the
disadvantage that the wheels engines cause a magnetic field that in-
terferes to the IMU measures. Therefore, the device is located in the
centre of rotation of the mobile robot, raised above its mass centre
to the point where the magnetic field formed by the motors has not
influence on the measurement.
Once the device has been placed in the platform, in order to obtain
the relative pose between the robot and the IMU. The displacement
in X, Y , and Z axes is measured manually and the orientation offset
in pitch and roll has been obtained measuring the IMU in a short
period of time (without moving the robot), assuming that during this
time the orientation obtained is enough accurate.
4.1.2 Orientation filtering
The IMU orientation can be obtained by integrating the rotational
speeds provided by the gyroscopes. Due to the drift error from sev-
eral sources (error in measurement, errors of precision, etc) it grows
over time and it is necessary compensate the drift error. To han-
dle this, different filters can be used, to which accelerometers and/or
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magnetometers data are added. Some of the most commonly used
systems are the complementary filters [Mahony et al., 2005], the Ma-
hony filter [Mahony et al., 2008] or the Madgwick filter [Madgwick
et al., 2010].
In this approach the Madgwick filter has been chosen, due to this
filter uses quaternions representation avoiding the gimbal-lock effect.
It is an optimized gradient descent filter that calculates orientation
including compensation for magnetic distortion and bias compensa-
tion of the gyroscope. Therefore it has the advantage of compensating
the gyroscope with the accelerometers and being able to obtain the
orientation in North East Down (NED) coordinate system, where the
X, Y and Z axes point towards North, East and Down respectively,
in case of magnetometers.
4.1.3 Odometry and orientation fusion
Following the diagram of Figure 4.1, the next step in this proposal is
to merge the IMU filtered orientation with the robot’s odometry to
improve it. For this purpose, an extension of the KF for nonlinear
systems has been used, the EKF, assuming that all noise components
have zero mean and follow a Gaussian probability distribution func-
tion. The current state of the filter can be calculated by Equation 4.4
where xˆt is the current state estimate, xt−1 is the state at the previ-
ous time instant, ut−1 is the system input, wt−1 is the noise and f is
a nonlinear state transition function.
xˆt = f(xt−1, ut−1) + wt−1 (4.4)
The Equation 4.5 represents the observation model oˆt, where h is
the sensor model and vt is the measurement noise.
oˆt = h(xt) + vt (4.5)
Assuming a differential robot that moves in a plane environment,
its state at any moment can be represented with the following state
vector (Equation 4.6), where xrobt and y
rob
t are the robot coordinates
in the world, θrobt is its orientation (yaw), v
rob
t its linear velocity and
ωrobt its angular velocity for a given time t.
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xˆt = [x
rob
t y
rob
t θ
rob
t v
rob
t ω
rob
t ]
T (4.6)
The robot kinematics are given by Equation 4.9,
∆d = vrobt−1 ∗∆t (4.7)
∆θ = ωrobt−1 ∗∆t (4.8) xrobtyrobt
θt
rob
 =
 xrobt−1 + ∆d ∗ cos(θrobt−1)yrobt−1 + ∆d ∗ sin(θrobt−1)
θrobt−1 + ∆θ
 (4.9)
where ∆d is the distance increment (Equation 4.7) and ∆θ is the
angle increment (Equation 4.8). This equation is nonlinear (since it is
affected by the sine and cosine of the robot orientation) thus prevent-
ing a KF from functioning correctly and requiring the implementation
of an EKF.
To linearise the system the Jacobian of the state vector is pro-
posed, which is represented by the transition matrix F (Equa-
tion 4.10).
F =

1 0 −∆d ∗ sin(θrobt−1) ∆t ∗ cos(θrobt−1) 0
0 1 ∆d ∗ cos(θrobt−1) ∆t ∗ sin(θrobt−1) 0
0 0 1 0 ∆t
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
 (4.10)
In this proposal the EKF implementation available in the ROS
within the robot localization package [Moore and Stouch, 2016] has
been used. This implementation uses as function h an identity matrix
in such a way that it allows to realize partial updates of the filter
based on the data from different sensors.
Although this filter implementation is prepared to represent the
position in a three-dimensional space, in this case only the variables
to represent the robot in the two dimensional space are used as indi-
cated in Equation 4.6 neglecting the variables that measure the three
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dimensional position (Cartesian axis zrob, θrobroll and θ
rob
pitch orientations)
to avoid introducing errors in the filter. It also has two entries: the
robot’s odometry and the data obtained from the IMU.
Since the same data types of each sensor are not available, it was
decided to measure the linear and angular velocities (vrob and ωrob)
provided by the odometry, while in the case of the IMU only its an-
gular velocity (ωimu). In this way, the filter is able to compensate the
angular odometry error with the IMU data. Also, since no positions
are inserted (this integration is done inside the filter), it is not nec-
essary to align the initial measurements of each sensors due to the
speed measurements do not depend on the previous measurements.
4.1.4 Odometry improvement Results
The experiments have been performed in an indoor environment
around the second floor of the Polytechnic School of University of
Alcala´ using a Pioneer 3-AT robot platform, in order to improve its
odometry and the both IMUs introduced previously.
After calibration, the system has been evaluated in two scenar-
ios with velocities limited to 0.5 m/s and 0.3 rad/s and remotely
controlled.
• Short path travel: around elevators (with some influences in
the magnetometers measurements) with several turns in a 20m
x 15m surface and a travel distance of 78 meters approximately.
• Long path travel: in a square of 70 m x 70 m approximately,
with a travel distance around 260 m. In this case the robot
pass through several metallic doors that can affect to the mag-
netometer measurements as it has been mentioned before.
To obtain a quality measure of the approaches, the widely used
Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) localization system has
been used as a Ground Truth. This system takes the measures from
the onboard robot LIDAR, the CAD map of the building and the
initial pose over the map. In order to compare the different combina-
tions of filters and IMUs it is necessary that all of the experiments are
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in the same coordinate system. To manage this, all the travels starts
with a straight path of 5 seconds, allowing translate and rotate the
output position data by the EKF to the same initial position than
the AMCL.
At each scenario, the results are compared from both IMUs and
with the two different filters algorithms:
• Od + IMU + EKF: Fusing the odometry data and all the sen-
sors from the IMU (accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetome-
ters) using the EKF.
• Od + IMU (Mad) + EKF: Fusing the odometry data with the
Madgwick filter output (this filter only use accelerometers and
gyroscopes from the IMU) using the EKF.
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Figure 4.2: Short travel results
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Figure 4.3: Long travel results
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the results obtained in both travels. The
numerical results are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The error between
the final position of the different approaches and the obtained by the
AMCL, are shown in euclidean distance (meters), and orientation
(degrees) . Also, the average error with respect to the AMCL is
shown during the entire travel, since a better final position does not
always means a correct path.
Based on the results, it is proved than the best location is ob-
tained using the IMU of the mobile device, which in principle was
not intended for this use. Although, its disadvantage with respect to
the Trivisio is that it is necessary to have a WiFi network in the envi-
ronment (if possible dedicated) to communicate the mobile software
with the ROS development platform. It is also demonstrated that the
inclusion of the magnetometers in the system significantly worsen the
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Table 4.1: Results: Errors in short travel
Algorithm Dist.(m) Ang.(◦) Avg.(m)
RAW Odometry 9.01 68 5.22
Mob: Od+IMU+EKF 0.49 -7.08 0.611
Tri: Od+IMU+EKF 5.18 52.42 3.06
Mob: Od+IMU(Mad)+EKF 0.37 -7.02 0.54
Tri: Od+IMU(Mad)+EKF 4.86 48.31 2.85
Table 4.2: Results: Errors in long travel
Algorithm Dist.(m) Ang.(◦) Avg.(m)
RAW Odometry 222.26 -90.0 111.08
Mob: Od+IMU+EKF 4.87 -8.16 3.95
Tri: Od+IMU+EKF 40.61 43.97 16.08
Mob: Od+IMU(Mad)+EKF 3.26 -4.66 2.39
Tri: Od+IMU(Mad)+EKF 35.61 38.08 13.85
location. Also, it can completely destabilize the filter given the vari-
ations of the magnetic field that can be suffered, especially in indoor
environments due to the machinery (such as the elevators engines),
metallic doors, etc. Therefore, using only inertial sensors together
with odometry, a enough precise location system to use by indoor
mobile robots is achieved.
A proposal of inertial fusion with odometry of a real mobile robot
has been implemented, which includes the calibration of the IMU.
Real results are obtained which reduce a maximum distance error
from 222m to 3.2m, and the angular error from 90o to 4.6o. In ad-
dition, two IMUs, a Trivisio Colibri and one available in a mobile
device, have been compared using both heterogeneous devices on the
same development platform (ROS).
4.2 Laser Pose Calibration
Laser scanners and range sensors are widely used in mobile robotics
applications such as obstacle avoidance, object tracking, map build-
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ing, feature extraction or self-localization.
The laser pose is usually not exactly known, for this reason it is
necessary a calibration method to improve the accuracy of measure-
ments. The different strategies that exist in the literature could be
classified in two categories: some of them require a known movement
of the laser and others need additional hardware, such as cameras.
In order to simplify this process, and based on the work by [An-
tone and Friedman, 2007], a calibration method is proposed in our
work [Llamazares et al., 2012].
First, the Euclidean transformation (R, T ) between the laser sys-
tem coordinates and the world frame is needed. Where T is the
sensor’s pose translation matrix and R the rotation matrix from the
world frame. The transformation between a reference point M and a
laser point Q, is defined by Equation 4.11, and the inverse transfor-
mation defined by Equation 4.12:
Q = RT (M − T ) (4.11)
M = RQ+ T (4.12)
The measures of the laser are contained in a plane. Each ray
starts in the origin of the sensor coordinates with an angle αk and
the measure represents a distance dk along that ray. The x
laser axis
of the sensor is coincident with the ray at α = 0, and the ylaser axis
with the ray at α = pi/2. Then, the measures that produce the scan
are:
QTk = (uk vk 0) = dk(cosαk sinαk 0) (4.13)
Once the relationship between coordinates systems is known, it
is necessary to find a recognizable pattern with a single laser scan,
therefore, it is important that the pattern has singular features. A
rectangular prism (Figure 4.4) has 3 edges easily detectable, for this
reason, the prism has been chosen. After choosing the best pattern,
its position should be a priori known. To solve this, it is fixed to the
robot with a metallic structure, carefully manufactured.
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Figure 4.4: Laser Pose Calibration Pattern.
Then, the three edges of the prism are detected. After that, the
measured length of each side of the prism is obtained. Finally, com-
paring the measures with the real lengths, it is possible to calculate
the θlaserpitch (Equation 4.14) and θ
laser
roll (Equation 4.15) of the sensor.
θlaserpitch = cos
−1 l3
l4
(4.14)
θlaserroll = cos
−1 l1
l2
(4.15)
The three points that are detected form a plane where the laser is
placed. Then, it is possible to obtain the coordinates xlaser and ylaser
projecting the detected point to the floor from the known position of
the pattern.
Finally, we calculate the zlaser coordinate using the distance mea-
sured by the laser beam with angle α = 0 (Equation 4.16) to the floor
(without the pattern).
zlaser = dα=0 · cos(θlaserpitch) (4.16)
4.2.1 Laser Pose Calibration Results
In order to show the results of the laser pose calibration, the whole
system was mounted with the laser angled to the floor. The calibra-
tion method starts with the raw data points obtained from the laser,
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represented in blue. Then, with the transformations mentioned be-
fore, the points are projected to the floor (processed data), that are
represented in red. The Ground Truth (black line) is the known posi-
tion of the prism. Finally, the processed data and the Ground Truth
are compared, obtaining a mean quadratic error of 4.8 millimetres.
The calibration results are shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Calibration results.
4.3 3D Map Building using a 2D Laser
Scanner
A 2D laser scanner provides distances and angles to the surrounding
objects by scanning the environment in a plane, usually parallel to the
ground. This technique is not enough to detect obstacles like stairs,
a land irregularity or floor level variations. These kinds of problems
are overcome with the 3D laser scanners. With these sensors, all
features are directly extracted in three dimension point cloud. In the
other hand, their price is much more expensive than the first ones.
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Another solution for these problems is a combination of a 2D laser
and a pan-tilt unit but, on the contrary, this system requires to spend
more time to move the pan-tilt unit [Iocchi and Pellegrini, 2007].
There is a cheaper solution, presented in our work [Llamazares
et al., 2012], by mean of using 2D laser angled down toward the
ground in front of the robot, in a well known pose as it has been
proposed in the previous section, combined with the robot’s action
model to extract the 3D features from movement [Singh et al., 1991].
While the sensor is scanning, the mobile robot is moving and then
the system assembles each slice into a 3D points cloud. The main
problem of this cloud is that it can be affected by the dead reck-
oning errors [Zhou and Chirikjian, 2003], then it is so important to
reduce odometry error as we have done in Section 4.1. Scan matching
techniques try to solve these problems [Thrun et al., 2000].
Once the laser pose has been calibrated (Section 4.2) in a known
position and angled towards ground, we can assume that it forms a
tetrahedron like shown in Figure 4.6. Also, an example of a feature p
measured and the similarity of triangles (red and blue ones) to obtain
the 3D pose of the measure are shown in Figure 4.6.
Zlas
FO
V
laser
pitch
feature p
Zp
max
b' =k
b =k
d' = k
d
=k
Figure 4.6: Example of tetrahedron formed by laser scanner and the
ground.
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Where zlas is the height of the laser, zp is the height of the mea-
sured feature p, dα=k is the distance from laser to ground in an angle
α = k, d′α=k is the distance measured from laser to the feature, bα=k
and b′α=k are the projections of the previous distances, αmax is the
angle range of measure, θlaspitch is the pitch angle for the radial axis
(α = 0) and the Field Of View (FOV) over the ground.
Taking into account the calibrated pose of the laser over the robot,
the measured distance in α = 0 shall be a constant (dα=0) and it can
be obtained by Equation 4.17. Using this constant, the FOV can be
obtained by Equation 4.18. Concluding that a higher zlas or αmax
and smaller θlaspitch can obtain a higher distance and FOV.
dα=0 =
zlas
sin(θlaspitch)
(4.17)
FOV = 2 · dα=0 · tgαmax
2
(4.18)
Using this information and the robot’s action model, the map
can be built assembling all the slices in a 3D points cloud. The
method depends strongly on the odometry error. For that reason
a improved odometry is necessary (See section 4.1). Also a scan
matching technique is advisable to improve the results. In order to
perform the scan-matching a method based on [Censi et al., 2005]
has been proposed. This method is known like ICP. It is used to
minimize the difference between two clouds of points. This method
has been used to reconstruct the 3D surfaces from different scans.
The algorithm is conceptually simple and is commonly used in real-
time. It iteratively revises the transformation (translation, rotation)
(Equation 4.19) needed to minimize the distance between the points
of two raw scans.

cos(θlasyaw)cos(θ
las
pitch) R12 R13 0
−sin(θlasyaw) cos(θlasyaw)cos(θlasroll) cos(θlasyaw)sin(θlasroll) 0
cos(θlasyaw)sin(θ
las
pitch) R32 R33 0
xlas ylas zlas 1

(4.19)
where,
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R12 = sin(θ
las
yaw)cos(θ
las
pitch)cos(θ
las
roll) + sin(θ
las
pitch)sin(θ
las
roll)
R13 = sin(θ
las
yaw)sin(θ
las
pitch)sin(θ
las
roll)− sin(θlaspitch)cos(θlasroll)
R32 = sin(θ
las
yaw)sin(θ
las
pitch)cos(θ
las
roll)− cos(θlaspitch)sin(θlasroll)
(4.20)
4.3.1 3D Map Building Results
The first Test Bed environment was established in the surroundings
of the Polytechnic School of the University of Alcala. It has a surface
of 60m x 40m. The robot used in the experimentation was a Seekur
Jr. by Mobilerobots, with the following configuration: MacBook Pro,
angled Hokuyo URG-04LX laser, bumpers and encoders in all wheels.
They are shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Test Bed and real prototype used in the
experimentation.
Figure 4.8 shows an example of 3D reconstruction of the Test Bed
with one trail of the robot. Color is clearer when features are closer to
the ground. It has been extracted a reconstruction detail of a bench.
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Figure 4.8: 3D map building results.
Figure 4.9: 3D School entry.
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The second Test Bed was the Polytechnic School entry. Figure 4.9,
in the bottom shows the real image of the stairs and in the top shows
the 3D reconstruction of this environment. In the top image it is
possible to identify the wall curvature, the back wall or the curb
below the steel barrier rail.
The third Test Bed was an indoor stairs that is shown in the
bottom of Figure 4.10. The top of Figure 4.10 shows a reconstruction
of the environment where it is possible to recognize the stairs in both,
upper and lower angles as well as certain details of the wall.
Figure 4.10: Stairs reconstruction.
All of these scenarios are especially relevant when we wan to col-
laborate in an effective human-robot teams, due to the limited capa-
bilities of the wheeled robots ir order to overcome certain structure
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barriers, such as stairs (Figure 4.10) or terrains with big irregularities
(shown in Figure 4.8). On the other hand, the maximum detection
distance has been limited due to pitch the laser to the ground. In
order to avoid this reduction of the distance range, one approach
would be combine some LIDAR parallel to the ground at different
interesting heights where is desirable to detect more far away objects
and a LIDAR angled to the ground, keeping the 3D map building
capability exposed in this section.
4.4 DOMap: Dynamic Obstacles Map
In this Section, the challenge of implementing a DATMO system
in order to achieve a robust navigation of UGV in terms of safety
and energy saving, will be faced. This approach has been denoted
Dynamic Obstacles Map (DOMap) and it has been published in our
previous work [Llamazares et al., 2013].
As explained before, the classical mapping methods in the liter-
ature are usually designed to deal with static obstacles only. Also,
some Object Based approaches can deal with some dynamic objects
if they know the kind of obstacles a priori. In order to generalize the
system, and increase the number of different objects that can detect,
a grid based approach will be devised.
In this approach, due to the distance obtained by the 3D map
proposed in Section 4.3 is not enough to detect dynamic obstacles
and in order to keep the maximum distance range capabilities of
our approach, the system take into account the distance measures
provided by a LIDAR located parallel to the ground at the most
adequate height based on the scenario.
4.4.1 Probabilistic Model of the Dynamic Envi-
ronment
The Grid Based methods, as mentioned before, improve the percep-
tion stage due to be able to deal with the noise in the sensor data. For
that reason, the BOF approach has been implemented as first step
in the representation of the environment. The 2D Euclidean space is
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discretized in a finite number of cells, each represents a position in
the plane.
This method can be implemented as a loop of prediction and
estimation steps. The authors of [Coue´ et al., 2006] suggest that
prediction (Equation 4.21) and the estimation (Equation 4.22) steps
can be computed as follows:
P (etn|nt, ut−1) ∝
∑
nt−1
P (nt|nt−1, ut−1)P (et−1n |nt−1) (4.21)
P (etn|zt, nt) ∝
S∑
m=1
(
S∏
s=1
P (ots|etn,m)) (4.22)
where etn is the occupancy of the cell n at time t, u
t−1 is the
command issued at time t− 1, ot are the observations in t and m is
matching between a cell and an observation. P (nt|nt−1, ut−1) is then
the transition probability defined by the vehicle dynamics. The stan-
dard BOF framework has several issues with the velocity estimation.
Firstly, this framework assumes that the velocity of each grid cell is
constant [Yguel et al., 2006]. Secondly, the discretisation has to be
performed also in the velocity space, meaning that a separate esti-
mate for each pair of velocities (vx, vy) is required. This discretisation
for a large range of possible velocities together with calculations of
static objects result in high computational costs. For these reasons,
other authors proposed object detection and clustering techniques to
obtain the objects’ velocities [Mekhnacha et al., 2008] with an ad-
ditional constraint that the position of the obstacle has to remain
within a bounded neighbourhood.
The BOF approach has been improved in our proposal in terms
of efficiency, by adding a stage to detect the relative velocities of the
obstacles without assuming discretised velocities. Figure 4.11 shows
the flow diagram of the Dynamic Obstacles Map (DOMap) proposed
model. The probabilistic model of the environment with velocities
likelihood is obtained as follow:
• From laser scan to laser grid: in order to obtain a frame
with the form of a zenith image of the environment from the
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ot
Figure 4.11: DOMap diagram. Probabilistic model for dynamic
environment.
laser raw data, the 2D euclidean space is divided in a grid (called
laser grid). The laser measures are transferred to this grid.
The cells of that grid are smaller than in case of the occupancy
obtained by BOF in order to avoid a lost of precision. However,
treating the laser measures as a grid allows us to deal with
the systematic errors that the LIDAR sensors return in their
measures.
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show real LIDAR measurements of several
walls with the robot stopped in two consecutive time steps,
where the red dots are the LIDAR impacts at the current step,
the cyan dots are the LIDAR impacts at the previous step, and
the black dots represent the current impacts match position
with the previous ones. Figures 4.12(a) and 4.13(a) show the
LIDAR raw measurements oscillations from measurements of
a static object in an static environment between time steps.
On the other hand, Figures 4.12(b) and 4.13(b) show the same
environment with a laser grid of 3cm, where there are much
more black dots, this means the measurements coincide along
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(a) LIDAR raw data. (b) LIDAR data filter in a 3cm grid.
Figure 4.12: LIDAR raw data and filtered in the laser grid.
(a) LIDAR raw data. (b) LIDAR data filter in a 3cm grid.
Figure 4.13: LIDAR raw data and filtered from real experiments.
the time, allowing to filter the systematic errors of the LIDAR
measurements. The selection of the laser grid size must be
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based on data sheet of the sensor used (±30mm in this case,
due the measurements was taken with a SICK LMS151 ).
• Movement Detection: once the laser grid is obtained, it
can be treated as an image and therefore we can use compu-
tational vision techniques. The movement of the laser cells
between two consecutive frames is estimated by computing the
pyramidal implementation of Lukas Kanade Optical Flow algo-
rithm [Bouguet, 2000]. Optical Flow methods assume intensity
constancy and small motions between consecutive frames. The
partial derivatives with respect to the images coordinates (spa-
tial and temporal), are used by Optical Flow methods, for that
reason are also called differential methods. In that way, it is
possible to find the corresponding points assuming brightness
constancy, given by Equation 4.23:
I(u, v, t) = I(u+ ∆u, v + ∆v, t+ ∆t) (4.23)
Where I(u, v, t) is the intensity of pixel (u, v) at time t. Assum-
ing small motion and applying a first-order Taylor expansion,
Equation 4.23 can be written as:
I(u, v, t) = I(u, v, t) +
∂I
∂u
∆u+
∂I
∂v
∆v +
∂I
∂t
∆t (4.24)
Obtaining the constrained equation of Optical Flow, given by
the Equation 4.25:
Iu∆u+ Iu∆v + It∆t = 0 (4.25)
The Lukas-Kanade algorithm use the least squares method and
a small windows in the image to solve the Equation 4.25, given
by Equation 4.26:
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min
∑
i
(Iui∆u+ Ivi∆v + It)
2
∑
(Iui∆u+ Ivi∆v + Iti)Iui = 0∑
(Iui∆u+ Ivi∆v + Iti)Ivi = 0∑
I2ui∆u+
∑
IuiIvi∆v = −
∑
IuiIti∑
IuiIvi∆u+
∑
I2vi∆v = −
∑
IviIti
(4.26)
In order to avoid the restriction of small motions between time
steps, one solution is to apply the Optical Flow in a coarse to
fine method. This approach consists on building smaller grids
from the original one in a pyramidal way (shown in Figure 4.14),
where each cell in successive smaller grids represents a bigger
distance that in the original one, allowing to detect larger mo-
tions. The output of the Optical Flow in the previous grid
(smaller one) is used to guess where the motion will be in the
next layer of the pyramid (bigger grid) in an iterative process,
as shown in Figure 4.14.
Also the robot movement between two time steps is taking into
account based on the improved odometry explained in Section
4.1. Although the algorithm is made for using in images, it can
be applied to the laser grid previously generated. The little
amount of impacts of each obstacles and the lack of features of
the laser impacts make difficult than the Optical Flow returns
a lot of matching points as shown in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.15 shows some examples of movement detections of
four persons walking in different directions around to the robot,
where the red dots are the LIDAR impacts at the current step,
the cyan dots are the LIDAR impacts at the previous step, and
the green lines represent the correspondence between points
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Figure 4.14: Pyramidal Lukas-Kanade Optical Flow [Bradski and
Kaehler, 2013].
(a) Person 1 (b) Person 2 (c) Person 3 (d) Person 4
Figure 4.15: Optical Flow movement detections in real experiments
obtained by Optical Flow. As it can be seen, only two or three
correspondences are detected for each person.
• Blob Filtering: in order to filter the output of the Opti-
cal Flow, a blob filtering stage is performed in three steps:
firstly, an opening operation over the laser grid is performed to
solve some discontinuities of the object in the laser grid (Fig-
ure 4.16(b)), due to the small amount of impacts that the ob-
jects receive (Figure 4.16(a)). This amount of impacts depends
on the size, the distant and the orientation of the object re-
spect to the LIDAR; secondly, a segmentation of the objects,
based on the detected boundaries using the contours detector
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by [Suzuki and Abe, 1985] is performed (Figure 4.16(c)); finally,
the average motion of all the laser cells inside each boundary
is estimated in order to associate the average velocity to the
object.
(a) LIDAR grid. (b) Opening. (c) Contours detected.
Figure 4.16: Blob Segmentation.
• Compute the velocities: the average velocity value and the
time step are used to compute the relative velocities between
the obstacles with respect to the robot’s reference local frame
(along local axis X and Y ), while the velocity along the Z axis is
not taken into account due to the assumption that our wheeled
robots move only on a flat world.
• Transfer the velocities to the occupancy grid: Each oc-
cupancy cell has to exceed certain occupancy threshold to com-
pute it in order to reduce the noise in the Optical Flow and
the computational cost. Once this threshold is exceeded, the
velocities from each blob are transferred to the occupancy cells
that are occupied by the blob.
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The result of the perception stage is a dynamic occupancy grid
providing an estimation of velocity and the occupation probability.
(a) Simulated environ-
ment.
(b) Sensing results.
Figure 4.17: Simulated environment and sensing results.
The output of the probabilistic model is illustrated in Figure 4.17.
Left image shows the simulated environment. The robot is repre-
sented in blue colour and the moving obstacles are red. Right image
shows the sensing results. The blue circle is the robot at the cur-
rent time step, the grey circle shows the predicted future position
of the robot, moving obstacles at current time step are represented
with green dots, the predicted future positions of moving obstacles
are shown as yellow dots and static obstacles are shown as blue dots.
The occupancy probability value is given by the darkness value of
each dot, the darker the higher is the probability of being occupied.
4.4.2 Obstacle Avoidance Algorithms
In order to test the DOMap performance is appropriate apply the lo-
cal mapping approach to different obstacle avoidance algorithm, and
compare their performance between the two inputs provided to their
perception stage: the raw LIDAR data and the DOMap proposed.
The obstacle avoidance systems proposed to test our approach are
some of the commonly used in robotics:
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• VFH+ [Ulrich and Borenstein, 1998]: is a reactive only algo-
rithm. It was developed to use with range sensors and it divides
the environment into angular sectors to choose the best sector
to navigate according to a cost function. This function takes
into account different parameters such as the angular difference
from the actual position or distance to the goal.
• CVM [Fox et al., 1997]: it works with by adding physical con-
straints form the robot and the environment to a velocity space.
The velocity space consists of translational and rotational veloc-
ities (v, ω). It assumes that the robot navigates describing arcs
of curvature. This algorithm builds all the curvature arcs that
the robot can follow, taking into account the robot dynamics,
and selects the best arc to follow based on a cost function that
depends on parameters such as free distance to obstacle or an-
gular difference to the orientation of the robot. There are two
extensions of this algorithm that add a previous stage where
the environment is divided and select a middle goal based on
another cost function that CVM should reach:
LCM [Ko and Simmons, 1998]: it divides the environment
into rectangular lanes.
BCM [Ferna´ndez et al., 2004]: it divides the environment
in angular sectors .
One of the main problems of these methods is that most of them
do not take into account the dynamic information of the environment,
they only consider that all obstacles are static. For that reason an
approximation has been computed, changing the perception stage
of the different obstacle avoidance algorithms to the map provided
by DOMap perception. Instead of using the actual position of the
obstacle we can use the prediction of the next position (given a certain
time) if the obstacle is moving, so the algorithm can anticipate the
avoidance manoeuvre.
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4.4.3 Energy Consumption Model
In order to compare the proposed method with classical obstacle
avoidance algorithms (Section 4.4.2) two parameters has been taking
into account, the smoothness of the path and the energy consumption.
In terms of energy, only the power demand of the robot’s engines has
been taking into account. Also, a constant energy consumption of
the rest of the equipment has been assumed and therefore it cannot
be improved any further. Assuming also that the power demands
of the robot’s engines are based on overcoming inertia, road grade,
tyre friction and aerodynamic loss. This road-load methodology was
mainly introduced by [Sovran and Bohn, 1981]. The power demand
(in Watts) is the tractive power as defined by Equation 4.27:
P = mv[a(1 + ε) + gRG + gKR] +
1
2
ρKDAFv
3 (4.27)
where m is vehicle mass in metric tones (0.077 in our case), v is
vehicle speed (assuming no headwind) in m/s, a is vehicle accelera-
tion in m/s2, ε is a mass factor accounting for the rotational masses
and assumed to be 0.1 [Jime´nez-Palacios, 1999], g is acceleration
due to gravity (9.8 m/s2), RG is road grade (0.0 in our case), KR
is rolling resistance, this value for radial tires can range from 0.008
to 0.013 for a majority of the on-road passenger car tires but can
be larger depending on tire pressure, temperature, ground surface,
and speed [Bosch, 2000,Gillespie, 1992] (a medium value in the range
≈ 0.009 is assumed [Sovran and Bohn, 1981]), ρ is air density (≈
1.2 kg/m3), KD is aerodynamic drag coefficient (≈ 0.3 [Sovran and
Bohn, 1981]) and AF is the frontal area in square meters (≈ 1 m2
in our case). These values are obtained based on the references and
the Seekur Jr specifications, assuming that the goal of our work is
to obtain a comparison of energy saving, and not the exact value at
each case.
The robot speed used to obtain the power demand is provided by
the kinematic model of the robot based on the angular speed of the
wheels for each time step (100 ms in our case). According to this, it is
assumed that the robot is moving with constant linear speed between
each execution step. On the other hand, the planning proposed and
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almost all the classical algorithms do not allow the robot to describe
sharp turns or spin.
4.4.4 Optimal path planning using Approximate
Inference
In addition to test the DOMap as perception stage of the classical
obstacle avoidance algorithms our proposal has been tested with the
path optimisation problem within the Approximate Inference Con-
trol (AICO) framework [Toussaint, 2009, Rawlik et al., 2012]. This
approach has been formulated by the Institute of Perception, Ac-
tion and Behaviour (IPAB) taking into account all the information
provided by DOMap (not only the prediction of the next obstacle’s
positions) and the energy consumption model explained in Section
4.4.3. The stochastic optimal control has been successfully used to
solve optimisation problems in robotics [Nakanishi et al., 2011,Braun
et al., 2012b,Braun et al., 2012a,Rawlik et al., 2010].
Figure 4.18: Two examples of optimal paths computed using AICO
in a static environment (parking of the Polytechnic School).
In order to achieve robustness and safety of our vehicle, the
method yields free paths that tend to maximise the clearance be-
tween the vehicle and the obstacles based on a Voronoi graph. The
aim of the global planning is to keep the vehicle at a safe distance
from the surrounding obstacles. The initial path is computed using
graph search on the Voronoi graph. This path is then used as AICO
initialisation and it helps to deal with local minima. Figure 4.18
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shows two examples of optimised paths computed for static environ-
ment. For further details of AICO planning refer to our previous
work [Llamazares et al., 2013].
4.4.5 Implementation and Results
In this section, the implementation of the system and the experimen-
tal results will be described. The results have been obtained with
the Stage simulator in order to obtain comparable results and with
Seekur Jr hardware platform, due to it is specially indicated to work
in outdoors.
The results have been evaluated in two stages: firstly, the gain
of using the probabilistic model of the environment DOMap inside
the perception stage of the classical algorithms (VFH+, CVM, LCM
and BCM) has been evaluated; secondly, the whole dynamic obstacle
avoidance system (DOMap + AICO) with the classical algorithms
has been evaluated.
4.4.5.1 Test Bed
The system has been tested in an outdoor environment in the South
Parking of the Polytechnic School at the University of Alcala´ (UAH).
The overall area of the environment is approximately 70x70 metres
(Figure 4.19(a)). In addition, the surveying route has been marked
in red colour. The route was 330m long, and the blue rectangles
represents the scenarios where the system was tested.
The Seekur Jr. (Figure 4.20), was equipped with the follow-
ing configuration: MacBook Pro with Ubuntu 12.04 LTS operating
system, Player/Stage control software, RTK-GPS Maxor GGDT by
JAVAD, an outdoor LIDAR SICK LMS 151, bumpers, encoders in
the wheels and a Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to reduce the
odometry errors in the turns.
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Scenario 1
Scenario 2
(a) Surveying route and test scenarios in
real environment.
(b) Voronoi Diagram.
Figure 4.19: Test environment.
Figure 4.20: Seekur Jr. used in the experimentation.
4.4.5.2 Results using the probabilistic model of the dy-
namic environment (DOMap)
In order to test the effect of using the proposed probabilistic model,
the four classical algorithms on the real platform are going to be used,
the system has been tested in two different scenarios and it has been
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commanded to reach a goal 7 meters away from it start position:
1. Parallel: For this test, the robot is located in the middle of a 5
meters wide corridor (Figure 4.19(a): Scenario 1). The obstacle
starts moving along the corridor in the same direction as the
robot but with a delay and it tries to overtake the robot.
2. Perpendicular: For this test the robot is located at the cross-
roads (Figure 4.19(a): Scenario 2). The obstacle is moving
along the main road perpendicular to the robot’s direction,
blocking its path.
For all of these experiments, the analysed parameters are as fol-
low:
• Path curvature: The assumption is that the smoother the path,
the lower the energy consumption.
• Acceleration (a): the positive acceleration in (m/s2) ignoring
energy regenerated from breaking.
• Velocity (v): the absolute velocity of the robot in (m/s).
• Time (t): the time needed to reach the goal in (s).
• Energy (E): the energy consumption of the robot in (J).
The top part of Figures 4.21 and 4.22 shows the path followed by
the robot using the VFH+ algorithm with the raw laser as input (top
left) and VFH+ with the proposed probabilistic model (top right) in
the two scenarios. The yellow diamond is the target goal, the blue
square is the dynamic obstacle that follows the path marked as a
dashed cyan line.
The bottom part of Figures 4.21 and 4.22 shows the path followed
by the robot using AICO with DOMap (bottom left) and the com-
parative of the path’s curvatures in the three cases (bottom right).
Figure 4.21 shows that the path followed by the robot in the
parallel scenario with VFH+ and DOMap is smoother than in the
case of the VFH+ and raw laser data. Even smoother is the case
of AICO with DOMap due to AICO takes into account the obstacle
dynamics and computes that the obstacle does not interfere in the
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Figure 4.21: Path using VFH+ and AICO: parallel scenario.
robot’s path, being almost a straight path, the optimal in term of
energy.
Figure 4.22 shows smoother paths when DOMap is used, similar
to parallel scenario (Figure 4.21). In this scenario has been avoided
not desirable behaviours, such as the loop performed by the VFH+
with laser raw data (in red). Although in this scenario the path
curvature is similar in the case of VFH+ with DOMap and the case
of AICO with DOMap, is safer the path obtained by AICO due to the
obstacle is avoided in the rear part of it, avoiding the risky situation
of cross in front of it.
Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the velocities and accelerations of the
robot using the LCM with raw laser data (in red), LCM with DOMap
(in blue) and AICO with DOMap (in green) in both scenarios. In the
case of LCM with laser raw data (red lines), the movement has sudden
changes in linear and angular speeds, performing erratic movements.
Adding the DOMap to the perception stage, the LCM describes a
smoother path, even more smooth and efficient (see Table 4.3) if
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Figure 4.22: Path using VFH+ and AICO: perpendicular scenario.
AICO with DOMap is used.
Figure 4.25 shows the energy consumption of the robot using the
VFH+ compared to using AICO algorithm in parallel (Figure4.25(a))
and perpendicular (Figure 4.25(b)) scenarios. The results show that
using the probabilistic model DOMap, the energy consumption is
reduced by 20% and using AICO, the energy consumption is reduced
by 32%, compared with VFH+.
A summary of energy consumption by all the combinations of
obstacle avoidance algorithms exposed in Section 4.4.2, with laser
raw data and DOMap as perception stages, is shown in Table 4.3.
Also the energy consumption of the approach AICO with DOMap is
shown.
The results of the path optimization demonstrate that optimising
the energy consumption further decrease the curvature of the trajec-
tory (Figures 4.21 and 4.22), increase the path’s safety and avoid not
desirable manoeuvres. Similarly, Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show that the
velocity and acceleration profiles are much smoother. As a result,
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Figure 4.23: Vel. and acc. using LCM and AICO: parallel scenario.
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Figure 4.24: Vel. and acc. using LCM and AICO: perpendicular
scenario.
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Figure 4.25: Energy consumption using VFH+ algorithm.
the energy consumption in both scenarios was reduced from 10% and
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Table 4.3: Summary of results for energy consumption. AICO is
being compared with the algorithm with less consumption at each
scenario.
Scenario Perception stage
Total Energy
Consumption (J)
Reduction of
Consumption (%)
VFH+
Parallel
Raw laser data 0.21404
-18.56%
DOMap 0.1743
Perpendicular
Raw laser data 0.12495
-29.26%
DOMap 0.088383
CVM
Parallel
Raw laser data 0.22615
-7.52%
DOMap 0.20914
Perpendicular
Raw laser data 0.10458
-4.39%
DOMap 0.099981
LCM
Parallel
Raw laser data 0.20125
+2.89%
DOMap 0.20709
Perpendicular
Raw laser data 0.09097
-8.1295%
DOMap 0.083575
BCM
Parallel
Raw laser data 0.20546
-7.29%
DOMap 0.19047
Perpendicular
Raw laser data 0.16599
-45.5%
DOMap 0.090454
AICO
Parallel DOMap 0.14552 -16.51%
Perpendicular DOMap 0.0789 -10.91%
16% when compared with the best results achieved by the reactive
methods (VFH+ with DOMap in the parallel and LCM with DOMap
in the perpendicular scenarios respectively)up to 45.5%.
4.5 iDOMap: improved Dynamic Obsta-
cle Map
In this section is presented an improvement of the probabilistic model
of the environment explained in Section 4.4. In order to detect a
wider range of obstacles. This approach has been denoted improved
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Dynamic Obstacles Map (iDOMap), as it is shown in Figure 4.26, and
it is going to take into account participants of unusual appearance,
such as people wearing fully loose clothes, people pushing objects
(such as, baby carriage, shopping cart, baggage or trolleys) or even
small participants, such as kids or pets. This unlimited number of
kinds of participants makes it impossible to model each of them, mak-
ing necessary a grid-based model-free proposal. In the next sections
we are going to explain the different parts of the DOMap that have
been modified or added in order to improve the whole system.
4.5.1 Improved Movement Detection
In order to improve the movement detection, the accuracy and the
richness of the data are crucial, for these reasons some aspects have
been evaluated, such as, to increase the features of the LIDAR mea-
surements or to erase false detection points.
4.5.1.1 Mixed pixels
This phenomenon occurs when the laser beam impacts in the edge
of an object (foreground object) and behind it there is other ob-
ject (background object). The measure returned by the LIDAR is
a “mix” between the distance of foreground and background objects.
For that reason, there are called “mixed pixels” or “mixed points” [Ye
and Borenstein, 2002]. This effect also appears when the surface
reflectivity of the objects sharply changes.
During previous real experiments this phenomenon was identified
in different situations, usually when a dynamic obstacle goes near a
wall. Figure 4.27 shows a sequence with a column (on the left), a
corner wall and a person walking (on the bottom) in three time steps
where mixed points (marked as red dots) appear: one between person
and the column (Figure 4.27(a)) and other two between the person
and the wall (Figures 4.27(b) and 4.27(c)).
On the other hand, in other scenes the mixed points can be con-
fused with real measurements, as shown in Figure 4.28 where the red
dots are mixed points and the green dots real measurements. In this
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Figure 4.26: iDOMap Diagram.
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(a) Step 1 (b) Step 2 (c) Step 3
Figure 4.27: Mixed Points sequence (real experiments).
scene is hard to identify in an automatic way based on appearance,
distance or connectivity, what are mixed or real points.
(a) Step 1 (b) Step 2
Figure 4.28: Mixed points vs real impacts in real experiments
sequence.
Trying to filter these mixed points without an strong prior knowl-
edge of the elements in the environment, involves the risk of erasing
real impacts points that come from narrow elements in the scene.
These are the cases of, for example, railings, signpost poles, plant’s
stalks or the frame of glass walls (due to the laser usually does not
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see the glass and would only see the frame). For that reason, and
according to one of the main objectives of this thesis (the safety),
it has been assumed to keep all the measures, even having mixed
points, assuming that we are going to have false detections between
two real objects but it will be safer than erase possible real impacts
from dangerous elements.
4.5.1.2 Laser reflectivity
The movement detection in DOMap is based on Optical Flow, and as
it was stated before in Section 4.4.1, it assumes intensity constancy
to do the correspondence. In order to improve the performance of
this algorithm, it would be appropriate to take into account more
features than the ones that system is tracking. For that reason a
possible approach could be to take into account the reflectivity, also
called Received Signal Strength Intensity (RSSI) or remission. Fig-
ure 4.29(a) shows laser reflectivity phenomenon, which can be used
as intensity in order to identify objects based on this parameter. It
is strongly dependent on the beam impact angle on the object (as
shown in Figure 4.29(b)) and this angle is influenced by the rugosity
of the surface [Kaasalainen et al., 2011]. Therefore, this represents a
weakness of this method. In addition, the colour of the object affects
to the measure [Kneip et al., 2009]. Some authors tried to identify
the lightness of the objects based on distance and reflectivity without
success [Kawata et al., 2008].
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(b) Impact angle Influence
Figure 4.29: Laser reflectivity in real experiments.
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Moreover, the manufacturers usually do not provide further infor-
mation about this parameter. The little information provided about
the parameter is not adjusted, that means you can obtain different
values from the same object with two different LIDARs. Making it
even so more tricky to take into account this parameter.
Similar 
re ectivity
Similar 
re ectivity
(a)
Similar 
re ectivity
(b)
Similar 
re ectivity
(c)
Similar 
re ectivity
(d)
Figure 4.30: Examples of LIDAR reflectivity in real experiments.
Above all these difficulties, currently we are working on testing
how this parameter improves the motion detection. Tests have been
performed in this thesis with some of the commonly used LIDAR in
robotics, such as HOKUYO URG-04LX and SICK LMS151. Several
tests have been performed with dynamic obstacles, where the reflec-
tivity variation of impacts over the same object ranges from the 10%
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up to 28%.
In spite of this variation, this parameter helps the Optical Flow in
the impacts matching, adding a feature to each impact point, assum-
ing constancy in the intensity between consecutive time steps. This
assumption is more accurate in the case of the SICK LMS 151 due to
its higher scanning frequency (50 Hz) compared with the HOKUYO
URG-04LX (10 Hz).
Other possible use of this parameter could be identify the mixed
points previously explained, in order to filter them. Figure 4.30 shows
some scenes where mixed points appear, where the dot’s colour rep-
resents the reflectivity value from yellow (low), green (medium) to
blue (high). In the real experiments it has been proved the similar re-
flectivity between mixed points (impacts inside red boxes) and nearby
real impacts. Only in the case of Figure 4.30(d) the mixed points in
blue boxes can be identified based on the reflectivity with respect to
their neighbours impacts. Due to this similarity between mixed and
real points, this parameter has been discarded in order to identify
mixed points.
4.5.2 Occlusion handling
The occlusions between objects, from the LIDAR point of view, is
a common situation in dynamic environments that should be solved.
This problem appears more often in cluttered environments. There
are two situations to take into account:
• When a dynamic obstacle is occluded.
• When a static obstacle is occluded.
In the first case, the iDOMap system handles this situation by
mean of its Dynamic Occlusion Detector stage (Figure 4.26) following
these premises:
• The dynamic obstacle can be occluded, by other objects, that
can be static or dynamic.
• The occluded obstacle should be farther from the robot than
the object that produces the occlusion.
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The algorithm stages are:
1. The max and min angles that form each dynamic obstacle with
respect to the robot are obtained (red and light blue lines in
Figure 4.31(a))
2. The occlusion occurs when these two angular sectors begin to
overlap themselves (Figure 4.31(b)).
3. Once an occlusion is detected, the occlusion ends area where
the occluded obstacle will probably appear is computed (yellow
square in Figure 4.31(c)). This area is obtained in the intersec-
tion point between the current velocity vector of the occluded
obstacle (black arrow in Figure 4.31(c)) and the angle of the
obstacle that produces the occlusion (max or min depending
on the case) that it is outside of the overlapped angular sector.
4. The occlusion ends area is kept in a temporal memory. It is
computed based on the estimated time that the occluded ob-
stacle would take to appear on the other side of the obstacle
that produced the occlusion.
(a) No Occlusion (b) Occlusion Starts (c) Occlusion Ends
Figure 4.31: Dynamic Occlusion Detector: different stages.
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The estimated time that the dynamic occlusion lasts is computed
based on the velocities of the previous time when the occlusion starts
(vx do = v
md
x(t−1), vy do = v
md
y(t−1)). These velocities (vx do and vy do in
Figure 4.26) are sent to the Tracking Stage (that will be introduced
in Section 4.5.3) in order to keep the obstacle prediction.
The second case is handled in order to avoid losing information of
a static obstacle during an occlusion. This is handled by the Static
Occlusion Detector stage as it is shown in Figure 4.26. When the
occupancy probability is assigned to each cell, the occluded cell be-
hind an occupied cell, from the point of view of the laser, has been
considered in two ways, depending on its occupation probability:
• The occluded cell was previously free, then an “occluded space”
probability is assigned (Pocc = 0.5).
• The occluded cell was previously occupied (occupancy probabil-
ity above a threshold), therefore the probability of occupancy
assigned (Pocc so in Figure 4.26) is a bit higher than the “oc-
cluded space” in order to maintain it a bit further in time. In
this way, it avoids the local planning tries go through obstacles
previously detected.
Figure 4.32 shows the occupancy map (where white represents
Pocc = 0 and black Pocc = 1) in different time steps of a real exper-
iment where two persons were crossing in front of the robot causing
several occlusions. Figures 4.32(a) and 4.32(c) show how the per-
sons occlude parts of the static obstacle (marked with green boxes)
and the iDOMap keeps their occupancy avoiding that static objects,
such as walls, “disappear” during the occlusion by dynamic objects
(this effect is known as spatial memory). Figure 4.32(b) shows both
kinds of occlusions, the nearest dynamic object occludes the farther
dynamic obstacle (marked with the blue box ) and, at the same time,
some part of the wall (marked with the green box ). In both cases the
occlusions are handled successfully.
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(a) Occlusion 1: Static (b) Occlusion 2: Static
and Dynamic
(c) Occusion 3: Static
Figure 4.32: Occlusion Handling: Static and Dynamic obstacles.
4.5.3 Tracking and Filtering
In the previous versions of DOMap a tracking stage based on a KF
and its extended version EKF was implemented. This tracking stage
have been used assuming than the dynamic obstacles were differential
drive robots which motion model could be linearised between time
steps by mean of a Jacobian. In the improved version, we propose to
use a system that can deal with a multi hypothesis tracking, avoiding
to use a concrete model. Based on the connectivity of the cells, we
can detect a blob (object) that can be useful to track. Due to the
iDOMap’s general approach, the tracking stage has been achieves
using a PF. This tracking stage can manage the noise in measurement
and motion models, in a way that help us to predict the centroid of
the object during situations where the rest of the system does not
provide enough information, such as the occlusions.
The PF is a Bayesian random-sampling algorithm that allows us
to use non-linear motion models assuming that the object dynamics
form a temporal Markov chain. This means that the state (xt) is only
conditioned by the previous state, independent of the earlier history
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(xt = x1, ..., xt), allowing quite general dynamics. The PF uses a set
of random samples to represent the posterior belief function bel(xt).
The samples are drawn from the posterior and they are called particles
and denoted like:
xkt =
xkyk
θk
 (4.28)
where the particle xkt is a concrete instantiation of the state at
time t and it has a importance factor (weight) denoted wkt . This
weight describes the importance of particle k in the set of N particles,
denoted:
St = x
1
t , x
2
t , ..., x
N
t (4.29)
The associated importance factors are denoted:
Wt = w
1
t , w
2
t , ..., w
N
t (4.30)
The likelihood that the hypothesis state xt (centroid in our case)
to be included in the particle set St should be proportional to its
posterior bel(xt) of its Bayes filter, in the ideal case:
xt ∼ p(xt|o1:t, u1:t) (4.31)
where o1:t are the measurements and u1:t are the control inputs.
The denser area of the state space indicates the more likelihood that
the true state falls into this area.
The PF algorithm recursively constructs the belief bel(xt) from
the previous belief bel(xt−1). As the particles represent a set of beliefs,
the particle set St is built recursively from the previous set St−1.
Hence, particle filter is a recursive algorithm that operates in two
phases: prediction and update. This means that after each control
input, every particle is modified according to the motion model in
the prediction stage. For our proposal, the control input is defined
as ut = (v
md
x , v
md
y ,∆θ), where v
md
x is the velocity in X axis and v
md
y
is the velocity in Y axis provided by the Movement Detector stage
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(shown in Figure 4.26) and ∆θ is the incremental orientation change,
given by Equation 4.32
∆θ = arctan
(
∆vmdx
∆vmdy
)
(4.32)
where, ∆vmdx = v
k
xt−1 − vkxt and ∆vmdy = vkyt−1 − vkyt . The generic
motion model is given by Equation 4.33.
xkt+1 =
xk + vmdx · tyk + vmdy · t
θk + ∆θ
+ nt (4.33)
where nt is the noise vector.
After obtaining information from the Movement Detector stage,
the particles are weighted based on the euclidean distance to the blob
centroid obtained by the Blob Filtering stage. The PF used is based
on iCONDENSATION algorithm [Isard and Blake, 1998]. Also, the
samples set size is fixed, in a way that guarantees that the algo-
rithm run in successive time steps with the same computational cost.
This approach is based on the CONDENSATION algorithm that had
been extended by the authors adding “Importance Sampling” [Ripley,
1987]. This sampling approach improves the efficiency when an aux-
iliary knowledge (from others sensors) is available, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.33, where the motion model predicts the objects remain on the
left (the white samples) and the black samples are positioned based
on the auxiliary knowledge that the object has moved to the right.
The approximation is more accurate than without this information
and conferring robustness to temporary measurements failures. The
importance sampling eliminates the low weighted particles and con-
centrates the filter in the particles with high weights.
In the experiments of iDOMap, that will be shown in the next
sections, there are not others sensors to measure the environment
than LIDAR. However this feature, in the same way than the BOF,
allows to fusion measurements from different sources when they are
available, improving, in this case, the iDOMap in terms of robustness
and accuracy.
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The e�ect of the correction ratio is to preserve the information about motion coherence
which is present in the dynamical model. Although the samples are positioned according
to g
t
, the distribution approximated by f(s
(n)
t
; �
(n)
t
)g still generates p(X
t
jZ
t
). Importance
sampling is again intended to improve the e�ciency of the sample-set representation, but
does not change the probabilistic model (�gure 6.2). It should be noted that (6.2) imposes
measure
predict
Figure 6.2: Importance sampling improves the e�ciency of the sample-set rep-
resentation. The motion model has predicted that the object would remain at the left, and
positioned white samples accordingly. In fact the object has moved right, and the black sam-
ples are positioned according to an importance density g which re�ects this. The discrete
set contains the same number of samples N as in �gure 6.1, but now the the approximation
to the density is more accurate.
a restriction on the form of dynamical model which can be used; for Condensation it is
enough to be able to sample from p(X
t
jX
t?1
) but in the Icondensation algorithm this
density must also be evaluated. The motion models in this thesis use Gaussians (chap-
ter 2) or mixtures of Gaussians (chapter 5) for this process density, and so evaluation is
straightforward. The sum in (6.2) must be evaluated in (6.3) for each n = 1; : : : ; N , which
changes the complexity of the algorithm from O(N) to O(N
2
). While this is a theoretical
Figure 4.33: iCONDENSATION Algorithm [Isard, 1998].
In the velocity estimation stage a filtering state has been added.
A sliding window median filter has been chosen in order to minimize
the effects of the outliers provided by the Movement Detector stage.
4.5.4 Implement tion and Results
Section is organized as follow: firstly Test Bed for simulation and real
experiments will be presented; secondly Ground Truth for real exper-
imentation will be shown; simulated experiments will be described in
Section 4.5.4.3 and finally real experiments will be described in Sec-
tion 4.5.4.4 in order to analyse the performance of the iDOMap. The
system outputs will be related to the robot coordinates (X forward, Y
left, Z up), due to our proposal is a local mapping approach. Follow-
ing the same coordinates system than the used in ROS (right hand
rule) allows us the direct integration with others systems.
4.5.4.1 Test Bed
The Test Bed in simulated experiments has been performed using
ROS connected to Gazebo as simulator. The simulated experiments
have been performed in a 3D map of the Polytechnic School (Fig-
ure 4.34(a)). In this environment there will be dynamic obstacles
moving around the robot. These dynamic obstacles have been sim-
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ulated with other robots, in order to control the velocities and the
paths that they follow and to obtain, in this way, the Ground Truth
for the simulated results. In addition, in order to simulate the legs of
a person, some robots have two vertical cylinders above the platform
(Figure 4.34(b)).
(a) Simulated environment (b) Dinamic obstacle
Figure 4.34: Simulated Test Bed and a robot simulating a person.
The real experiments have been performed in a controlled indoor
environment in the Polytechnic School at the University of Alcala´
(UAH). The area of the environment is approximately 7x10 metres,
where there are three doors and two lifts (Figure 4.35).
Figure 4.35: Test Bed: Indoor scenario.
Although the proposed method is a Grid-Based approach and the
output of the system is an occupancy grid with velocities and labels
associated to each grid, as it is shown in the bottom part of the
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iDOMap diagram (Figure 4.26), the results will show the data at the
“object level” in order to clarify the explanation.
4.5.4.2 Ground Truth for real experiments
While the Ground Truth in simulation has been stated previously, ob-
taining the Ground Truth in robotics real experiments is always a big
challenge, more over when there are agents in the environment that
can not provide information about their own states, such as persons,
animals, etc. In DATMO systems there are several approaches; in
outdoors environments each dynamic obstacles can carry out a GPS
as the authors proposed in [Mekhnacha et al., 2008], other authors
considered that in presence of uninstrumented moving objects any
system will have a difficult time assessing the accuracy of tracking
data [Wang, 2004]. For that reason some authors only report qualita-
tive results, such as “all the dynamic obstacles are well detected with
an accurate velocity” in [Ne`gre et al., 2014]. On the other hand, other
authors proposed an affordable approach for people tracking Ground
Truth, based on markers in the ground, where the people are walking
and a stop-watch to measure the time between marks [Mertz et al.,
2013] (called visual marked Ground Truth).
Figure 4.36: Ground Truth: Indoor scenario.
In this thesis, a step forward Ground Truth was performed based
on this idea. A video of the scene is recorded synchronized with the
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laser measurements of the robot. The dynamic obstacles move in
the area that is recorded by the camera where a grid in the floor
(grey grid in Figure 4.36) is present. Then, hand-made frames are
selected when the obstacles are located in key points of the grid. The
dimensions of the floor grid are well known and a constant velocity
between these points is assumed. A more accurate Ground Truth is
beyond the scope of this thesis. The desirable Ground Truth would
be an intelligent environment big enough to perform manoeuvres and
able to detect the pose and velocities of all participants in the scene.
Due to the lack of this kind of Ground Truth system and in order to
measure the position and angle of the dynamic obstacles in the most
accuracy way, the robot (orange circle in Figure 4.36) was placed in
a well known and static position respect to the floor grid.
4.5.4.3 iDOMap Simulated Results
The simulated experiments have been performed in order to know
when and where exactly our robot and the participants are. This
complete knowledge over the scenario allows us to obtain results while
the robot is moving in the environment. In this way, several scenarios
are going to be explained.
• Scenario 1 - Two objects in a perpendicular path: In
this scenario there are two dynamic obstacles simulated persons
crossing in perpendicular paths in front of the robot at 0.25 m/s
and 0.3 m/s. The paths followed by the obstacles are shown
in Figure 4.37. This scenario shows the performance of the
proposal across the Y axis of the robot at low velocities.
Figure 4.38 shows the velocities detection at each axis compared
with the Ground Truth. Table 4.4 shows the errors in velocities
detection where it can be seen that the error is around 0.05 m/s
at each axis.
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Figure 4.37: Scenario 1 - Paths.
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Figure 4.38: Scenario 1 - Results: Velocities detection.
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Table 4.4: Scenario 1 - Errors in velocities detection (m/s)
Obs 1 Obs 2
Vx Vy Vx Vy
 0.051 0.038 0.045 0.021
σ 0.045 0.049 0.047 0.030
• Scenario 2 - Two objects in a diagonal path: In this sce-
nario, there are two dynamic obstacles simulating (two persons)
crossing in diagonal paths in front of the robot at 0.25 m/s and
0.3 m/s, each one following the paths shown in Figure 4.39.
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Figure 4.39: Scenario 2 - Paths.
The paths followed by the obstacles produced that the obsta-
cle 1 (blue path) occluded the obstacle 2 (green path). The oc-
clusions detected are marked with blue diamonds in Figure 4.40,
where it can be seen that the velocities during the occlusion
increase a bit in the Xaxis and decrease a bit in Y axis due
to the Dynamic Occlusion Detector and the Tracking stages
detect and predict the occlusion respectively. The errors in ve-
locities detection of each obstacle along each axis are shown in
Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.40: Scenario 2 - Results: Velocities detection.
Table 4.5: Scenario 2 - Errors in velocities detection (m/s)
Obs 1 Obs 2
Vx Vy Vx Vy
 0.054 0.062 0.047 0.093
σ 0.032 0.045 0.029 0.042
• Scenario 3 - Two object in a diagonal path (fast): This
scenario is similar to the previous one, but in order to simulate
the velocities performed by humans, in this case the obstacles
are moving with speeds of 0.8 m/s and 1 m/s while the robot
is moving in an arc path with a linear velocity of 0.45 m/s and
angular velocity of 0.1 rad/s, as shown Figure 4.41.
Table 4.6 shows the errors in velocity detection at each axis.
In this case the error of the obstacle 1 in Y axis (Vy) is a bit
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Figure 4.41: Scenario 3 - Paths.
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Figure 4.42: Scenario 3 - Results: Velocities detection.
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higher due to the occlusion.
Table 4.6: Scenario 3 - Errors in velocities detection (m/s)
Obs 1 Obs 2
Vx Vy Vx Vy
 0.076 0.109 0.067 0.085
σ 0.046 0.153 0.044 0.098
• Scenario 4 - Manoeuvre: This experiment is performed by
an object that is moving along the blue path in Figure 4.43 while
the robot performs the red path in Figure 4.43. In this scenario
it can be seen how the our proposal performs with simultane-
ous velocities changes in both axes, due to the approximately
circular path that the obstacle follows.
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Figure 4.43: Scenario 4 - Paths.
Figure 4.44 shows the results of this scenario, where it can be
seen that velocities are detected in both axis (V x and V y) up
to 0.5 m/s with the errors shown in Table 4.7. The main errors
(between seconds 6 to 8) are due to the low number of impacts
received from the obstacle when it is in front of the robot in an
angled position.
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Figure 4.44: Scenario 4 - Results: Velocities detection.
Table 4.7: Scenario 4 - Errors in velocities detection (m/s)
Vx Vy
 0.057 0.045
σ 0.053 0.062
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• Scenario 5 - An object overtaking the robot: in this
scenario a dynamic obstacle overtake the robot with a speed
of 0.6 m/s while the robot goes at a speed of 0.3 m/s. This
scenario tests the velocities detection along the Xaxis. The
path followed by the obstacles is shown in Figure 4.45, where
it can be seen a little curvature in the paths, due to the little
odometry error that the Gazebo simulator introduces.
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Figure 4.45: Scenario 5 - Paths.
Figure 4.46 shows the results of the perception stage, where it
can be seen that velocity is quite close to the real one, except
at the beginning of the experiment, due to the robot only see a
part of the obstacle.
Table 4.8 show the errors in velocities detection, where the error
is higher in the Xaxis due to the obstacles moves in this axis
with a very low velocity, that is hard to detect in an accurate
way.
Table 4.8: Scenario 5 - Errors in velocities detection (m/s)
Vx Vy
 0.089 0.023
σ 0.093 0.017
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Figure 4.46: Scenario 5 - Results: Velocities detection.
4.5.4.4 iDOMap Real Results
Due to one of the objectives of this thesis is to get a safe interaction
between humans and robots, it is interesting to test the iDOMap
in a real scenario with dynamic obstacles. As the Ground Truth
(Section 4.5.4.2) is limited to the camera FOV, in some experiments,
the Ground Truth ends before than the output of proposal system,
due to the laser FOV is wider than the camera FOV. As mentioned
before, in those experiments the robot has been placed in a static
position while the participants are moving in front of the robot. The
experiments with the robot in movement will be shown in the Section
5.1. Although at the beginning of each scenario, the persons could be
enumerated to introduce the scenarios, in the next paragraphs will
be denoted as obstacles due to the proposal do not take into account
which kind of dynamic obstacle they are.
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• Scenario 1 - Two persons crossing: In this scenario two
persons cross perpendicularly to the robot and the obstacle 1
produces an occlusion over the obstacle 2, as can be shown in
Figure 4.47(b). This is a comparable scenario with the Scenario
1 in simulated experiments (Section 4.5.4.3) and shows a real
situation when obstacles appear from other room or corridor.
Figure 4.47 shows images during the experiments while the ob-
stacles follow the detected paths shown in Figure 4.48(b). In
addition, an occupancy grid map of this scenario during the ex-
periment is shown in Figure 4.48(a). In this occupancy grid, it
can be seen as the cells occupied by the static and dynamic ob-
stacles have high occupancy probability (the darker the higher
is the probability)
(a) Crossing t1 (b) Crossing t2 (c) Crossing t3
Figure 4.47: Scenario 1 - Images sequences.
Figure 4.49 shows the velocities detected at each axis of both
obstacles, where it can be seen that the velocities of the obsta-
cle 2 are maintained during the occlusion. Table 4.9 shows the
errors in the velocities detection for this scenario, where  is
the average error and σ the standard deviation of the follow-
ing parameters: V x is the obstacle velocity along X axis, V y
the obstacle velocity along Y axis, ||V || is the vector velocity
magnitude and θ the vector angle.
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Figure 4.48: Scenario 1 - Occupancy Grid and Paths detected.
Table 4.9: Scenario 1 - Errors in velocities detection
Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) ||V || (m/s) θ (o)
Obs 1
 0.011 0.153 0.152 (13.12%) 0.71
σ 0.036 0.127 0.127 (10.70%) 2.19
Obs 2
 0.0137 0.092 0.092 (9.75%) 0.79
σ 0.035 0.075 0.075 (8.12%) 2.05
• Scenario 2 - Two persons in diagonal paths: This sce-
nario shows two persons crossing in several diagonals paths.
Each path crosses the other as it is shown in Figure 4.51(b).
This scenario is similar to the Scenario 2 and 3 in simulated
scenarios (Section 4.5.4.3), in order to compare with it. Fig-
ure 4.50(a) shows an example of the occupancy grid computed
during this experiment.
The detection of the obstacle 2 worsens between seconds 5 and
6 (Figure 4.52) due to the low amount of laser impacts. This
situation appears when the obstacle (a person in this scenario)
is located laterally to the laser. Although the vector velocity
magnitude decreases in this situation (top part of Figure 4.53),
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Figure 4.49: Scenario 1 - Results: Velocities detection.
the vector angle of the obstacle (bottom part of Figure 4.53)
keeps almost the true direction. This is an important fact to
maintain the safety for the obstacle avoidance system.
(a) Diagonal t1 (b) Diagonal t2 (c) Diagonal t3
Figure 4.50: Scenario 2 - Images sequence.
Table 4.10 shows the averages velocity errors () and their stan-
dard deviation (σ) for each axis.
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Figure 4.51: Scenario 2 - Occupancy Grid and Paths detected.
Table 4.10: Scenario 2 - Errors in velocities detection
Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) ||V || (m/s) θ (o)
Obs 1
 0.056 0.073 0.078 (12.19%) 7.44
σ 0.041 0.045 0.063 (17.88%) 10.57
Obs 2
 0.144 0.098 0.170 (17.86%) 5.10
σ 0.130 0.072 0.141 (16.21%) 5.87
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Figure 4.52: Scenario 2 - Results: Velocities detection.
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Figure 4.53: Scenario 2 - Results: Angle and Magnitude vectors.
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• Scenario 3 - Two persons in opposite diagonal paths:
This scenario is similar to the previous one, but the partici-
pants walk in the opposite direction following diagonal paths.
Figure 4.54 shows an images sequence of the scenario and the
velocities detection results are shown in Figure 4.55.
(a) Diagonal t1 (b) Diagonal t2 (c) Diagonal t3
Figure 4.54: Scenario 3 - Images sequence.
Figure 4.55 shows the velocities detection, where it can be seen
that around the second 5 the obstacles velocities detection de-
creases in both axis. This effect is due to the low amount of
laser beams that impact in the obstacles when is located later-
ally in front of the robot, similar to the previous scenario.
Table 4.11 shows the errors in the velocities detection.
Table 4.11: Scenario 3 - Errors in velocities detection
Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) ||V || (m/s) θ (o)
Obs 1
 0.116 0.075 0.126 (13.32%) 5.90
σ 0.089 0.056 0.159 (16.86%) 6.48
Obs 2
 0.193 0.105 0.190 (17.09%) 5.81
σ 0.202 0.202 0.220 (19.29%) 8.65
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Figure 4.55: Scenario 3 - Results: Velocities detection.
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Figure 4.56: Scenario 3 - Results: Angle and Magnitude vectors.
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• Scenario 4 - Person walking randomly: In this scenario
a participant is walking in different directions inside the inter-
esting area, where the Ground Truth is available, with several
direction changes, as it can be seen in Figure 4.57. This sce-
nario has been selected to test the performance of the proposal
with several direction changes, also in a short period of time.
(a) Random walk t1 (b) Random walk t2 (c) Random walk t3
Figure 4.57: Scenario 4 - Images sequence.
Figure 4.58 shows the path detected by our proposal, where
it can be seen that despite the frequent and rapid changes of
direction that the obstacle describes, the system can detect the
velocity at each axis with an error less than 0.1 m/s, as it is
shown in Table 4.12. Also the position tracked (shown in red
in Figure 4.58) follows in a good manner the Ground Truth
(shown in blue).
Table 4.12: Scenario 4 - Errors in velocities detection
Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) ||V || (m/s) θ (o)
Obs 1
 0.111 0.100 0.144 (14.31%) 11.58
σ 0.090 0.095 0.117 (13.34%) 21.98
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Figure 4.58: Scenario 4 - Results: Path described by the person.
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Figure 4.59: Scenario 4 - Results: Velocities detection.
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• Scenario 5 - A person walking fast : In this scenario (Fig-
ure 4.60) a person walking fast (about 2 m/s) crosses assuming
a perpendicular path respects to the robot.
(a) Fast walk t1 (b) Fast walk t2 (c) Fast walk t3
Figure 4.60: Scenario 5 - Images sequence.
The results of the velocities detection of the obstacle are shown
in Figure 4.62, where it can be seen the path of the dynamic
obstacle has been detected and its velocities estimated with an
error about 10% shown in Table 4.13.
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Figure 4.61: Scenario 5 - Results: Path detected.
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Figure 4.62: Scenario 5 - Results: Velocities detection.
Table 4.13: Scenario 5 - Errors in velocities detection
Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) ||V || (m/s) θ (o)
Obs 1
 0.066 0.22 0.226 (11.35%) 2.33
σ 0.073 0.204 0.203 (10.11%) 2.74
• Scenario 6 - A person running : In this scenario a person
running (near to 3.5 m/s) crosses assuming a perpendicular
path in order to test our proposal in higher speeds.
(a) Running t1 (b) Running t2 (c) Running t3
Figure 4.63: Scenario 6 - Images sequence.
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The results of the velocities detection of the obstacle are shown
in Figure 4.65, where it can be seen the path of the dynamic
obstacle has been detected and its velocities estimated with an
error about 12% shown in Table 4.14. The velocities detection
accuracy decreases about the second 4 due to the obstacle starts
to be occluded by the left wall. For that reason, V y of the
obstacle has been maintained in the end of the experiment.
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Figure 4.64: Scenario 6 - Results: Path detected.
Table 4.14: Scenario 6 - Errors in velocities detection
Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) ||V || (m/s) θ (o)
Obs 1
 0.142 0.362 0.360 (11.97%) 2.79
σ 0.109 0.237 0.236 (7.87%) 2.19
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Figure 4.65: Scenario 6 - Results: Velocities detection.
• Scenario 7 - A person crossing wearing loose clothes:
In order to test our proposal with different participants, in this
scenario the obstacle has been a person wearing loose clothes,
as can be seen in Figure 4.66. The person crosses in a perpen-
dicular path performing a “lane change” manoeuvre, as can be
seen in Figure 4.67.
(a) Loose chothes t1 (b) Loose chothes t2 (c) Loose chothes t3
Figure 4.66: Scenario 7 - Images sequence.
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Figure 4.68 shows the results in velocities detection, where
it can be seen that the system detects this unusual appear-
ance participant and his changes in velocities due to the “lane
change” manoeuvre. Errors in velocities detection can be seen
in Table 4.15, where our proposal detect the dynamic obstacle
with an error about 7%.
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Figure 4.67: Scenario 7 - Results: Path detected.
Table 4.15: Scenario 7 - Errors in velocities detection
Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) ||V || (m/s) θ (o)
Obs 1
 0.112 0.096 0.090 (7%) 5.02
σ 0.118 0.102 0.094 (7.1%) 5.54
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Figure 4.68: Scenario 7 - Results: Velocities detection.
• Scenario 8 - A robot crossing in a diagonal path: Con-
tinuing with the idea of test our proposal with different partic-
ipants, in this scenario, a robot crosses in a diagonal path with
a constant linear velocity of 0.5 m/s and in an angle of 18o re-
spect to the robot with iDOMap. This scenario is bigger than
the previous one, in order to see the obstacles more time. The
Ground Truth in this case has been obtained taking into ac-
count the initial and final static positions, due to the obstacles
maintain this position for 5 seconds. Then, hand-made cen-
troid has been computed from the measures of LIDAR during
the static period of time of the obstacle.
Figure 4.69 shows the vector magnitude ||V || and angle (θ) of
the velocity detection in order to clarifying the comparison with
the Ground Truth. Table 4.16 shows the error in velocities de-
tections, where it can be seen that the error velocity magnitude
vector is lower that 0.04 m/s and the error in orientation is
about 6o.
The vector velocity magnitude percentage error ||V || and σ
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Figure 4.69: Scenario 8 - Results: Angle and Magnitude vectors.
Table 4.16: Scenario 8 - Errors in velocities detection
Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) ||V || (m/s) θ (o)
Obs 1
 0.037 0.033 0.031 (30.65%) 6.10
σ 0.039 0.033 0.038 (229.40%) 5.81
are the highest experimental errors due to when the Ground
Truth velocities are very low (when the obstacle starts and ends
move), the error detected (in percentage) is very high. In this
case, if only dynamic obstacles are taking into account when
their velocities are upper a threshold (for example 0.15 m/s)
the error would be ||V || = 7.67% and σ = 15.20%.
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• Scenario 9 - Person pushing a trolley: Other partici-
pants with whom robots must coexist are people pushing ob-
jects, such as baby carriage or shopping cart. In order to test
our proposal with this kind of obstacles, a person pushing a
trolley has performed two diagonal paths with an stop between
them. The scenario can be seen in Figure 4.70.
(a) Person starts (b) Person Stops (c) Backward path
Figure 4.70: Scenario 9 - Images sequence.
Figure 4.71 shows the detected paths followed by the person, in
this case, the red path shows the forward path and the yellow
one the backward path.
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Figure 4.71: Scenario 9 - Results: Path detected.
Figures 4.72 and 4.73 show the velocities detection at each axis
and in magnitude and angle vector respectively. It can be seen
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that both paths (forwards and backwards) have been detected
with an errors around 0.1 m/s, as it can be shown in Table 4.17.
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Figure 4.72: Scenario 9 - Results: Velocities detection.
Table 4.17: Scenario 9 - Errors in velocities detection
Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) ||V || (m/s) θ (o)
Obs 1
 0.090 0.102 0.104 (21.01%) 13.26
σ 0.077 0.083 0.097 (75.3%) 20.82
Similar to the previous scenario, if only dynamic obstacles are
taking into account when their velocities are upper a thresh-
old (0.15 m/s) the magnitude velocity error would be ||V || =
13.28% and σ = 19.42%.
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Figure 4.73: Scenario 9 - Results: Angle and Magnitude vectors.
After tests the proposal in different simulated and real scenarios,
with different kinds of participants and velocities up to 3.5 m/s, the
error in the magnitude vector of velocity (||V ||)has remained lower
than 14%, only in some cases when the obstacles are thin and located
laterally to the LIDAR the errors increase up to 21%. In addition,
the error in orientation has remained lower than 13o.
4.6 Conclusions and contributions
In this chapter, an odometry improvement system has been presented
in order to deal with odometry errors, that is especially important
in indoors where other localisation systems are not always available,
such as GPS.
Also a laser pose calibration system has been explained, making it
possible to know the real pose of the laser when this kind of sensor are
placed on-board the platform. This is an important fact to obtain a
more accurate measures from these kinds of sensors when they should
be translated and rotated based on the robot movements. In addition
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a low cost 3D mapping system has been presented using a 2D LIDAR.
Taking into account 3D environments increase the safety needed of
the system, especially when the robot has to deal with structure
barriers such as stairs or ramps in indoors or irregular ground in
outdoors.
The BOF approach has been improved in our DOMap proposal in
terms of efficiency, by adding a stage to detect the relative velocities
of the obstacles without assuming discretized velocities. This exten-
sion overcome the restriction of detecting the velocities only when an
obstacle changes from one cell to another, neither maintain a occu-
pancy map for each discretized velocity, decreasing the computational
costs. Also, the improved version iDOMap can handle occlusions be-
tween static and dynamic obstacles. The “mixed points” effect has
been analysed. In addition, iDOMap is able to fuse environment in-
formation from different range sensors, if there are available, due to
an improved stage that compute the occupancy grid and tracking
stage are ready for this fusion. A results of the DOMap perception
stage and its improved version iDOMap have been shown in order to
detect dynamic obstacles in the surroundings of the robot, increas-
ing the safety and reducing the energy consumption when the robot
performs obstacle avoidance manoeuvres. Different participants have
been tested in order to show the wider kind of obstacles than our pro-
posal can handle, where others model-based approaches would need
being trained or could fail.
Chapter 5
Application Results
This chapter presents the results of the application of previous chap-
ters attending to the objectives of this thesis. As mentioned before,
this thesis is part of ABSYNTHE and RoboShop projects. Appli-
cation results of both projects in real scenarios, where the systems
described in the previous chapters are involved, will be exposed in
next sections.
In addition, this chapter also demonstrates the improvement in
obstacle avoidance systems using the perception stage presented in
this thesis.
5.1 Improvement of Obstacle Avoidance
Algorithms
In this section, in order to show the improvement of the obstacles
avoidance systems when the dynamic obstacles in the scene are taken
into account by the proposed perception stage, some simulated and
real experiments have been performed in different scenarios with dif-
ferent number of participants. At each scenario the system has been
tested including the perception stage proposed and without it, that
means taking the raw laser data as perception stage.
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5.1.1 Obstacle Avoidance Algorithms
Classical obstacle avoidance algorithms introduced in Section 4.4.2
are able to deal with dynamic obstacles if the movements of the
robot are significantly faster than the dynamic obstacles. However,
avoiding dynamic obstacles like static ones can result in non optimal
trajectories and risky situations, especially if the measurements of
the environment is not accurate enough or the movement of the ob-
stacles drastically changes. The obstacle avoidance algorithms that
have been used in order to test the improvement in the avoidance
manoeuvres, are the Dynamic Curvature-Velocity Method (DCVM)
and Dynamic Window For Dynamic Obstacles (DW4DO), proposed
by [Molinos, 2017], that take into account the dynamic obstacles as
follow:
• DCVM: is an extension of the static obstacle avoidance algo-
rithm CVM. The idea of this algorithm is that a differential
or non holonomical robot moves in circles, applying linear and
angular velocities. This algorithm sectorises the environment
into curvature sectors of the same distance free of obstacles
in order to reduce the search space of possible paths to fol-
low. Then, curvature arc is chosen based on a cost function
that approaches the robot to the goal, rapidly and keeping it
away from obstacles. DCVM extension checks the collisions
with moving obstacles thanks to the modified local stage that
is used. Also, the cost function is modified to avoid, not only
the collision with moving obstacles, in addition crossing their
predicted paths, increasing the safety of the robot.
• DW4DO: is based on the Dynamic Window Approach (DWA).
At each iteration only a set of velocities are reachable by the
robot, so the dynamic and kinematic restrictions are taken into
account. The collision checking is made in a similar way than
DCVM does, and the algorithm is able to avoid dynamic ob-
stacles and also avoid crossing their trajectories. To optimise
the path, a two step dynamic window is executed, where the
best path to the goal is calculated even if it is not reachable in
the next iteration, and the algorithm tries to follow reachable
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paths near the best one. Also, a term in the cost function prizes
following similar velocities reducing the drastically changes of
velocities and improving the stability and energy consumption
of the robot.
5.1.2 Simulated Experiments
In these simulated experiments RoboShop has been used as robotic
platform. The range sensor used is SICK LMS 151 with 20 meters
coverage and a FOV of 180o in simulation. The Gazebo 3D as sim-
ulator have been used and the moving obstacles has been simulated
with other robot platforms in order to know their velocities and pose.
Each scenario has been performed with the two obstacles avoidance
algorithms introduced in Section 5.1.1 with raw LIDAR data and
with the perception stage proposed. The system has been simulated
in the scenarios as follow:
• Scenario 1 - Two obstacles crossing: in this scenario,
the final goal is in front of the robot and two objects cross
in perpendicular paths to the robot at 0.4 m/s. Figure 5.1
shows the starting position and orientation of the obstacles.
Also it shows the path followed by the robot at each case. This
scenario tries to simulate a risky environment where the robot
could cross the trajectories of the moving obstacles.
The paths followed (Figure 5.1) show that without knowledge
of the obstacles velocities, both algorithms try to overcome the
obstacles crossing in front of them, and the obstacles block the
possible paths to the goal making the robot travels parallel to
the first obstacle until this obstacle is far enough away to go to
the goal. On the other hand, knowing the estimated velocities of
the obstacles, both avoidance algorithms try to go to the goal
overcoming the obstacle behind them in a safer manoeuvre.
Also these two manoeuvres are more efficiency, due they are
shorter in distance and time, as it is shown in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Scenario 1: Paths Results.
• Scenario 2 - Moving obstacle approaching the robot:
this scenario is a more complex environment that mixes static
and dynamic obstacles (Figure 5.2). Two static obstacles (blue
squares) have been placed: a corridor has been form between
the big obstacle (on the left of the robot) and the obstacle
in front of it. Also another obstacle has been placed in the
corner that forms another wider corridor. In addition there
is one moving obstacle (red square) approaching to the robot
in collision path to it through the first corridor. Therefore, a
corridor that will be blocked by a moving obstacle has been
simulated. This scenario has been selected to deal with this
risky situation when the robot could be locked in a small space
due to an obstacle is moving to the robot (local minimum).
Figure 5.2 shows the static obstacles (blue squares) and the
starting position and orientation of the dynamic obstacle (red
square). Also, Figure 5.2 shows how without knowledge about
the obstacle velocity, the DCVM tries to enter to the narrow
corridor to later change the direction when the obstacles block
its path. Even worst is the case of the DW4DO that starts
loops trajectories. On the other hand, with our proposal, both
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Figure 5.2: Scenario 2: Paths Results.
algorithms are able to reach the goal knowing that the narrow
corridor will be blocked and avoiding this path. The paths
followed with iDOMap are safer and more efficient than without
it due to are shorter in time and distance as can be seen in
Table 5.1.
• Scenario 3 - Lane changing: In this scenario moving obsta-
cles travelling in the same direction as the robot, so it simulates
a lane changing in a road. The obstacle nearer the robot travels
at 0.75 m/s and the further one at 0.4m/s.
This scenario is similar to the previous one in term of riskiness,
due to the robot could cross the dynamic obstacles trajectories.
In the case of only take into account the raw LIDAR mea-
surements, the DCVM spends a lot of time trying to overcome
the obstacle travelling parallel to them. This situation occurs
when the velocities of the obstacle and robot are similar, until
the obstacle is far enough to avoid it. Similar is the case of
the DW4DO without our proposed iDOMap. However, if the
algorithm has the velocities estimation, both of them begin to
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Figure 5.3: Scenario 3: Paths Results.
separate from the nearer obstacle (because it is safer) and go
to goal crossing behind both obstacles in a safer and smoother
paths, as show the time and distance travelled data for these
cases in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Simulated experiments: Results.
Experiment Algorithm d t v σ2v |ω| σ2ω
DCVM – – – – – –
Scenario 1: DCVM + iDOMap 7.90 20.28 0.38 0.009 7.93 12.88
Two Obstacles Crossing DW4DO 12.18 47.91 0.25 0.16 15.09 20.27
DW4DO + iDOMap 8.18 21.85 0.37 0.04 6.93 11.00
DCVM 11.83 30.22 0.39 0.001 14.15 16.75
Scenario 2: DCVM + iDOMap 11.06 28.30 0.39 0.002 0.59 12.18
Approaching obstacle DW4DO – – – – – –
DW4DO + iDOMap 11.84 32.47 0.35 0.081 7.41 10.79
DCVM 22.549 57.699 0.39 0.001 16.11 19.38
Scenario 3: DCVM + iDOMap 8.43 22.90 0.36 0.084 8.97 15.00
Lane changing DW4DO 8.76 22.94 0.37 0.049 9.41 13.54
DW4DO + iDOMap 8.42 22.787 0.36 0.056 10.70 13.52
A summary of paths followed by all the combinations of both ob-
stacle avoidance algorithms exposed in Section 5.1.1, with LIDAR
raw data and iDOMap as perception stages, it is shown in Table 5.1.
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The parameters shown in Table 5.1 measure velocity of the manoeu-
vre: distance travelled d(m) and time spent t(s) to reach the goal,
also the medium linear velocity v(m/s), while others measure the
smoothness of the path: medium absolute angular velocity |ω|(o/s)
and the velocities standard deviation: σ2v and σ
2
ω. Taking into ac-
count these parameters, it can be shown how the distance travelled
and the time spent had been reduced in the three scenarios with our
iDOMap. In addition, when our perception stage is available, the σ2
is lower, meaning that smoother paths are followed. Also, in some
risky situations, without velocities estimations, the goal can not be
reach or the path followed is huge, as the case of DCVM in the Sce-
nario 1 and the DW4DO in the Scenario 2. For that reason, taking
into account the velocities estimation provided by our proposal re-
duces the time spent and the distance travelled to reach the goal,
moreover the performed path is smoother and safer.
5.1.3 Real Experiments
In these real scenarios it has been used the best combinations ob-
tained in simulation. Due to in this case the dynamic obstacles are
persons, the exacts positions and velocities can not be controlled in a
accurate way, increasing the difficulty to make repeatable and com-
parable real scenarios. The real experiments have been performed
in a controlled indoor environment in the Polytechnic School at the
University of Alcala´ (UAH). The area of the environment is 6x12
metres approx, where there are several doors, corridors and columns
(Figure 5.4).
Taking these premises into account, some real scenarios have been
performed:
• Scenario 1 - A person overtaking the robot: In this
scenario the robot has to reach a goal in 8m forward from its
initial position (red dot in Figure 5.6), while a person (marked
as red square in Figure 5.6) overtakes the robot on the left.
The paths followed by the robot at each combination of percep-
tion and obstacles avoidance algorithm are shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.7 shows the detected dynamic obstacle at each case,
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Figure 5.4: Test Bed: Indoor scenario.
(a) Test Bed t2 (b) Test Bed t2
Figure 5.5: Scenario 1 - Images sequence.
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Figure 5.6: Scenario 1 - Robot’s Paths.
where the grey line represents the robot path. The colour of
the obstacle’s path and the robot’s path match (from red to
yellow) during the period of time that our proposal detect the
obstacle, in order to show them in a synchronized way, the pose
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(b) DCVM + iDOMap
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(c) DW4DO
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(d) DW4DO + iDOMap
Figure 5.7: Scenario 1 - Robot’s Paths and iDOMap Detections
of the robot where the obstacle is detected at each step.
Figure 5.13 has been limited to 8m, in order to show it in a clar-
ifying way, although the obstacle has continue been detected.
Evaluating four cases in the same way, assuming that they
can be comparable, Figure 5.7(b) shows the bit difference
when an estimated velocities are present in the case of the
DCVM, the algorithm moves away a bit (to the right) respects
to the case without velocities estimations (Figure 5.7(a), in-
creasing the safety. Figures 5.7(c) and 5.7(d) shows other be-
haviour performed by DW4DO; without velocities estimation
(Figure 5.7(c)) when the obstacle appears in the robot’s map
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near to the robot, suddenly it tries to move away of the ob-
stacle, on the contrary, if iDOMap is available (Figure 5.7(d)),
the velocities of the obstacle are estimated, then the algorithm
estimated that the overtaking of the dynamic obstacle do not
influence in its trajectory, keeping the direction, increasing the
energy efficiency of the path (due to it do not changes its ve-
locities and the path is shorter).
• Scenario 2 - Moving obstacle approaching the robot:
This scenario (Figure 5.8(a)) is similar to the Scenario 2 in
Section 5.1.2. This scenario has been selected in order to test
a risky situation when the robot could be locked in a small
space, between the wall in the left part of Figure 5.8(a) and the
auxiliary wall located in the middle of Figure 5.8(a), due to an
obstacle is moving to the robot (local minimum).
(a) Test Bed (b) DCVM not avoidable situation
(c) DCVM + iDOMap avoidance (d) DW4DO + iDOMap avoidance
Figure 5.8: Scenario 2 - Images sequence.
Figure 5.10 shows the detected dynamic obstacle at each case,
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Figure 5.9: Scenario 2 - Robot’s Paths.
where the grey line represents the robot path. The colour of
the obstacle’s path and the robot’s path match (from red to
yellow) during the period of time that our proposal detects the
obstacle, in order to show in a synchronized way, the pose of the
robot where the obstacle is detected at each step. Figure 5.10
has been limited to manoeuvre area, in order to show it in a
clarifying way, for that reason the obstacle first detection is
outside of the figure.
Figure 5.9 shows the behaviour of both algorithm without ve-
locities estimation and with our proposal. In the case of the
DCVM when the velocities are not available, the robot tries to
pass trough the corridor and when the obstacles “appear” (Fig-
ure 5.8(b)) is too late to avoid it, then the robot stops and spins
(position 3, -1.5m approx) being a risky situation. That spins
manoeuvre and that the obstacle is too close to the robot, make
the detection inaccurate at this point (Figure 5.10(a)). When
iDOMap is combined with the DCVM (blue path) the robot
avoid it to the left (Figure 5.8(c)), reducing its velocity and
then continue to the goal. In the case of the DW4DO without
our proposal is similar to the DCVM due to is a “not avoidable
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Figure 5.10: Scenario 2 - Robot’s Paths and iDOMap Detections.
situation” in both cases. On the contrary, with DW4DO and
iDOMap the algorithm is able to predict that the obstacle will
be blocking the pass trough the corridor, avoiding this situation
(Figure 5.8(d)) an reaching the goal in a longer but safer path
(pink path).
• Scenario 3 - Lane changing: In this scenario the robot has
to reach a goal in 7m forward and 4m to right from its initial
position (red dot in Figure 5.12), during the manoeuvre a per-
son (marked as red square in Figure 5.12) overtakes the robot in
a parallel path. This scenario is comparable with the Scenario 3
in Section 5.1.2. The paths followed by the robot at each com-
bination of perception and obstacles avoidance algorithm are
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shown in Figure 5.12. Figure 5.13 shows the detected dynamic
obstacle at each case, where the grey line represents the robot
path. The colour of the obstacle’s path and the robot’s path
match (from red to yellow) during the period of time that our
proposal detects the obstacle, in order to show in a synchro-
nized way, the pose of the robot where the obstacle is detected
at each step.
(a) Test Bed t1 (b) Test Bed t2
Figure 5.11: Scenario 3 - Images sequence.
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Figure 5.12: Scenario 3 - Robot’s Paths.
Figure 5.13 has been limited to 8m, in order to show it in a clar-
ifying way, although the obstacle has continue been detected.
Evaluating four cases in the same way, assuming that they can
be comparable, Figure 5.12 shows that both obstacle avoidance
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Figure 5.13: Scenario 3 - Robot’s Paths and iDOMap Detections.
algorithms move away from the obstacle, DCVM to the right
and DW4DO to the left, being in both safer manoeuvres.
Although the results are not comparable at the same level, due
to they are not completely replicable, Table 5.2 shows the numerical
results, in the same way that in simulated results (Section 5.1.2) in
order to give an idea of the performance. The parameters shown
in Table 5.2 measure velocity of the manoeuvre: distance travelled
d(m) and time spent t(s) to reach the goal, also the medium linear
velocity v(m/s), while others measure the smoothness of the path:
medium absolute angular velocity |ω|(o/s) and the velocities standard
deviation: σ2v and σ
2
ω. In the Scenario 1 it can be seen that the case of
DW4DO with iDOMap spends less time and travels less distance due
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Table 5.2: Real experiments: Results
Experiment Algorithm d t v σ2v |ω| σ2ω
DCVM 7.61 19.30 0.39 0.043 0.97 2.25
Scenario 1: DCVM + iDOMap 7.63 19.34 0.39 0.045 1.67 4.55
Person overtaking DW4DO 7.62 19.64 0.38 0.046 2.47 3.92
DW4DO + iDOMap 7.52 18.96 0.39 0.043 0.71 1.53
DCVM 6.15 18.52 0.33 0.134 9.06 14.33
Scenario 2: DCVM + iDOMap 6.63 17.40 0.38 0.062 9.75 14.12
Approaching person DW4DO 6.18 18.29 0.33 0.127 7.29 8.30
DW4DO + iDOMap 10.71 28.20 0.37 0.054 10.95 11.90
DCVM 7.68 21.55 0.35 0.120 4.99 7.98
Scenario 3: DCVM + iDOMap 7.80 21.99 0.34 0.122 5.10 8.56
Lane changing DW4DO 7.99 20.96 0.37 0.053 6.81 10.73
DW4DO + iDOMap 7.96 20.89 0.37 0.057 6.22 9.18
it keeps its trajectory as has been explained before. In the Scenario 2
both obstacles avoidance algorithms travel longer paths, but in a safer
way, when iDOMap is present. Finally, in the Scenario 3, although
the numerical results are very similar, in Figure 5.12 it can be seen
that using our proposal, the paths are safer, as has been explained
before.
These real experiments and the simulated ones exposed in Section
5.1.2 show that including the proposed perception stage increases the
performance of the obstacle avoidance algorithms, helping to over-
come “not avoidable situations”. These situation are more often when
do not take into account the dynamics of the obstacles. This per-
formance increasing, as it has been explained before, in some cases
means to improve the safety of the paths and in other cases reduces
the energy consumption.
5.2 ABSYNTHE Project Application
This project, where this thesis has been developed, aims to develop
tools that can be used for human-robot teams in order to promote
collaboration among them in indoor and outdoor environments. Col-
laboration between individuals is usually based on a specific task
regarding the position of humans and robots. The interaction of
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robots with their surroundings requires the acquisition and represen-
tation of objects contained within their immediate neighbourhood.
Also is crucial that the robots are able to deal with these dynamic
environments where are different kinds of participants with different
dynamics. For that reason is necessary that the robots detect this
dynamics no matter what type of object it is. In order to test this
project a Cicerone application has been proposed through this thesis
and the thesis of Eduardo Molinos [Molinos, 2017]. In this application
several agents are involved: human, data stored in remote machines
and heterogeneous robots.
(a) ABSYNTHE QR Codes (b) ABSYNTHE App
Figure 5.14: ABSYNTHE Cicerone Application.
The Cicerone application communicates with the human users
via QR codes (Figure 5.14(a)) that are set in interest points inside
a building, and it can be read by a mobile device application (Fig-
ure 5.14(b)). Each code is linked to a webpage where the current
position of the user is stored. In this application the user can search
how to go to an interesting point in the building, selecting the goal
(for example, a room into the building) and some settings (for exam-
ple, use the elevators or the stairs). The path to goal is calculated in a
remote computer, where discrete positions of the building represent-
ing the topological relevant information are stored, and a Dijkstra
algorithm is executed to obtain the shortest path that satisfies the
restrictions given by the user.
Once the path has been received by the user application, there is a
possibility to call a Cicerone to guide him to the goal. That Cicerone
is an autonomous robot team. Each robot in the environment is
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(a) ABSYNTHE App: Robots goes towards the user
(b) ABSYNTHE App: Robots continues towadrs the user
Figure 5.15: ABSYNTHE Cicerone Application.
connected to a central database, and a task assignment algorithm
decides which robot needs to move to help user, based in different
criteria like distance to the user, capabilities of the robot (not all
robots can reach all points in the building) and if the robot is now
free or occupied.
This system works with heterogeneous robots, each one with dif-
ferent capacities. In the demonstration two different robots are used:
a Pioneer 3-AT with off-road capabilities and a Sick LMS200 LIDAR
with 18 m coverage (can be seen in the left part of Figure 5.15(b))
placed on the basement floor of the building and a Pioneer 3-DX with-
out off road capabilities, with a Hokuyo URG-04LX LIDAR (can be
seen in the right part of Figure 5.15(b)) with 5 m coverage placed
on the third floor. Both robots execute the same localisation and
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navigation algorithms adapted to their capabilities.
As the user has been set the goal in a room in the third floor,
the path is calculated using the elevator and a new Cicerone has
been called. As there are one robot on each floor, the task dispatch
system orders the basement robot (on the left part of Figure 5.15(a))
to move towards the user and the third floor robot (on the right
part of Figure 5.15(a)) moves to the elevator waiting for the user to
reach that point. When the basement robot reaches the user position,
it plays an audio message welcoming the user (On the left part of
Figure 5.16(a)), and goes to the elevator slowly as the user can follows
it.
(a) ABSYNTHE App: Robot 1 welcoming the user, Robot 2 waiting
(b) ABSYNTHE App: Robot 1 giving instructions, Robot 2 waiting
Figure 5.16: ABSYNTHE Cicerone Application.
When the robot reaches the elevator another audio message tells
the user the destiny floor (on the left part of Figure 5.16(b)). The
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messages and the situations when each message must be executed are
also stored in the remote database. Once the user reaches the third
floor, the robot is waiting in front of the elevator with a message in
the tactile screen (on the right part of Figure 5.16(b)). When the user
touches the screen the robot goes to the final destination. Finally,
when the room is reached the robot plays another message thanking
the user (Figure 5.17).
Figure 5.17: ABSYNTHE App: Robot 2 reaches the goal.
As the project finalised before the end of this thesis, the demon-
stration has not been made with the final proposed system. The
localisation system is based on AMCL filter, navigation and percep-
tion proposal are achieved using preliminary versions of DCVM and
DOMap algorithms, allowing the system to deal with dynamic par-
ticipants in the scene (can be seen the right part of Figure 5.15(b)
and Figure 5.16(a)) and global path planning has been achieve using
a Dijkstra algorithm. In order to limit the movement of each robot
on the building, the maps that robots use for path planning are dif-
ferent and they are stored in the remote server. Even if more than
one robot shares the same environment, its maps can be different
in order to adapt to its capacities (for example, going through sand
parts of the environment if the robot has off-road capabilities or not).
In the demonstration, each robot is limited to movement in one floor
(basement and third floor).
The video of this demonstration can be watched in the RobeSafe
Research Group youtube channel 1 and was perfomed in the European
1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD44C1WyR58&t=9s
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Centre For Soft Computing in Mieres (Asturias). This demonstra-
tion shows the possibilities of the collaboration between human and
robots, and how a full navigation framework, that takes into account
the movement of the dynamic obstacles (like the user following the
robot) is needed.
5.3 RoboShop Project Application
This thesis was also developed inside the RoboShop project. In this
project, our proposed platform PROPINA was improved to work as
a shop assistant. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposal, tests
under real conditions in the Juguetro´nica shop in Madrid were per-
formed.
The Jugueto´nica scenario is a real challenging one for so many
reasons: it has very few empty space for moving with the robot, it is
usually crowded of people, the objects in the environment have very
irregular forms, there are bright lights and shelves and doors made
of glass are present.
In order to communicate with the users, the robot is equipped
with a tactile interface where an HMI helps interacting with the user
(shown in Figure 5.18), including audio messages. As a future work it
is proposed to be also responsive for audio commands. In that screen
a database of the sections and products of the store is present. When
the user selects a product to buy, the robot will go along the user in
order to show where the product is and giving additional information
about it. All the positions within the map where the products are
and its information are stored in a database. The navigation of the
robot was fully autonomous.
As the system can be deployed in different scenarios, the first step
to achieve is building a map for localisation and path planning. This
process can be seen in Figure 5.19(a). The localisation is achieved
using a fusion with AMCL (built using only the LIDAR and not the
other sensors), dead reckoning odometry and IMU measurements,
fused using an EKF filter as has been explained before. Even with this
localisation system, in that challenging, small and dynamic scenario
the localisation can fail. In order to correct this possible failures QR
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Figure 5.18: RoboShop HMI.
codes are situated in key points of the environment in order to be
detected by the two cameras of the robot (one pointed forward and
one pointed to the ceiling). When an QR code is detected the robot
can correct its position if it was erroneous.
(a) Mapping (b) Navigation
Figure 5.19: RoboShop Project demonstration.
As this project ended before the ending of this thesis, the naviga-
tion framework used is not the final one. The perception stage was
performed by previous version of iDOMap taking into account sonar
and LIDAR measurements, due to the presence of glass in the envi-
ronment Also a previous version of DW4DO algorithm by [Molinos,
2017] along a Dijkstra global planner is used.
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The maps used for localisation and global path planning are dif-
ferent. There are obstacles where the robot can collide but are not
detected by the LIDAR and sonar sensors due to its range and height
limitations. These obstacles are inserted in the planning map avoid-
ing the robot goes near them. Also, areas where the robot must not
go are neglected in the map.
These tests demonstrate the feasibility of this autonomous shop
assistant platform in a real challenging scenario (Figure 5.19(b)). Full
video of this tests can be watched on the RobeSafe Research Group
youtube channel 2.
2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2ZsfAPaDr0
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future
Work
The goal of this thesis is to develop a improved perception stage for
UGVs in order to achieve a robust navigation in terms of safety and
energy saving. The LIDAR sensor has been used as main sensor in
this proposal due to its high accurate in range measurement and that
it can be use in indoors and outdoors, depends on the sensor version.
In indoors scenarios the main drawback is not knowing the exact
pose of the robot, when localisation systems are not available. For
that reason an odometry improvement has been presented using the
information provided by an IMU.
A developed robotic platform has been presented and compared
with some of the usual commercial platforms used in research. This
developed platform has been designed taking into account aspects as
safety and modularity and it has been reached improvements, such as,
higher payload, improved odometry and increase in safety in scenarios
where the platform has to collaborate with humans and robots teams.
The proposed Grid-Based perception stage is based on BOF and
extended to not discretized velocities. This extension overcome the
restriction of detecting the velocities only when an obstacle changes
from one cell to another, neither maintain a occupancy map for each
discretized velocity. A spatial memory has been added to handle
the occlusions when the dynamic obstacles occlude static part of the
environment. These features help to the planning algorithm to avoid
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computing paths through static obstacles when LIDAR does not see
them leading an obstacle to“disappearing”. A laser grid discretisation
has been proposed in order to filter the measurement error in the
LIDAR data. The movement detection stage is based on Optical Flow
applied to the laser measurements to detect the obstacle velocities. A
dynamic occlusion detector has been added to the system to deal with
these situations. In addition, a PF algorithm has been used to track
multiple hypothesis and to deal with the noise in the measurements.
The number of particles has been fixed to limit the computational
complexity.
The proposed perception stage has been tested in several simu-
lated and real scenarios with different obstacles avoidance algorithms,
even though they were not designed for dynamic environments. The
focus of these tests have been designed to show how the velocities
detection of the dynamic obstacles improves the performance of the
obstacle avoidance algorithm, especially in risky situations.
The remaining of the chapter presents the main contributions in-
troduced and developed along this thesis. Finally, the future lines of
research left open by this thesis will be drawn.
6.1 Main Contributions
From the results obtained in the previous chapters, the main contri-
butions of this thesis are as follows:
1. Commercial Robotic Platforms Comparison: Some of
the commercial robotic platforms commonly used in research
have been analysed and compared with our developed platform
PROPINA. Their capabilities, strengths and weaknesses have
been shown in order to know which platform is the best election
for each task, useful when there are several platforms to solve
different challenges to efficiently cooperate.
2. Development of a Robotic Platform: Several im-
provements have been introduced in the developed platform
PROPINA and its extended version RoboShop, that are suit-
able for indoors, such as the more accurate odometry, higher
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payload and modular and safer design taking into account that
the robotic platforms should share scenario with humans.
3. Odometry improvement proposal: It has been shown an
odometry improvement of a robotic platform in real indoors
scenarios using a general purpose IMU and one embedded in a
mobile device. This is especially important in indoors scenarios
where GPS is not available and localization is the base of higher
level algorithms.
4. Laser pose calibration proposal: A pose calibration method
for laser sensors has been proposed. The task to know the
exact sensor pose is crucial to translate the measures from the
sensor to other coordinates system in the most accurate way.
An application of this calibration method in 3D map building
with a 2D laser has been presented.
5. Perception Stage Improvement proposal: The proposed
DOMap has improved the BOF approach in terms of efficiency,
by adding a stage to detect the relative velocities of the obsta-
cles without assuming discretized velocities. The velocities de-
tection has been obtained using Optical Flow over a discretized
grid of the LIDAR measurements, even though the Optical Flow
was not originally designed for laser measurements. In addi-
tion, an improved version of our algorithm has been proposed
iDOMap. It is able to fuse environment information from dif-
ferent sensors, if there are available, due to the stage that com-
puted the occupancy grid and tracking stage are ready for this
fusion. Also, the proposal can deal with the occlusions. Tak-
ing into account obstacles dynamics increases the safety and
reduce the energy consumption when the robot performs ob-
stacle avoidance manoeuvres.
6. Application: In order to test the projects where this thesis
is framed two applications were developed. In the case of AB-
SYNTHE project, a ciceron application was proposed and in
RoboShop a robotic shop assistant application was developed.
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Both cases have been tested in real environments, demonstrat-
ing that uses an improved perception stage with velocities esti-
mations improves the routes provided by several local obstacle
algorithms, even when they have not been designed for dealing
with dynamic obstacles.
6.2 Future work
From the results and conclusions of the present work, several research
lines can be faced:
1. Extend the system to 3D: In order to deal with possibly
available 3D features in the environment, an extension to 3D
mapping will be addressed. The first step will be the extension
to the system in several layers in Z axis where the 2D grid be-
comes a 3D grid of VOXELs. This approach can be done taking
the data from several 2D LIDAR located in different heights or
with a 3D LIDAR discretizing their measures in VOXELs.
2. Filter mixed pixels in LIDAR measurements: Detecting
and filtering this phenomenon would be interesting due to help
to improve the detection of obstacles when they are close to
other elements of the environment. Also, it would help to avoid
to close narrow spaces. On the other hand, it is a challenging
and risky task due to erase real laser impacts would decrease
the safety of the avoidance.
3. Adaptative grids: Taking into account the scenario, to adapt
the cell size in occupancy and laser grid could be improve the
performance:
Occupancy cells: could be vary their size based on the en-
vironment state, such as the global occupancy, the number of
dynamic obstacle, etc.
Laser grid: based on the LIDAR measure error, due to this
one increases with the distance, and in order to filter it, the size
of the laser grid should increase with the distance according to
this error.
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4. Scan Matching alternatives: There are several scan match-
ing alternatives, such as ICP, than can be applied in environ-
ments with enough translational and rotational invariant fea-
tures. For that reason, the matching accuracy and the spend
time of the algorithm depend of this amount of features. In
the case of new environments, crowed, without lineal neither
orthogonal features; it makes difficult that these methods work
properly or the computational cost rises. Other approaches take
the risk of shorten the linear spaces, such as corridors. Also,
scan matching approaches usually reject points that were not
in the previous instant. Due to the dynamic changing environ-
ments that are the focus of this thesis make this approaches in-
appropriate, a priori, for dynamic obstacles mapping. Nonethe-
less, an interesting future work would be to evaluate and im-
prove these techniques in order to including the laser reflectivity
in them, since these approaches originally do not usually take
into account this feature.
5. Ground Truth improvement: To develop a system that
tracks the UGV and the objects in the dynamic surrounding
based on an external system, such as an intelligent environment,
allowing to obtain accuracy numeric results of the DATMO sys-
tems. One possible approach could be based on high frame
rate cameras, placed on the ceiling perpendicular to the floor.
With enough height camera location and FOV, could be possi-
bly identify and track the objects from the zenith image.
6. Test the proposal in different environments: Although
the proposal has been tested in different simulated and real en-
vironments with different platforms, it would be interesting to
test it in others environments and other robotic platforms. For
that reason, we are trying to test the proposal with the Pepper
robot by SoftBank Robotics 1 in the Juguetronica environment
(with whom we have previously collaborated), due to this plat-
form is available at this company.
1www.ald.softbankrobotics.com
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7. iDOMap Parameters Selection: In order to identify the
best configuration parameters of the iDOMap based on the sce-
nario where the robotic platform has to move. This selection
could be based in scenario features such as its dimensions, the
“cluttered level” or the “crowded level”, and the robotic platform
equipment available. This parameters selection would help to
further generalize the proposal.
8. Publish iDOMap as ROS package: In order to test and
improve our proposal, we will publish it as ROS package, to be
available for the research community.
Appendices
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